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“DIY too” is a book about “do it yourself” performance. It's
a sequel of sorts, or rather; a continuation, to a text that
platformed a growing community of voices in theatre, art,
dance and performance making. 
“HELLO
In a way, this book (and overarching project) is as much about simply promoting acommunity of makers and their practices as it is a positioning and advocation ofa ‘scene’ within the creative and cultural industries: in this text artists andcollectives are only framed under the broad enveloping subject/context ("D.I.Y.")where they are encouraged  - simply - to try and articulate the underpinningpolitic and methods of their critical and creative practice.
If there's any real aim of this book, beyond the tacit 'promotion' of the people thatmake up the DIY community, is that I have asked the contributors to consider - if theycan - how they might be able to share their practice with others (so others can learn to"do it themselves" too). Hence the title.
The result is a book that contains essays, creative documents, graphic illustrations,
scores and lists of instructions, drawings, and diagrams. Please accept my apologies in
advance for the gratuitous self-citation in some areas of this book. Being 
a continuation means many issues and discussions need to be reiterated, referred to,
and developed. Despite the excellent perspectives given, and conclusions drawn, in book 1,
there's still a bit more digging to to. While I hope you might have read the first text, it
would be even more vain and arrogant to assume so.
Geared at students and young artists, but also - crudely - 'each other'; I hope
this text will complement the few texts on devised and collective/collaborative
performance practice (and theory), and crucially add a particular agenda: to
share and promote the ethos of 'DIY' performance making through intellectual
engagement, practical advice and action. Like book 1, efforts like this to
document and promote an alternative community to that of the mainstream
creative and cultural industries, and help others to define and create new ways
of making theatre and performance, are always a good thing. This book is
another little effort at that.____... ENJOY D.I.Y TOO
AGAIN”
___________
_
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TOGETHER”
My mum is a DIY’er. She’s put up her fair share of
shelves in her life, and has a weird tendency to
redecorate every other year or so, but that’s not what 
I mean. She brought up three kids: against odds,
impossible circumstances, and under incredible personal
turmoil. She brought us up ‘by herself ’ too: a kind of
DIY parenting. With all my assuredness, learned
knowledge and skills, I couldn’t imagine what it’s like to
have and raise a child. Let alone three, and not at all by
myself  like she did. But it’s not as if  being a single mum
has significance here either, I’m sure any parent reading
this will attest to the fact that bringing up a child is a
mixture of  what one has learned or discovered, and -
mostly I guess - simply getting on with it. Just doing it,
instinctively or intuitively.
So many people do. So many mothers, and fathers, and
guardians in the world who just do it. Get on with it. By
themselves. Though this shouldn’t omit the ways in which
these people get, provide, and share, support for what
they do. When I was growing up we lived in one of those
clichéd (North London) working class estates where
everyone mucked in, and all the single mums, and
boyfriends, or dads, and families and households also did it
together. It was like many other working class communities:
beset with complexity, hypocrisy, contradiction and
(usually unspoken) rules and systems, but at the heart of it;
a deep sense of tribe, loyalty and family. A delicate vase
crudely, but carefully, made of lots of other broken vases.
I have real reservation about how these ‘communities’
hide some darker - violent, ignorant - aspects, so the
analogy ends here. But as a child I felt protected: part 
of  something. My ‘family’ was more than the people 
I shared blood with. And that - then and now - is
profoundly important. Beyond the flat-packed shelves
and perpetual decorating, “Doing it yourself ” is very
rarely an isolated, or individual thing. It’s more often than
not a complex constellation of  people, and/or actions,
ideas: a community. 
I feel a creeping sense of guilt by daring to compare theatre
making, and what I do, to what my mum endured and did.
Not wishing to elevate the efforts of DIY theatre makers
to the truly heroic and altruistic acts of my mum, and all 
the other mums (and dads!), but there is something that
resonates with me about how, all grown up now, I like
belonging to a family and community of people joined 
by something other than just ‘blood’.
What is comparable is the ‘being a part of something’ 
and notions of community, commonality, and
interconnectedness; however arbitrary. The DIY community
feels so similar. A similar mask for internal ‘darkness’ and
trouble (a lack of cohesion and unity; funding and economic
issues enveloping the independent sector, and how this
sector ‘sits’ within an archaic model and class system of the
‘creative and cultural industries’ to name a few), a similar
unspoken set of ‘rules’, a familiar sense of tribe or ‘family’
and loyalty, and definitely a similar metaphor to that of a
delicate vase made from bits of other broken vases.
Cohesion and community is something I will return to 
later, but before I think it’s important that we see the
components that make the assumed whole.
With DIY (book 1) as a starting point for deeper and wider
engagement, in DIY Too I want to return to some of the
key discussions and perspectives and include more artists
and collectives into the community. To re-break the
delicate vase, and look at each shard.
Book 1 was partly a ‘how to’ guide, and partly
‘advocation’. I invited a number of artists and collectives 
to find a way to articulate what they do (in terms of DIY
Theatre and Performance making) in order to widen and
deepen critical and contextual underpinning of the label,
and - hopefully - start to encourage others to do it
themselves too. Beyond the tasks, recipes, and instructions,
contributors offered documentation, contextualisation, and
critical/reflective narratives of their methods and practice.
Robert Daniels (Bootworks)
“Doing it
some more...
_________
____________
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My own contribution concluded with a reason for this aim.
Selfishly, I wanted to know more about what this thing
was. It was as much about finding myself  a community to
belong to as it was some altruistic effort to disseminate and
promote a practice and ethos others should be
encouraged to explore.
I suggested that DIY is/might be “the beginning of
something” (a paradigm shift): a small revolution or
revaluing of the ‘alternative’ as an important aspect to the
wider culture of theatre and performance making
(something that Tim Crouch considers in his Edgelands talk,
cited by Hannah Nicklin in her contribution to book 1). 
I outlined a potted history of DIY (as I understood it to 
be at that time), and tried to set a stall out for some core
principles for what DIY could do and be in relation to the
theory and practice of theatre and performance making.
Perhaps allusions to a “DIY revolution” was a touch over-
earnest. There’s no overthrowing or great terror here. 
It’s less of a revolt and more of a nagging pain. At best 
a rebellion.
Since book 1 came out, there has been more focus toward
(and use of) the label as a useful way to encapsulate a
movement of alternative arts practices. The Guardian
Newspaper have recently published a special edition
‘Guide’ on DIY (with a great article on Forest Fringe,
claiming the “DIY ethos [is] as old as Art itself ”, and with
theatre - and Forest Fringe in particular; a positive “a
template for making work in an age of austerity”), meaning
the label has slowly started to emerge as a comfortably
useable definition for trends in lifestyle and hobbyist
pursuits at least, and new publications on theatre practice
(‘devised’, collaborative, contemporary theatre making)
are definitely more focussed on the dissemination and
articulation of practice and method.
Though despite the newfound appreciation of  (the label
of ) DIY in theatre and performance making contexts, the
volume of available texts and contexts on DIY still refers
to the more common associations. My reading so far has
taken me into studies on subcultures (Hedbidge,
Bourdieu, Spencer, et al), Socio-Cultural Activism (McKay,
Brass and Koziell), Permaculture, and environmental,
ecological design and self-reliance (Emerson, The Trapese
Collective, Wehr), ‘visual’ and ‘fine’ art practices like the
‘radical’, ‘alternative’ - and often interdisciplinary -
movements of  Outsider Art, Dadaism, and Live Art,
(Dezeuze, Gauntlett, Ratto, Beil) and deeper into the
philosophies of  art-production (Ranciere, Adorno,
McLuhan, Benjamin) and into market-centred policies and
value-contexts of  the creative and cultural industries
(Adorno, Bourdieu, Nesta, Kleon). 
And finally, at this stage of my research at least, back to
some of the genealogies in theatre history that pre-empt
and precursor the ethos and aesthetic that can be seen to
influence the current scene of DIY theatre and
performance. Some of which I will be using here to expand
upon (and deepen) the conceptual and theoretical
frameworks and vocabularies of DIY theatre and
performance. Others, I’m yet to fully digest and integrate. 
The root of  all this exploring and defining was, in part,
selfish: ‘DIY’ was definitely a useful label for something we
did in Bootworks, and I was interested in pinning it down
more: seeing who else used the term, and how or why.
Section 3 of  How to Steal Like an Artist Kleon suggests we,
“write the book [we] want to read” (p. 109). So I did.
About 50 artists and collectives were contacted - friends,
colleagues, people I admired, people who explicitly used
the term DIY in their mission statements and artistic
policies - not at all an exclusive list, far from it, but a quick
reach out to some people in my imagined community, and
an invite to be part of  something that sought to articulate
it further. I was overwhelmed by the generosity and
enthusiasm. Nearly all of  them responded and submitted.
And the work was truly brilliant. It was incredible reading
all the perspectives, opinions and information people
were giving.
As the process began to build momentum on book one,
and I continued to make teach, work and tour, I kept
meeting people and seeing work that reminded me of how
many people I didn’t or couldn’t include first time round,
and thinking of voices I felt should be included in this
community. A good thing obviously. It reminded me how
huge and diverse this community is, but also how
disparate, and how important it is to keep trying to provide
a forum for people to promote their views (and work),
join up the disparate network, and to celebrate the sheer
range of artists, work and disciplines that contribute. With
that in mind I was compelled to ‘do it some more’ and
invite everyone to say a little more.
In book 1, two main arguments appeared. One involving
an expository appraisal and critique of an assumed
symbolic/aesthetic ‘style’ (of ‘DIY Theatre Performance’),
and another rooted in notions of homology and
underpinning ‘lifestyle’: the ‘do it yourself ’ ethos, politic
and (sub) culture. To deepen the arguments and context
of DIY, with this book I would like to encourage
contributions that deal with ecology, and socio-political or -
cultural contexts. Or the notion of a DIY (symbolic)
style/aesthetic. Or share ‘how to’ practices and methods.
Thus alongside the contributions from artists and
collectives I’ve widened the invite to include contributions
from critics, venues and producers, and from other art
forms and mediums.
One of the things that struck me about book one was the
aversion by some to the label “DIY”. Whilst happy to
contribute, and embracing of the overarching ethos and
mission of the book (and scene) It seemed that many of
the contributors felt the term didn’t quite encapsulate fully
what most of us do when it comes to ‘it’. Some even
(playfully) criticised the label;
“DIY is a load of crap that is easy to
get a hold of. It is a temporary fix for a
deeper structural problem. It is cheap
and it is simply not good enough”
(GETINTHEBACKOFTHEVAN, in Daniels, 2014: 60-61)
A pertinent point to make for sure. 
Some felt its implied encouragement to be ‘independent’
(and in extreme associations: ‘isolationist’) was counter
to the fact that much of  the making of  art is dependent
on the involvement of  other people. Even when working
‘alone’, much art-making is a collaborative exchange.
Even for the auteurs and the literal independents.
Many contributors specifically pointed to ‘others’ as a
necessary element in making good work. If  it isn’t other
artists, through exchanging and sharing ideas, or the
involvement of  complimentary artists (designers,
musicians, puppet makers: people who provide
important specialist help and/or collaborations), it lays 
in the final act of  giving the work over to its audience.
Put simply, there can be no such thing as (truly) ‘doing it
yourself’. Everything and everyone is connected and
intra-dependent. Therefore, perhaps “DIY” is too broad
a label to use, and the act of  labelling this community
means I’m potentially steering towards the idea that DIY
is hegemonic, and a ‘catch-all’ terminology(?). Which
obviously isn’t helpful. Or indeed accurate. True; as a
lexical term it woefully struggles to encompass a breadth
of  artistic practice and ideology that resists definition,
but it’s fair to say that at some point there needs to be
some sort of  boundaries or axioms to the field. At the
very least a pirate’s code (“It’s more a set of  guidelines
than rules” as Captain Barbosa would say). 
My academic background lies in the field of
Performance Studies (Schechner, Pelias, et al), so I’m
very used to (and embracing of ) slippery subjects that
“resist fixed definition” (Schechner, 2002: 19), but 
I am aware that if  I choose to keep the definition too
broad, I risk something worse than than inadequacy:
the label becomes a ‘name for everything else’, and
even worse than that; the ‘everything else’ becomes
the hegemony DIY (however loosely defined)
positions itself against. Without eventually reigning 
in and narrowing the field, the DIY community risks
becoming the antithesis of  what it represents. Like
what The Sex Pistols did to Punk. Only less cynical,
and perhaps less deliberately. 
___
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Thankfully, we can learn from The Sex Pistols. Indeed, we
have a lot to learn from all of the other DIY’ers that came
before us: the Lettrists, the Situationists, the beat scene,
Roosevelt’s Federal Art Project, Dada, and so on...DIY
after all, is more often than not attributed to social and
philosophical ‘movements’ made by people to counter the
mainstream ideology and systems, not just art making and
production. The label ‘DIY’ has been used for various
purposes long before it found its way to theatre making
parlance. Not that DIY (art and/or artists) necessarily set
out to evoke such grand things, but the ‘counter-to-
mainstream’ ethos and context definitely rings true.
Some lessons are clear and some not. First of all,
Regardless of what this book promotes, I think there
should be no exclusive manifesto: Insisting on rules, or
dogma leads to exclusivity, and has clearly spelled the end
for preceding DIY (‘esque) movements. Secondly, to adapt
Wittgenstein; we label things to understand them, not to
limit them. DIY is simply a good label to use. The meaning
of the label comes from those who use it, not those who
impose it. So whilst I feel it’s important to continue refining
this quixotic subject, it’s shouldn’t be seen as a reductive
action in any way. In fact, as the range of contributions and
voices so far will attest, any essentialist definition for DIY
will be found through it’s dimensionality. 
Lastly, this book, or it contents shouldn’t be seen as
anything more than a (fractional) snapshot of the scene.
I’m not tying to do that insecure academic trope that
hedges bets (“to summarise and essentialise is
anathema...”) nor am I avoiding a harsh critique. As I’ve
said, DIY is something I do, and I think others do it too:
Nothing more. In this book you’ll likely find missions,
definitions, or disciplinary doctrine, but you won’t find a
manifesto.
The loosest, but most common feature to DIY theatre and
performance is that all members of its community and
context lie - generally - in the ‘independent’ sector.
Somewhere celebratory of the slippery mess between
symbolic and/or political form, ethos or methodology, but
- more widely - set with the context of the independent
sector as ‘indies’. If  you’re an independent artist, collective
or practitioner you are likely “doing it yourself ” one way
or another. Which - in the broadest terms - is where ‘DIY’
is best placed. It’s not always ‘anti-mainstream’ but - simply
- ‘alternative-to-mainstream’. Beyond this socio-economic
framework, everything gets complicated. But it’s also in this
context where one can see the huge range of possibility
and reach. DIY performance practices can therefore be
seen as heterogeneous: full of difference and
idiosyncrasy...perhaps even contradictions. It doesn’t have
a history, or genealogy, but histories, and precedents. As
Dee Heddon and Jennie Klein put it, 
“This history of  live art is one of  connections, then, a Do it
Yourself  (DiY) live art trade route; and though the focus here
is on the UK, the histories and practices, and discussions and
debates they raise, have wider resonance. If  our anthology is a
map, it is one that, in the spirit of  geographer Doreen Massey
(2005), seeks to leave the stories open and unfinished, trailing
loose ends - loose ends which we hope provide opportunities
for others to make different connections.” (2012: 2)
Heddon and Klein’s wish to resist generative lineage is not
a crafty way to avoid epistemological accuracy, but an
assertion that, whilst the people themselves and be
contextual environment they work in can be recorded in
linear order, the genealogies, histories, connections,
communities and moments of punctuated event-
phenomena, are amorphous and often ephemeral.
That being said, I should mention at this point, at least for
some kind of grateful attribution, companies such as
Forkbeard Fantasy, Red Ladder, Welfare State, IOU, and
some of the earlier precedents to this ethos and form: if
only to nod to the canon, and mention early stimulations
(The Welfare State Handbook, for instance, was one of
the first places I read about ‘how to make stuff ’ as a
student, and a key reference point to the kind of book I
would like to model my own on), but also to say that there
was nothing ‘light’ or folly about these 1st-Gen collectives
and there impact on theatre, culture and politics. If  one
were to take account for the huge affect of post-war Agit
Prop theatre, the work of Joan Littlewood, 7/84
Theatre…the list goes on…and the way in which
contemporary theatre (and the independent sector
altogether) wouldn’t exist without such people, one has to
admit that there’s nothing new in any of this. It’s just
another name for the stuff  that’s been happening for a
while now. But that’s OK: there’s “too much rhetoric
surrounding newness, without a sense of  not really being new”
(Pitt, 2015, www.devotedanddisgruntled.com) anyway.
As I have already said in my introduction to book 1 and
repeat here; the term DIY already existed in various (inter-
related) manners outside of theatre and performance
nomenclature for a long time, and whilst there might be no
such thing as DIY, at least in terms of a single, essentialist
position; there are ways to DIY, and kinds of DIYer. Ralph
Emerson, Engels and Marx, and Habermas are cited as
precursors and founding fathers of such attempts to
‘decolonise the lifeworld’ and ‘return to the earth’. Their
world-views have demonstrably shifted the way in which
we understand culture, society, and living in the world.
They remind us of how capable humans are of “doing it
ourselves”; offering alternative systems and structures to
redefine our being-in-the-world. Each time one encounters
a new DIY movement, there can be clear parallels drawn
between the precursory theories and the ethos of the
particular community. 
Literally, DIY - as style or ethos - is a reminder that one
often can (do it yourself ). Because, as Milk Presents
pointed out in book 1; “there’s no reason not to?”
(Doherty, Glaskin and Robertson, in Daniels, 2014: 84).
Moreover, terms such as DIT (“do it together”),
emphasising cooperation, collaboration and co-
authorship or participation, or co-creation; “DIO - do it
ourselves - emphasising the collective and collaborative
action of  the individual and atomistic invocation of  a self
that acts” (Ratto, Boler and Deiburt, 2014: 8), and
DIWO (“do it with others”) where “citizenship may be
enacted through affinity amongst strangers” (Swartz and
Driscoll, ibid: 297), are all easily useable if  DIY can’t
escape it’s literal translation. James Baker and Search
Party invented many more in book 1 if  these don’t
suffice either.
Kevin Wehr (2012) positions DIY (in sociological terms)
in three categories: “Individualists” (those who “do-
it-yourself-if-you-have-to” [p. 32], and could be
considered more of  a hobbyist, perhaps unaware, or
unwilling of  the larger ethos of  DIY); “Coordinators”
(people who “consciously embrace a DIY mentality and
coordinate with a larger group of  what might be called a
DIY movement” [p.3]), and; “Lifestylers” (the
political, philosophical, and consciously exclusive
counter-cultural activists). Wehr positions these three
types only to distinguish and elaborate on the various
ways in which humans engage with a social action of
‘doing it themselves’. The analogy to theatre making is
clear I think.
He points out - for instance - that in almost all aspects
and aggregations of  DIY, people still exist in some direct
relationship with the capitalist hegemony and patriarchal
apparatus, regardless of  their political position against it.
In the arts all members of  all categories will still need to
access the larger capitalist superstructure to support the
doing (of ) it ‘themselves’ (going to a multi-national
corporate brand utility, or department store, to buy
their cheap props and materials). 
Wehr also alludes to other variations or subcategories
such as “DIY-Lite” (a kind of  sub-par variation: a
“colour-by-numbers” activity [p. 3]), and the
etymological root of  the genre ‘Folk’ in relation to work,
and activity (in Weirs case ‘Music’) being done ‘by/for
the people’ (p. 9) which he considers an important
phenomena to consider in the overall understanding of
the term. Amateur Theatre groups might fall into this
latter category.
These categories, and their contextual positions point to
some of  the most provocative criticisms and appraisals
of  DIY theatre making in the last book, as well as look
forward to some of  the arguments formed in this book.
The dichotomy made between the symbolic/aesthetic
approach, and the seemingly ‘deeper’ ideological
engagement continues in all aspects of  DIY art/culture.
And in this book.
___
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To translate Wehr’s categories in theatre making parlance
the individualist might be compelled to ‘DIY’ because they
have little other choice (funding restrictions perhaps
preventing them from ‘hiring/buying in’), or as
‘independents’ their work and creative practice is born out
of individualism. Coordinators may well position themselves
actively as perpetrators of an aesthetic, symbolic, or
methodological ethos that might be labelled DIY (and -
importantly - proactively engage with a community of
other consciously ‘DIY’ artists). Lifestylers of the DIY
theatre making community are the hardcore artisans and
‘back-to-the-land-ers’. Wehr suggests that “this is when
DIY becomes political” (p. 4) which I believe most of this
community would like to identify with, but - thankfully in
my opinion - not dogmatically so. I personally think that
most DIY artists likely fall into the first two categories. 
One could place most DIY performance makers “on a
continuum, with one end representing the overtly
political/interventionist and the other end representing
those simply channeling creativity and a kind of poesis into
everyday practices.” (Ratter and Boler, 2014: 19) I guess
we’ll see whether this is true or not in the preceding
chapters. Bringing together a collection of people to voice
their opinions, and importantly letting these people
promote their ideas independently, to tell how they do
what they do (or why), was an effort to show that
diversity and similarity - whilst contradictory in some
aspects - is perfectly indicative of the wonderful eclecticism
of method, style, approach and outlook. How they fit into
the above categories (or not) will reveal itself  if  doing so is
important. By letting contributors speak for themselves I,
hopefully, remain inclusive and accepting of idiosyncratic
viewpoints, which should keep the label and lexicon open
and wide-ranging. 
That being said, the wide range of  ethe and forms
somehow still retain relative specificity. Furthermore,
the choice of  participating artists and collectives in this
book, and the one before it, was not haphazard. There
is always an overarching socio-political ideology that
positions ‘do(ing) it yourself ’ as a viable and positive
alternative community and context for artists to belong
to and make work in. It’s one of  the reasons I wanted
to make these books in the first place. At its heart, DIY
theatre and performance (making) has fairly clear
philosophical principles regarding the way in which its
followers can empower themselves to think, create and
articulate alternative ways to be and do in the world. All
DIY genealogies - outside the realm of  home
improvement - are rooted in counter-mainstream
‘movements’ and ‘cultures’. This is pretty much a given.
People united by an overarching ethos or ideology
alternative to that of  the status quo or hegemony. This
ideology, as a well as what I’ve already discussed so far,
is in part how I selected and invited contributors. I was
looking for people that evoked, demonstrated,
embodied...what I imagined a DIY ethos and/or style
to be, or hear from people that I shared similar place,
background or context with. People that were part of
my ‘scene’ and community as an artist: those I shared
touring circuits, platforms/programmes, or
(professional) ‘social’ situations with. I was looking 
for Individualists, Coordinators and Lifestylers. Voices
that complimented, transformed or countered my 
own imaginings. 
In the first book authors were responding to my mission
and perspective. At that time “DIY” (in terms of theatre
and performance) for me was little more than an artistic
project set up by LADA and some interesting and
provocative blogs and articles. But, overall,  there was little
writing and ‘theory’ available. Like much of Theatre
History and Anthropology, I had to rely on more concrete
critical contexts and concepts from the hegemonic
disciplines: in music and fine art especially. I started from
this reading and built a foundation for people to respond
to. In this book they are responding to their own, and each
others ideas as well as my foundations. Some of the
people in this text are returnees; looking to add to,
redefine or change their initial position. Included in this text
are some ‘new’ voices too. I’m keen to promote and
platform as many member of this community as are willing. 
Based on the thoughts and perspectives offered in the last
book there were a number of principles shared that we
can now add to the growing definition and understanding
of DIY (theatre and performance):
Connectivity, exchange, collaboration and inter/intra-
relationships with ‘others’. In short, the consideration
and acknowledgement of “yourself ” as part of a
community: Not just in terms of the group of makers and
‘followers’, but in terms of how much of the work by DIY
artists aims to tangibly connect and remain connected to
its audiences.
‘Lo-Fi’ (symbolic) form: doing it as well as possible, for as
little ‘money’ as possible, with whatever you have to hand.
This ‘form’, like Punk or Folk Art, is recognisable as a
solution to economic and resource-limited predicaments,
or as a symbolic form (deliberate use of trailing-edge
technologies or extremely restricted palettes of employed
media and aesthetic).
Heuristic creativity: the artist as dilettante, bricoleur,
and/or autodidact ‘working it out as they go’; including the
learning of new skills and craft otherwise unavailable by
collaborating or using ‘what’s to hand’. 
‘Alternative’ and ‘counter’ socio-political ideologies:
despite there being a wider sense of what this ‘counters’
or is ‘alternative’ to, it’s clear that the DIY (art) community,
and it’s overarching ethos is set against (or at least
‘alternative to’) the hegemony of the mainstream. It
resides, and is nurtured in the independent sectors, or
‘alternative’ scenes and environments.
Professional amateurism: with the economy of the
independent sector being so undercut by the continued
dismantling of public subsidy (in the UK at least) and
perpetuation of an archaic class/patronage system of
‘high’ and ‘low’ art and culture, what remains clear in the
lack of securing a living income, a lot - if  not most - of the
people in this community are a doing it ‘for the love’ (and
‘for a living’, of some kind, hopefully).
Immediacy: that DIY work is often ‘quick’ to make and
get out there, can respond quickly to current contexts and
remain ‘zeit’ and ‘avant’, but also; DIY theatre can connect
with different audiences and contexts more immediately
and directly than most other forms.
Not all DIY’ers will follow every principle, but perhaps -
following Wehr and Boler - there might be something that
‘qualifies’ the levelness of a DIY’er by determining how
many of these principles they follow. I guess, finally, I
should add to the definition this important principle:
DIY is just a label. And like all labels, it’s not always
‘right’. So - if  it suits - use another label: DIT, DIO, DIWO,
etc. Something else entirely even. The ‘yourself ’ is not
meant to be an indication of independence or isolationism.
The inference is that ‘you’ are doing it. 
Some great principles for sure. Despite the waffly
preamble, I got there in the end! But I also feel these won’t
surprise anybody. They are ideals I’m sure any theatre
maker or artist might embrace in the necessary
circumstances. As indicated above, they point to a theatre,
that’s something like Brook’s “Rough” theatre. A theatre
that makes “a dynamic stab at a certain ideal.” (Brook,
1968 :85) and looks to serve more than just “the market”,
or even ‘the artists’ or ‘art- world’. It’s grass-roots
mentality and situation places it directly in front of the
audience: a ‘popular’ theatre, without the crude relegation
of class, or quality that it once carried,
“IT IS always the popular theatre
that saves the day. Through the ages
it has taken many forms, and there is
only one factor that they all have in
common—a roughness. Salt, sweat,
noise, smell: the theatre that’s not in
a theatre, the theatre on carts, on
wagons, on trestles, audiences
standing, drinking, sitting round
tables, audiences joining in,
answering back: theatre in back
rooms, upstairs rooms, barns; the
one- night stands, the torn sheet
pinned up across the hall, the
battered screen to conceal the quick
changes— that one generic term,
theatre, covers all this and the
sparkling chandeliers too.” (Ibid. p. 78)
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And where Brecht is positioned by Brook to exemplify the
‘rough’, one might now look to the post-Brechtian: what
Lehman defines (and extends) as the ‘Postdramatic’.
Where Brecht took Craig’s symbolic essentialism as modus
operandi, we now replace the semiotic ‘sign’ with a literal
one. A cardboard notice with the word “tree” scrawled on
it stands where there was once a shadow of a tree, which
replaced the painted one before it.
Brook suggested that Theatre can be ‘deadly’, ‘holy’, or
‘rough’ (or ‘immediate’). And without prejudice, it’s
possible to see how DIY theatre might be any of them. It’s
‘deadly’ in the way it can often be reduced to a lazy,
strident and crudely symbolic form. Like commercial punk.
It’s ‘holy’ in the way it often communicates in ‘pure’ and
highly efficacious and meaningful ways, directly to people.
It’s rough because because of it’s ‘place’ and location as
well as its ‘immediacy’, which Brook ends with in The
Empty Space as a allusion to the ‘experimental’. DIY
theatre is a great “what if ”. It’s ‘Immediate’ in how it
remains syncretic and because it’s experimental: a dialogue
between the analogue ‘old’ and digital ‘new’ or with an
oscillatory relationship with its audience. If  it’s to be
positioned in any one of these ideas, it’s probably best
remaining in the Rough category. 
That being said, in The Empty Space, when describing
Rough Theatre, Brook keeps referring to comedy and
popular theatre. There’s a kind of ‘relegation’ or
denigration in this position. Whilst he speaks positively
about how Rough Theatre can do X or Y, I can’t help but
feel that the position is made in order to reify and
distinguish more ‘preferred’ forms, like Holy Theatre.
And this he does: 
(Holy Theatre) “is a complete way of  life for all its members,
and so it is in contrast with most other avant-garde and
experimental groups whose work is scrambled and usually
invalidated through lack of  means. Most experimental
products cannot do what they want because outside conditions
are too heavily loaded against them. They have scratch casts,
rehearsal time eaten into by the need to earn their living,
inadequate sets, costumes, lights, etc. Poverty is their
complaint and their excuse.” (Brook, 1968: 72)
Do they though? Do they have “scratch casts”…
“Inadequate” sets, costume, lights, etc.? Is less rehearsal
time an issue? I’m aware that i’m forcing the argument
here, but already there’s a sense of  value and status being
asserted by Brook, and all those who agree with his
position here, that relegates certain kinds of  theatre over
other, because of  factors that are predominantly
economic and concerning (a lack of ) ’quality’ in the time
and effort made to make, shape and design work. In a
Guardian article by Ben Walters, Andy Field, one of  the
co directors of  Forest Fringe, insists that “DIY is an
ideology rather than aesthetic. It’s not defied by
handmade props or deliberately shonky effects, though it
sometimes is those things. It’s about finding alternative
modes of  production, ways of  making art that invite us to
imagine and inhabit different, hopefully better, way of
living in the world.” (Field, in Walters, 2014, The
Guardian. Web. Accessed: 14 Mar. 2015.) 
Walters considers a DIY as “a template for making work
in the age of  austerity” (ibid), which reminds me that
there is something political and reactionary (rebellious
even) about DIY that even those who perpetuate the
most superficial aspects of  the label can’t escape from.
Brook goes on to say that, 
“The Holy Theatre has one energy, the Rough has others.
Lightheartedness and gaiety feeds it, but so does the same
energy that produces rebellion and opposition. This is a
militant energy: it is the energy of anger, sometimes the
energy of  hate.” (Brook, 1968: 85). 
Again, Brook’s position is to label the Rough theatre as
‘lighthearted’ and ‘gay’: folly, a triviality, a superficial
form. Even the compensatory mention of  ‘militancy’
and ‘rebellion’ is made in a disparaging way. Its either
really fluffy and fun, or really angry and aggressive. I
think that this ‘reactive’ distinction is where
comparisons to Brooks Rough Theatre need to end. I
would argue the very opposite (of  DIY Theatre): that
because the cultural landscape is constantly changing
and DIY artists are most fluid and quickest to respond.
The result may well sometimes be “Rough’ in Brook’s
terms, but i would effort a less flippant relegation of
this immediacy.
I do think the very last part of  the citation above is
pertinent though. He speaks of  a(n experimental)
theatre that points to some of  the issues many people
raised in book 1: issues regarding ecology, economics…
the form/aesthetic/ethos of  need over want…and as a
criticism: a theatre where “Poverty is their complaint
and their excuse” (ibid: 60). Hannah Nicklin’s
contribution to book 1 writes about DIY being “born
out of  a place and community, and which offers a
distinct alternative to the monoculture that thrives on
top-down structures and one-size-fits-all models of
entertainment” (in Daniels, 2014: 89). A report by Clive
Dudd, from a Devoted and Disgruntled Roadshow
session imagines the ‘perils’ of  DIY, “floating in the
unknown area between the amateur and professional
worlds” (Judd, 2012, www.devotedanddisgruntled.com).
Michael Pinchbeck, who was part of  that session, talks
more about a (imagined) dichotomy between the
professional and the amateur (another label Brook
mentions), and tries to appraise and value aspects of
each context;
“The amateur is always somewhere in between a hobby and a
job, living and loving, trying and failing, the onstage and the
offstage, and I like to think that when we work with the
vocabulary of  DIY theatre we are working with this endless
potential for life and love, attempt and failure.” (Pinchbeck, in
Daniels, 2014: 95)
Elsewhere in book 1, this duality - a ‘professional
amateurism’ - is dealt with in the contributions by
Accidental Collective, Abigail Conway, and Shatter
Resistant. In this book you’ll find more from Dirty
Market and Sh!t Theatre. And from this (albeit small)
range of  perspectives, one can see a very clear
distinction about DIY that demands a need to reverse
or discard Brook’s hierarchy: a need to re-visit and
reverse the value of  the word Amateur, and be
suspicious of  the archaic socio-economical class system
of  ‘high’ and ‘low’ art. It’s privileging of  mastery and
virtuosity is over-valued: that the holy theatre is now
seen as exclusive and esoteric. DIY can easily be seen as
a form of  embodied ‘Amateur’ (like) ideology. Or as an
Outsider Art, who’s “artists” are classed similarly;
somewhere between the amateur and the (trained)
professional. The establishment look on Outsider Art in
negative ways mostly, and perhaps part of  the derision
and marginalisation is rooted in the apparent fact that
these people are making art that equals, and sometimes
transcends the art by people who’ve trained and honed
their craft for so long. ‘Quality’ and ‘efficacy’ are not
predicated on foundations of  ‘skill’ or virtuosity. 
Though there is a clearly negative assumption made on
these artists by the establishment. When they’re not
naive they’re quickly branded by their disability, rogue-
like identity, or worse; by their (real or imagined)
‘disability’ or mental health issues. Their dilettantism is
seen as lacking seriousness. Is this derogatory attitude
towards the ‘untrained’ artist something pertinent to
DIY? These outsiders seem to threaten the notions of
mastery, virtuosity and the elevation of  ‘Art’ to the
transcendental. They’re saying, “No. You don’t need to
know the history, you don’t need to know the craft,
you don’t need to value or revere the masters; we’re
all artists”. Fictional DogShelf, who return for this
edition, talk often about rejecting (or at least
challenging) the value of  virtuosity and ‘skill’, and
there’s lots more on ‘hobbies’, ‘amateurism’, and
‘dilettantism’, available through the writing of  Kay
(2002: 100-116), Kleon (2012 and 2014), Radosavljevic
(2013: 15) and Verlag, (2005: 12).
Grotowski, however, strongly attacks the notion of
dilettantism (see Richards, 1995: 33-48,  and Slowiak and
Cuesta, 2007: 59), and ultimately favours rejecting the
ethos (which he smears as ‘touristic’ creativity) in favour
of  ‘mastery’. These structuralist positions have genuine
significance and provenance in contemporary British
Theatre and performance, so i think it’s worth
positioning a stalwart and influence like Grotowski in this
discussion, given the affect his work has had on the
evolution of  theatre practice in the west (Grotowski’s
work can be seen as an important influence on the way
theatre teaching found its way into Higher Education,
especially in the way it envelops and synthesises
academic theory with training). His influence asides, I
think there’s a need to re-evaluate the need for
reverence and adoration. There’s something important
to confront in the assumed value in ‘skill’ and ‘training’.
_________
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Where people like Stanislavski, Grotowski and the
‘masters’ of craft and ‘method’ are still revered, there’s
also a growing sense of value and favour in the ‘non-
trained’ (or untrained) performer (artist…whatever) if
one looks to the work of The Judson Group (and Yvonne
Rainer’s ‘No manifesto’; a call-to-arms to reject of skill and
mastery), Quarantine (Susan and Darren: 2006), Bock and
Vincenzi (Invisible Dances: 2013), Lucy Guerin (Untrained:
2013), and many other examples of interactive/
participative work where the stage is shared or owned 
by untrained performers (Nic Green’s Trilogy: 2010, for
example, or Bausch’s Kontakthof which was (re)made for
untrained ‘ladies and gentlemen over 65’ in 2000).
One only has to browse any of  the most common web-
based media platforms such as YouTube, reddit, 4chan,
DeviantArt, Flickr, and myriad platforms to see an
immense amount of  ‘art’ being created and disseminated
by ‘unskilled’, or ‘untrained’ artists. It’s very rarely
labelled ‘Art’ too. Interestingly though, these platforms
can - and are - still be used as powerful weapons for
minority or rogue voices. Vitality is a tricksy and sublime
thing. Of course, when the hegemony eventually gets
wind of  such deviant models it quickly assimilates,
essentialises and commodifies them. Nevertheless, they
can all be seen as excellent (albeit digital), examples of
this shift of  importance away from the ‘Artist” as a
specific kind of  skilled being.
With regards to training and skill, Bootworks celebrate an
irreverence: we are ‘trained’ and ‘skilled’ - very well in
some disciplines (and not so well in others!) - but do not
like to settle with the dogma they tend to instil. Many - if
not all - of the contributors to this book, and the first one,
will be able to write a history of where ‘training’ has taken
place. Some will revere and celebrate this engrained craft.
Many artists and companies will disregard the problem
altogether. Ray Johnson, Joseph Beuys, Andy Warhol, and
many others have given ideology and credence to the
notion that Art is not just something we can all do, but
something we should all do: notions of skill and virtuosity
are only important to those who like to keep hierarchies in
place. Even the ‘untrained’ will accumulate skill and ability if
they continue to doing.
If  only we could all be like Bob Ross.
Like my issue with Brooks placement and (alluded to) value
of Rough Theatre, I find myself happily acknowledging the
definition and accepting the argument, but completely
unable to stomach to subtle absolutism implied in these
assertions. I can’t help but allow my working class roots to
spike up and feel a bit attacked by this absenting or
ignorance of the possible value of what such a ‘lesser’
(cruder, more immediate, and literally ‘rougher’) form
might be able to offer society and culture. I recognise that
Brook gives credit to rough theatre for its ability to be
(positively) extreme in its impact, but I think DIY does a lot
more than that too. I want to say, then, that being DIY in
any context is not like Brook’s definition of ‘rough’. But
there is something to be said about how this assumed
status is too easily adopted as DIY’s modus operandi, and
as a tool to relegate its purpose, function and affect/effect
to something ‘lesser’ to some kind of theatre and
performance that is better  serving to the subject and its
consumers. Like Brook flippantly condemns rough theatre
as something less significant (but charmingly provocative), I
think that this kind of adoption of DIY helps undermine
the efforts made by those who have little other choice or
option than to ‘do it themselves’.
Interestingly, Brook is part of the tradition of those
(structuralists) who revere the systems of craft, mastery
and method (Stanislavski, Copeau-via-St Denis, Grotowski
and the Eastern methods via Artaud, to crudely
summarise). It’s obvious therefore that he rejects the
‘sideways’ approach of dilettantism in favour of a ‘vertical’
perspective. My issue, class-based or otherwise, is that -
whilst these crafts and methods have clear value and
importance (and i’ve seen the work of Brook, and
Grotowski’s investigations via Thomas Richards ‘live’), and
indeed can make truly beautiful work - these methods, still
the reserve of (elitist) conservatoires and academic
institutions, are esoteric, excluding and belittling of other
forms. Their ‘truth’ is absolute: messianic, monotheistic,
and monocultural. 
In Show Your Work by Kleon, he mentions an interesting
concept by Brian Eno called  “scenius”, where “ideas are
birthed by a group of creative people - artists, curators,
thinkers, theorists, and other tastemakers - who make up
an “ecology of talent”.” (2015:10-11), and In Chapter 2:
“BE AN AMATEUR”, he suggests that “even for
professionals, the best way to flourish is to retain an
amateur’s spirit and embrace uncertainty and the
unknown.” (Ibid: 18). The sideways approach therefore is
not about the hobbyist superficially dabbling with things
only the special few should be allowed, but a fluid -
horizontal - transdisciplinary network of skill, labour, craft
and ethos not held by one messianic being (an absent
presence of leader and doctrine), and those who follow,
but amorphously by a collective of adopters. 
Similar to the metaphor of  a scenius, Goat Island offer 
a similar interpretation (of  art and culture) using the 
word ‘collage’:
“I like the idea of a collage because it
illuminates the individual pieces that go
into the final picture, If our
performances do reflect the world we
live in, it’s important for me to distinguish
them as collage, which is different from
the ‘melting pot’ image which is
sometimes used to describe America or
the world today, because the individuals
tend to lose their identity in the melting.
People of the world have great pride in
their roots and don’t like to have them
diluted or mixed, but we do like to
integrate with each other...Each piece or
layer of our performance (each gem
that we’ve stolen) should be allowed to
be seen on its own and also part of the
larger treasure.” (Schoolbook 2: 52)
So, between the vase, the scenius, network, and the
collage, what is the ‘conclusion’? Community. Even a
loosely held one. It’s not what elements make it up, it’s
what holds it together that matters. In the way the
Japanese art of  Kintsugi, or an up-cycled, reformed
collection of  potsherds, celebrates or emphasises the
beauty of  imperfection. For me, there’s something special
in the ‘horizontal’ modelling of  art-making and
presentation. The “we’re-all-in-this-together” approach.
It’s romantic, bohemian: everyone part of  something
bigger, regardless of  class, ethnicity, or whatever
oppressive hierarchy contextualises the naturally
egalitarian, liberal, ethos of  Art and art-making. 
Admittedly though, within all this idealism and
libertarianism, I do have a serious problem with skill and
virtuosity being deliberately obscured or shrouded
behind ironic poesi of  amateurism: the appropriation of
the symbolic aesthetic in order to disguise ones true
ethos or class. For me though there’s still something
extremely problematic when acutely intelligent and
educated folk appropriate the form too flippantly and
arrogantly, making it all look easy and throwaway. It’s
smacks of  shrouded privilege. And it devalues the quality
and quantity of  of  labour undertaken. It’s almost an
‘aren’t we too clever for our own good’ type thing that
puts my back up... but then reading that back I don’t
know if  I mean it. I’m surely one of  these ‘folk’? I’ve met
a fair few people (artists, musicians especially) who ‘live’
this romantic life of  destitution and poor-theatre-making,
comfortable in their middle-class bohemian choice.
Perhaps the romantic idealism of  egalitarian is only useful
to a point then.
We should still remember that some things do take (and
need) ‘skill’ to some degree. Individual (creative)
expression is one thing, representative (creative)
expression is another. There has to be an assumed, wider
(cultural) sense of  literal ‘value’ to art. Perhaps not in its
affect or effect on culture and society, or indeed its
supposed embodiment of  (the wealth of ) civilised
culture: but in the plain fact that “work” - labour, skill and
all that - goes into the making of  art. Even Bob Ross
would acknowledge that a little effort needed taking.
_________
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I doubt anyone truly poor and destitute would feel
romantic by this situation. Yes, I have class issues: I have a
working class chip on my shoulder and resent those more
privileged and opportune than me when they DIY (when
they don’t need or care to). I resent the luxury of the rich
to ‘play’ poor. But that’s perhaps just my working-class
chip-on-shoulder-baring. Maybe I’ve missed the point. And
maybe I’m being hypocritical when I also profess that DIY
is inclusive and ‘classless’. Eventually all of these
‘alternative’ cultural revolutions’ get absorbed and
assimilated into the hegemonic mainstream, or silo
themselves off  into esoterica and obscurity. And especially
in these difficult transitions/absorption towards the
mainstream, like we have seen in Punk, or Hip Hop, and
numerous other genres/sub-cultures of music and style,
there is always the issue of who “sells out.” first. Or
perhaps, it’s in these shifts where one sees the true colours
of authenticity: the distinctions between the Lifestylers, the
Coordinators, and the Individualists. 
It’s an issue that plagued the music scene, and the writing
scene, and film scene: that to be seen to break the
symbolic ethos of the poor struggling artist and enter into
any sort of financial, or commercial viability or worse;
‘success’ is seen as ‘selling out’ and other such
persecutions. 
The emphasis in this musical subculture is on resisting the
commercial and technological imperatives driving more
popular forms of musical production. However, as
Borlagdan points out, this means that the music scene in
question is subject to the kinds of tensions and
contradictions outlined by Bourdieu’s theory of the
‘restricted field’. As such, the ‘DIY’ music community
struggles to remain on the knife-edge of aesthetic purity,
when aesthetic rebellion is often co-opted by the cultural
industries. (Eduardo and Murphy, 2010: 8)
As well as resistance and ‘aesthetic rebellion’, and strangely
set with with its own hypocrisy, the notion of authenticity
is quite important to many sub-cultural movements. The
hypocrisy being that even though many of these
movements and alternative societies show a disdain (or
more) to the notion of class-related hierarchies, and value-
qualifiers, they still tend to perpetuate a distinction
between those who are ‘new’, irreverent, or non-
committal, and those that are ‘experienced’, dogmatic, 
or purist.
So there’s a double edged sword: the indie sector is both
inclusive and welcoming (of the amateur spirit), and yet,
sometimes, suspicious and persecuting of anyone who
‘breaks free’ from the shackles (and romantic ideal) of
being a ‘poor, struggling, artist’ who does it ‘for the love’.
And in various histories of likeminded movements,
communities and phenomena, as already mentioned at the
beginning of this introduction, there are some lessons to
learn. It’s paradoxical too...on the one hand the amateur
spirit of doing it for the love shifts so easily into doing it for
the money. Professionalism is not a dirty word, it is a shift
of focus, and a slightly different outcome. One can notice
this issue in the early days of Hip Hop, to “sell out” was
anathema to the roots of the genre. Nowadays its de rigur. 
This is an attitude that plagues the theatre and
performance sector too. The transition from the ‘indie’ to
‘commercial’ less problematic - merely a change in venue,
or producer, or an ability to pay for a publicist - but
definitely gets testy in those moments when artists from
the mainstream plunder and appropriate the devices and
ideas from those less known and perpetrate them as their
own. What’s central here is the transition - if  there is one -
from the amateur to the professional: that skill, ability and
qualification have very little to do with the difference
between the two, and with movements and genres in the
music industry as a template: the status is merely an
economic one. And in terms of the arts, I don’t think the
wages argument stands up enough to prove this distinction.
In Atkinson and Claxton’s Intuitive Practitioner (2004),
there’s some interesting stuff  from Furlong about the death
of the term ‘professional’ which supports, to some degree,
the rise of the amateur. 
“In the past, it was expert objective knowledge that was
the cornerstone of professionalism; it was because
professionals were seen as possessing such knowledge that
society granted them autonomy to make clear decisions
about the most fundamental aspects of our lives – about
our health, about our finances, about our legal affairs and
about the education of our children. But once the certainty
of that knowledge has been called into question, the basis
of professionalism itself  starts to crumble.” (pg. 20)
And the ‘certainty’ of professionalism (in the Arts) can
easily be called into question. It could be argued, that
because of the general issue in the arts economy, those
that do not belong to the mainstream, or have consistent
engagement with corporate work, will rarely make any
sort of ‘living’ from their efforts. Training, education and
providence count for naught. The Stage Directors UK’s
recent report on wages for directors in the commercial
sector outlines that;
“Half of the directors working in British
theatre, some on the country’s most
prestigious stages, are earning less than
 5,000 a year…[with]… the average
salary for directors in subsidised
theatres was  10,759, far below the
average national wage of  26,500. Some
were being paid the equivalent of less
than  1 an hour.” (Ellis-Petersen, 2015,
http://www.theguardian.com)
Which is backed up by efforts of cooperatives and
collectives such as the (#)illshowyoumine group, AAAA
(Artists Assembly Against Austerity). Even Equity and the
Independent Theatre Council, that are currently lobbying
for better transparency in the funding system, and arguing
for an equilibrium (or even a greater slice of the pie) in
paying artists. The initial arguments and protests concerned
a lack of value and respect for the artist (and their art) by
‘some’ venues and organisations. It very quickly grew to
address systemic problems experienced by artists in the
independent sector and wider issues of value for the arts in
the UK and a call for greater transparency from all aspects
of the industry regarding subsidy, income and expenditure.
Action Hero have talked openly in the past of  earning
only (about) £15k pa from continual touring, and much
of  the money coming more from international gigs than
domestic ones (go to http://illshowyoumine.org for
more too): That if  they stayed national in their touring
schedule they would simply never earn enough to live,
and that this disparity of  value and earnings is untenable
even for a high-profile company such as Action Hero
(with minimal expenditure ‘on the road’) is struggling.
So, assuming Action Hero are exemplars of  a (business
and practical) model that is fairly common, it goes to
show that belonging to the arts - whether you’re a
maker or not - is clearly, above all else, a labour of  love.
The notion of  professionalism in the Arts has possibly
lost its usefulness as an indicator of  success or status.
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A recent NME blog by Laura Snapes interviewed a range
of  (music) artists, and their views echo much of  what
other think, whilst adding a couple more additions to the
meaning of  the label:
DIY is political in so much as it shows
that you don’t need loads of money or
connections to create your own culture,
and shows young people that there is
more than one measure of success in
life, that it’s not basically just a big
choice between Tesco or X Factor...It’s
inclusive and safe. If someone wants to
get involved, they don’t have to be rich,
they don’t have to subscribe to
questionable ‘norms’ or be super
confident....It’s doing something for the
love of it and not being motivated by
money. ...DIY is about being able to do
what you want on your own terms,
without having to compromise on your
beliefs, and finding a way to make
things work even if circumstances are
up against you. As a legitimate
alternative to the mainstream, it’s a
powerful vehicle for social change. DIY
has proven that it’s possible to create an
open, inclusive environment where at
least people feel able to call out
prejudice where they see it and are
supported for it. (Aggs, Bee, Benyon, Filder, James,
Jolly, and May, in Snapes, 2014, NME.com)
But economics is not axiomatic of the DIY ethos either.
Not anymore at least. And around all these, new and
familiar, positions, it’s also, simply, circumstantial. The
situation of the arts industry and successive governments
continual tinkering of the way the arts are funded, and
wider-impacting dismantling of the welfare state, among
other socio-economic factors, means the way in which
young artists are being born into the industry is increasingly
more difficult. Everyone is an artist these days too. So
maybe now Warhol et al have their way, we’ve got to look
forward to its revolution(?) Or find ways to deal with the
fact that we’ve too many artists, and not enough audience?
The numerous graduates coming out of  university arts
programmes (182,085 in 2013 according to Universities
UK) - with concomitant ‘training’ akin to something
between the traditional drama/theatre/performance
‘studies’, conservatoire-like ‘discipline’ and - increasingly
(like the course I teach on at The University of
Chichester) a broader fine/visual art-like approach to
training and craft - entering a strained, ultra-competitive
industry, with specialist and transferable skills, this
position of  the amateur-professional is actually a
completely viable option to entertain. Graduates,
nowadays, are much more entrepreneurially minded and
skilled. Students aren’t just leaving with a self-employed
tax code and an Equity card; they’re leaving with
portfolios and business plans. Entrepreneurial dilettantes?
They’re also leaving with a much wider understanding of
what theatre and the arts can be. The archaic edifice of the
Theatre is just one of the places to share and present
work. In fact, these buildings are just a small part of the
wider field. They are on the way out. The average theatre
ticket costs as much as a months worth of Netflix, and is
more-often-than-not less entertaining (and less active) than
a night out with your friends at the nearest nightclub. It’s
no wonder a DIY ethos and attitude has been, and is
continuing to be, a more realistic position for artists: a
predicament or situation where one oscillates between the
amateur and professional contexts, and is variously both.
Whether these artists and collectives use the DIY label or
not. Today’s graduate artists are creating their own micro-
economies and cottage-industry-like relationships with
their audiences...customer, viewer, whatever you want to
call them...and are more often than not in dialogue with
them. For me, there’s a clear sense that contemporary
theatre, art, etc. is much more about people coming
together to enjoy mutually shared ideas and ideologies.
When Bootworks present work, for instance, we will often
find that we are in a space with ‘people like us’ (whether
they be friend or stranger), and when I go see others and
their work, it’s for similar reasons. I don’t think there’s
much of a social ritual or cultural ‘position’ any more for
theatre beyond the commercial (traditional), tourist-
centred, packaging of culture and national identity. The
micro-cultures of theatre and art form part of a wider
cultural ecology, more akin to that of permaculture
communities or bartering cultures. 
In How To Steal Like An Artist, Kleon suggests “chew on one
thinker—writer, artist, activist, role model - you really love.
Study everything there is to know about that thinker. Then
find three people that thinker loved, and find out
everything about them. Repeat this as many times as you
can. Climb up the tree as far as you can go.” (2012: 15) in
other words: embrace the geek in yourself: because geeks
share the love they have with others in order to encourage
more to share the love with them. Or if  ‘geek’ is too
disparaging a word; the ‘amateur’. As with book 1 and this
edition, an underpinning recommendation to contributors
is that they find a way to encourage others to DIY too. But
here the label seems to lose its specificity too. With
everyone doing ‘it’, what does ‘it’ then become? If  - to any
extent - one does ‘it’ themselves, are they, then, already
“DIY’ers”? In the broadest possible sense, it’s perhaps a
tautology: all artists, to some extent, do it themselves
don’t they? In this respect there’s a difference to be made
between what is “doing” it (yourself ) and “making” it
(yourself ). It depends what ‘it’ is i suppose too. My mum’s
a DIYer, but she’s not an artist. She wouldn’t use that label
anyway, and I’m not sure if  training or skill makes a
difference in this qualification either (she’s actually very
good at drawing!). For me the ‘it’ is the wider sphere of
the creative act. It’s not just about sharing the love, but
also in the ‘working’: the ongoing process of making,
remaking, playing, and replaying, and the ‘jobs’ that
underpin, support and help perpetuate this process (the
‘business’ of the thing).  The symbolic form, and the
underpinning ethos. ’Doing’ (it) implies more than ‘being’
(it). Being part of a DIY community is not simply about
buddying up with likeminded allies, belonging to a culture: it
is evident in the things one does. Whether that be
employing some sort of ‘low-fi’ form or engaging in wider -
‘alternative’ - philosophies for living in the world, it is the
‘how’ in the things that one does that qualify the ‘it’ and the
‘doing’. To refer back to Wehr’s definitions, there’s a clear
distinction between the ways Individualists, Coordinators and
Lifestylers engage and embody the extrinsic symbolic form
and/or intrinsic ethos.
The difference between ‘being alive’ and ‘living’ - for me - is
the difference between the things one is and does by ones
very nature, and the way in which we define ourselves,
interconnect, reflexively exist in a works of ‘others’. In the
way Jung suggests “you are what you do, not what you say
you do” (by way of a crude paraphrase, of course), Being
alive is ‘doing’ life, living is ‘making’ life: and so to do and to
make are best defined by their etymology: both verbs: one
generic and self-evident, the other is specific and points to
a kind of  doing. Not to make this a question of semantics,
but the verb/noun dichotomy is strikingly similar to the
distinction between form and ethos: a difference between
‘looking like’ and ‘embodying’. Perhaps ‘proper’ DIY needs
to be a little of both.
Which is interestingly reflective of how many DIY
(associated) artists and collectives articulate themselves; here
in this book, and elsewhere. They manage to perpetuate an
ethos and aesthetic that is often based on a loosely derived
methodology of bricolage, as well as embody an ethos that is
(often) politically reactive to the continually (d)evolving
cultural landscape. DIY artists are fluid and quick to respond.
The result might be labelled as ‘Rough’, but Brooks’ pared
back vision of this Immediate theatre and it’s essential
definition is not simple enough. The empty space is now
duplex apartments, the walking man is a digital projection
rendered in Lifeforms. The ‘someone watching’ fell asleep.
There’s a clear sense that many work in way that is open (and
exposing/reflexive of process) and looks to an unknown
result. The love of doing, and commitment to an exploratory
process, reaches ‘an outcome’, rather than a result-
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orientated formula. In my mind, much of the mainstream
commercial sector is built upon the latter principle. The
interesting thing about (the future of) DIY is that it’s future is
unknown though its (current) focus and result is simple and
immediate, and it’s affect is powerful. 
Essential to the overarching theoretical frameworks that
help us (me) understand and define DIY is an attempt to
articulate the intrinsic - internal - languages and
vocabularies that articulate the practising of art-making
itself. I’m not sure we’re at that stage yet, but I think this
sequel will take us to the point where we can see the space
left to do so. Are we getting somewhere here though? Yes.
By simply continuing. Doing it ourselves, together.
Whether it grows into something more revolutionary, or
fades into esoterica, DIY artists are not concerned. The
mainstream hegemony and canon have nowhere to go: all
they can do is continue plundering the past and
perpetuating the established ideology. 
DIY artists have less of a burden. They are concerned with
making and doing, and making it do. And doing it for the
love. Where we go from there is laden with risk, danger,
threat, opportunity, change…perhaps even an emergence
of a new creative and cultural industry or landscape
(where DIY is/was just a transition) or perhaps - like all the
movements before it - an eventual assimilation into the
mainstream. Though perhaps less negatively: the kind of
assimilation where DIY theatre, performance and all other
creative practices are integrative to, and dialogic with, the
creative and cultural ‘industry’ it resides within.
Sounds like a good thing to me.
by Robert Daniels
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2726 ACCIDENTAL COLLECTIVE
We are pretty preoccupied with the notion of  HOPE at
the moment. We're making a show about it. Not happy-
clappy, smiley, Hallmark, empty hope. We're interested
in gritty, hot, necessary HOPE. There is a text we’ve
been writing; we’ve used it as a way of  attempting to
articulate our thoughts about all this stuff.
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Hope isn’t a ‘value’ with currency in the
prevailing discourse, and isn’t often discussed
in non-religious contexts. Hope seems to be a
dirty word; lumped together with
wishes/dreams   often seen with suspicion or
as delusional. There’s something safe in being
cynical. Acknowledging our hopes is disarming
  it makes us vulnerable. We want to
address the tangled, messy, knotted nature
of hope. Engaging with hope also means
engaging with hopelessness. Hope isn’t easy; it
demands risk-taking. It’s not a coping
mechanism; it’s a way forward. Hope is a
political gesture. 
In our minds, there is a little length of string that ties DIY
to HOPE (like this: DIY---HOPE). Together, they bob
about up there (in our heads) – connected – not just as the
form and content of this project, but in deeper, stranger
ways. We thought, if  it’s all right with you, we might have a
think about these things here, and try to untangle the
potential connections between DIY and HOPE. 
We are just on the other side of 30. We’ve been making
performance in Kent since we were 22. No biggie, really,
but thought we’d include it. Not old, but also, not young.
Not emerging but with the feeling that we are yet to push
through and fully emerge. Kent has been kind to us; it has
nurtured us and shaped us. It has also changed dramatically
over the years – now there’s a High-speed rail link, the
Turner Contemporary, and we have a Curzon cinema too.
There are new initiatives. Existing organisations are fighting
harder/differently (The Gulbenkian Theatre,
Quarterhouse) and new/small/determined ones (The
Tom Thumb Theatre) are quickly becoming cultural
reference points. But in that time things have also got
grimmer. Nationally the government are taking a big dump
on everything we all hold dear. You know that already.
You're affected by it already. Regionally we are fighting off
the slimy grip of UKIP with all our might. But Things Feel
Tough. Not toughER (than-earlier/than-other-times/than-
other-places-in-the-world). Saying that feels like a betrayal
(as though we were solipsistically forgetting our privileges).
It certainly feels like we're inviting a good kicking by our
older friends and colleagues (who were there in the 70s
and the 80s, who’ve seen it all before). Maybe it's that odd
feeling that comes from having an awareness that we're
living through a particular re-visitation of a previous part of
the cycle. Or maybe it’s just us. We're are no longer the
naïve and inexplicably confident ‘young’ artists we were.
Maybe it’s our own questions (Is anyone listening? Is what
we are doing worthwhile? Is it good enough? Should we
give up and go home?). Maybe. Maybe this too will pass. At
any rate – will there (should there) ever be a time when
making performance is easy? 
There are many moments in our (creative?) lives when, for
one reason or another, we encounter
obstacles/barriers/challenges. The more basic and
mundane of these often have a practical solution (no
gaffer, improvise, use LX tape), whilst the larger ones
(whether they are thrust upon us, or whether we’ve
engendered them ourselves) can become crucial and
decisive moments. Here we can employ some well-worn
idioms: A fork in the road; at the edge of a precipice; or
will this be the straw that broke the camel's back?
It's when we're really up against it, or when the odds are
stacked against us, when we're at the brink of collapse, or
implosion, or whatever catastrophe we're facing threatens
to overwhelm us... It is in these moments of jeopardy that
something kicks in. It is something deep, instinctual, that
probably starts by firing up deep within our organisms (our
reptilian brains or enteric nervous systems). Fight or flight...
Of course the only real answer is fight, even when it doesn't
seem viable, that's when we fight the hardest. This thing –
whatever this thing is – surely connects DIY---HOPE. 
There's a quote by Julio Cortázar that Pablo's mum drew
our attention to:
“Probably, amongst all our feelings, the only
one that isn't truly ours is hope. Hope
belongs to Life, it is Life defending itself.”i
This is Pablo’s handy translation from the Spanish. He
capitalised the ‘L’ to try to capture the way that
Cortázar seems to be referring to Life as the thing (the
spark, the spirit) that ignites everything down to the
smallest organism, down to the cell level. An
unfortunately prominent conception is that Life is
entirely ruled by the survival of  the fittest – which is not
the thing, the spark, or the spirit we want to conjure
here. Life is not simply competition. It is also
communication, collaboration, emergence, and
symbiosis. So, are HOPE and DIY similar in being
strategies for survival? We're not sure that's it either.
DIY and HOPE share a deep conviction that there is a
way forward, that a way forward can be found – or that
if  there really isn't one, we can make one ourselves.
Right now we envision them both as quintessentially
connected with each other and with performance
making. They are political gestures, a kind of  activism.
Politically, it's looking likely that the immediate future will
continue to be a battleground. And we will cope. Of
course we will. But make-do-and-mend doesn’t mean lying
down and taking it. Or it doesn’t have to. The fact that we
are DIY does not mean that we lack ambition, that we
don't want bigger and better and brighter things. The fact
that we HOPE does not mean we're fooling ourselves,
blindly presuming things will improve – it means we are
taking action. Neither HOPE or DIY equate to
compromise. It's not that we are taking this stance because
we don't have another way. It's a deliberate choice. It's a
political choice. And we ought to politicise ourselves as a
community to ensure that nobody ever uses or exploits
these convictions and values against us. 
The thing is, we’ve always been DIY. We aren’t simply
picking it up as a weapon of choice when things feel hard.
We haven’t always been concerned with HOPE. That’s
new. But at this moment – and at the risk of sounding like
a character from Trainspotting – we choose to do it
ourselves and we choose to hope. For us, DIY and HOPE
are things of Life itself.
i “Probablemente de todos nuestros sentimientos el único que no es
verdaderamente nuestro es la esperanza. La esperanza le pertenece a la vida,
es la vida misma defendiéndose.” http://www.muyhistoria.es/
contemporanea/articulo/diez-grandes-frases-de-rayuela-751372411949
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I  y o u  h e  s h e  i t  w e  t h e y  m e  m y s e l f  y o u r s e l f  y o u r s e l v e s  o u r s e l v e s
t h e m s e l v e s  u s  m y  o u r  y o u r  h i s  h e r  t h e i r  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  b e  a m  i s  a r e
d o  d o n ' t  d o e s  d o e s n ' t  d o n e  h a v e  h a v e n ' t  h a s  h a s n ' t  c a n  c a n ' t  c o u l d  w o u l d
s h o u l d  m u s t  n o t  t h e  y e s  n o  - s  - e s  - d  - e d  - i n g  - l y  - i s h  u n -  p r e -  p o s t -  b u t
a l t h o u g h  h o w e v e r  j u s t  y e t  d e s p i t e  a l l  b e c a u s e  n o t h i n g  n o n e t h e l e s s
n e v e r t h e l e s s  u n l e s s  e l s e  f o r  a g a i n s t  a n t i  p r o  b e t t e r  b e s t  w o r s e  w o r s t
s a m e  e n o u g h  m o r e  l e s s  m o s t  l e a s t  a s  a d d i t i o n a l  p l e n t y  e n o u g h  o k  t o o
m u c h  l i t t l e  a n d  i n  o n  o r  o u t  a t  u p  u p o n  u n d e r  o v e r  b e l o w  a b o v e  a b o u t  b y
n e x t  t h r o u g h  w i t h  a g a i n s t  w h a t  w h e n  w h e r e  w h o  w h y  w h o m  w h o s e
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  r i g h t  t o  m a k e  m a d e  c r e a t e  d e v i s e  d e v e l o p  i m p r o v i s e
r e h e a r s e  p r o d u c e  p r e s e n t  p e r f o r m  k n o w  t h i n k  f e e l  e m b o d y  d o u b t  r e s c u e
e x p e c t  m o d i f y  a d a p t  i m p a c t  c h a n g e  h e l p  e d i t  c o l l a g e  f r a g m e n t  i n t e r a c t
p a r t i c i p a t e  r e m e m b e r  i m a g i n e  u s e  c a p t i v a t e  e n g a g e  d r e a m  e x p e r i e n c e
h o p e  f e a r  d e s t r o y  e n c o u r a g e  t r a i n  t r y  t e s t  f a i l  b u i l d  c l a i m  c o m p e t e
b a l a n c e  m i x  m i n g l e  e x i s t  e x i t  e n t e r  u n i t e  s e p a r a t e  f i n d  f o u n d  l o s e  l o s t
f a u l t  g a t h e r  c o l l e c t  r e p a i r  r e p e a l  r e p e a t  e x h a u s t  r e a d  f r a m e  g r o w
s u p p o r t  n e e d  s t a r t  f i n i s h  d e m a n d  b o t h e r  r e a p  r e q u i r e  w a n t  c u t
p e r f o r m a n c e  t h e a t r e  f i l m  l i t e r a t u r e  a r t  i d e a  w o r k  p i e c e  p r o j e c t  p r a c t i c e
w o r k - i n - p r o g r e s s  o u t c o m e  i n p u t  o u t p u t  r e s u l t  s h o w  a e s t h e t i c  o b j e c t
m o v e m e n t  t e x t  l i g h t  s o u n d  s c e n o g r a p h y  s e t  d e s i g n  n a r r a t i v e  p l o t  s t o r y
s c e n e  a c t  p l a y  w o r d  s e n t e n c e  p a r a g r a p h  a r t i c l e  c h a p t e r  b o o k  v o l u m e
m a n i f e s t o  b e a u t y  b e a u t i f u l  b o r i n g  m e a n i n g  m e a n i n g f u l  p r e d i c t a b l e  u g l y
p r e t t y  r u b b i s h  m a g i c  m a g i c a l  s h i t  s a f e  s t u n n i n g  a f f e c t i n g  a r r e s t i n g
r e c u r r i n g  o b s e s s i v e  q u a l i t y  c h a r a c t e r  n a t u r e  c a t e g o r y  s p a c e  s t a g e  s i t e
p l a c e  g a l l e r y  h e r e  t h e r e  n o w h e r e  e v e r y w h e r e  p e o p l e  p e r f o r m e r  a c t o r
a c t i v i s t  a u d i e n c e  s p e c t a t o r  v i e w e r  p a r t i c i p a n t  c o l l a b o r a t o r  c o m m u n i t y
c o m m u n i t a s  a n y b o d y  e v e r y b o d y  s o m e b o d y  g r o u p  c o m p a n y  c o l l e a g u e  p e e r
n e t w o r k  t o g e t h e r  a l o n e  s i n g l e  b u m s - o n - s e a t s  p e o p l e - t h r o u g h - t h e - d o o r
l o c a l  g l o b a l  r e g i o n a l  r u r a l  n a t i o n a l  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  p e r s o n a l  s o c i e t y  w o r l d
b e g i n n i n g  s t a r t  m i d d l e  e n d  f i n i s h e d  u n f i n i s h e d  o p e n  o p e n - e n d e d  c l o s e d
p o r o u s  s t r a t e g y  a t t i t u d e  a p p r o a c h  t e c h n i q u e  m e t h o d  m e t h o d o l o g y
r e c y c l e  r e - u s e  b e g  b o r r o w  s t e a l  m a k e - d o  m a k e - d o - a n d - m e n d  h a n d m a d e
c r a f t  b e s p o k e  m a s s - p r o d u c e d  r e a d y - m a d e  o f f - t h e - s h e l f  b l o o d - s w e a t - a n d -
t e a r s  a n g r y  s u s p i c i o u s  s c a r e d  n e r v o u s  e x c i t e d  r e l i e v e d  s a d  h o p e f u l  h a p p y
f u r i o u s  j o y f u l  e a s y  d i f f i c u l t  e f f o r t  h a r d  p l e a s u r e  f u n  j o y  p a l i m p s e s t
e n t r o p y  t r a c e  g h o s t  c o l l e c t i o n  c a t a l o g u e  o b s e s s i o n  p u n k  t r e n d  t r e n d y  h i p
h i p s t e r  r e t r o  s e l f - s u f f i c i e n t  d e p e n d e n t  i n d e p e n d e n t  c o - d e p e n d e n t
i n t e r l i n k e d  a u t o n o m o u s  a u t o n o m y  n e w s p a p e r s  m e d i a  i n t e r n e t  w o r l d -
w i d e - w e b  b l o g  Y o u T u b e  T w i t t e r  I n s t a g r a m  G o o g l e  F a c e b o o k  s e l l  s o l d
c o m m o d i t y  c o m m o d i f y  c o m m o d i f i c a t i o n  s a l e s  t i c k e t s  s e l l - o u t  p a y  p a y -
w h a t - y o u - c a n  p a y - w h a t - y o u - d e c i d e  s h a r e  a c c e s s i b l e  b e n e f i t  i n v e s t m e n t
i n v i t a t i o n  i n v i t e  w e l c o m e  f r i e n d l y  l o w - f i  h i - f i  t e c h n o l o g y  t e c h n i c a l
t e c h n i c a l i t y  a u s t e r i t y  c u t s  r e c e s s i o n  c r i s i s  p r i v a t e  p u b l i c  g r i n d - d o w n
w e a r - a w a y  g o n e  r u n n i n g - o u t  r u n - o u t  r a n - o u t  m o n e y  w o r t h  m a r k e t i n g
m e a s u r e s  b u d g e t  r e s o u r c e  v a l u e  v e n u e  p r o g r a m m e  p r o g r a m m e r  p r o d u c e r
c u r a t o r  c r i t i c  r e v i e w  a c a d e m i c  s t u d e n t  m a k e r  a r t i s t  p r o f e s s i o n a l  a m a t e u r
u n c e r t a i n t y  s e c u r i t y  r e l a t i v e  d e f i n i t e  i n d e f i n i t e  i m m e d i a t e  t i m e  n o w
y e s t e r d a y  d a y  w e e k  m o n t h  y e a r  d e c a d e  c e n t u r y  l a t e  a g a i n  a f t e r  p a s t
b e f o r e  f u t u r e  m o d e r n  p o s t m o d e r n  z e i t g e i s t  s u d d e n  e a r l y  l a t e  a f t e r -
t h o u g h t  o p p o r t u n i t y  c h a l l e n g e  t h r e a t  s t r e n g t h  g r o w t h  i n v e s t  i n v e s t m e n t
s p e n d i n g  p r i o r i t y  p r i o r i t i s e  p o l i t i c  p o l i t i c i a n  p o l i c y  p o l i c i e s  c o m m e r c e
b u s i n e s s  b u s y  s u c c e s s  f a i l u r e  a t t e m p t  g o v e r n m e n t  s t a t u s - q u o  s i t u a t i o n
c i r c u m s t a n c e  r e a s o n  c o n t e x t  s h i t  f u c k  b l o o d y  a r s e  b a s t a r d  
!  ?  /  (  )  +  =  -  >  <  –  ,  ;  : .
Here are some words. Here is an invitation to cut them out. Or photocopy them from this book and then cut them out. Spread
them out all in front of  you, word by word, sentence by sentence, begin to build something, or to let something grow – because
both are hopeful. Add your own words if  you want (improve, scrap, change the offer). Make with them what you want. Call it
an article, a reflection, a provocation, a manifesto, the start of  a revolution... It's DTY, DIY
down to you, do it yourself...
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If  ‘all the world’s a stage’, and we want to change the
world; What does it mean for the stage?
OR
Is there a relationship between economic crisis,
environmental crisis, the role of  /roles for women and
solutions in the Performing Arts?
OR
How to encourage IMAGINATION FOR HOPE and
CHANGE in a destructive unjust world?
OR
BiDiNG TiME
It's a full moon, the first of  this year, 2015.  I am sitting at
a desk at home in Sydney, Australia. I am writing about a
project I have been working on for many years. It’s my
youth and mid life crisis all rolled into one and continues
to take root in hearts and on stages around the world.
Just when I think its over…another spark catches fire…
it's a process, a mass collaboration with many
participants. I am grateful for all the injections of  energy
from other lives, they keep me going.
The first version of  BiDiNG TiME project began as a
defiant act by three young women. Twenty years later it
was re-ignited by a crisis. I think many arts projects start
like this: as a problem that needs a creative solution. 
BiDiNG TiME is first show I ever made, with Sarah
Butler and Wednesday Kennedy in 1987. We created a
show, using different styles of  theatre, scenes with
characters, poetry and song, all about a young woman
called Thyme. This shared story and character reflected
our own experiences, because we rarely saw ourselves
represented in the world around is. Thyme was an
actress looking for something, for success, her role in life
and for love. We used theatre as a metaphor for the
stages of  falling in and out of  love. We each played
aspects of  Thyme and believed she represented a new
kind of  ‘every’ woman.  The show was a modest success
in Sydney, Melbourne and the Adelaide Fringe. We were
‘ones to watch’ and we were delighted.
Years pass ...
In 2006 I was made redundant from my job as Artistic
Director at a small community arts centre in London.
There were many reasons why, not relevant here,
except to say that it is still illegal to make a woman
redundant while on maternity leave. I was at home with
a sick baby, trying to make sense of  what had happened,
plus all the work and life that had led me to that point. I
went back to BiDiNG TiME story and our initial
motivation, they still seemed relevant. 
Looking back I hardly recognise my young self  and yet I
still felt her passions keenly. There is a great deal of
injustice in the world, the rich are getting richer and the
poor poorer, climate change poses an ongoing threat
and inequality still impacts on women. I still believe the
live experience has an essential and compelling part to
play in creating changes needed. The truth is that when
we were young we wanted to change the world, and I
hadn’t grown out of  it. I still did. I do. So I started to
explore how…
I wanted to see if  the story still communicated anything
to young women. I took an updated, unfinished script I’d
written into schools, colleges. I worked with some
exceptional young artists including Eggs Collective,
Tangled Feet Theatre Company and Little Bulb Theatre.
It turns out that the story still stirred the issues that had
driven us to make the original show.  Climate Change
and relationship to the natural environment now played
a vital role.
TiME
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I decided that I had to build a project around the story
that would address the structures of  making theatre as a
reflection of  bigger structural problems, because that
seemed such an obvious issue to address. The unfinished
script brings a range of  different theatre styles into one
piece, as a provocation both to the theatre community
and as a starting point for a wider community – And if
theatre really is a microcosm of  wider society, then it
seemed logical that it also needed to change to meet the
new challenges facing people all over the world. A story
about a young woman, about how we ‘look’, measure
success and explores a relationship to the natural
environment. It might inspire folk to see the world
differently and embrace change.
SO – after much thinking and travelling (India, South
Korea, Lebanon, Santiago) and quietly playing with ideas
at Latitude, Edinburgh Fringe, London Pleasure Gardens,
Edinburgh Fringe, Adelaide Fringe and on a boat
between Calais & Dover – I came up with a simple plan
– to grow our initial collaboration and give the story
away to whoever might want to tell it locally. Rather
than travel and tour the work we would find ways to
share it virtually. My aim was to counter the cultural
imperialism drowning smaller voices and act green, with
a grand idea that creative projects could be playing with
new models and structures – clearly needed in the wider
world.  
The idea is this: 
1. Share the BiDiNG TiME story via the unfinished text 
2. Invite people to adapt the story to be locally
relevant and work with the resources available, to
really focus on creating a live event where they are,
for local people. 
3. Accept anyone interested in taking up the challenge –
schools colleges, community groups or professionals –
there is no definitive production to copy and each
iteration is new and unique but also a collaboration.
4. Offer help if  needed, sharing values and learning from
different contexts, rather than be prescriptive about
form and content. 
This model was tested in 2012 and 5 productions took
place. The two stand-out shows were at the Brit School
in Croydon, London where 45 young people directed by
Emma Baggott created their own physical theatre
version of  the story. It pulsated with raw energy for the
issues at the heart of  the show. The other was Louise
Quinn and her band in Glasgow who adapted the story
to talk about her experiences in the music industry.
Louise’s show ‘Biding Time (remix) continues to tour
and is a shining example of  this project in action, with
fragments of  the unfinished text and a wealth of  new
context and material presented as a gig, using
headphones to give the audience a rich intimate
experience and much of  the story told on film.
My original aim was to create the project in many parts
of  the world but of  course that is much more complex
in practice than in theory – particularly as ‘theatre’ is a
predominantly ‘western’ art form, and has been used as
a tool of  colonization. Yet, story and storytelling are
truly universal so if  I can overcome cultural differences
and language barriers the idea is that a shared story
enables us all to see our similarities and differences more
clearly. This is a new model for international
collaboration that is respectful. Act locally, think globally,
share virtually.
At the end of  2016 there will be another moment for
this project and then I hope there will be a greater range
of  participants and we will explore how to share these
versions virtually. 
What are you waiting for? ...
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THE IMPRACTICABLE
In a book about practice I want to think for a moment
about the impracticable. The impracticable is that of
which there is no chance. The impractical is that which can
be done, just about, against the odds. Somehow, you pull
it off  - sometimes consummately well. Yet anything that
you do do is shadowed by a thought of  the impracticable,
the ideas that never would have worked. It is not like the
work that was damned to fail and did, and not at all like
the work that turned out a success. The impracticable is
outside of  these terms. Underneath the done there’s the
un-do-able - the dreamed of and the longed-for - that
cannot, in any practical sense be achieved. This is the
weaker, messier, knottier - kinkier - thinking, like a
drawload of  personal esoterica, a collection that awaits a
sorting that you always put off. And I think it defines how
you think about the practical. It’s like a language invented
in childhood with a brother or sister or close friend who
has died. Of this language, you remain the only native
speaker. But you still speak it sometimes, but never in
public. It doesn’t seem quite right to utter it aloud. In
reverie, though, it opens up as the-work-behind-the-work,
the work you’ve never told anyone about, the work that
you can’t begin to describe - but it counts. Fleeting images
of abstract potentiality, whole works - worlds - unfolding
in instants, without locale, context, or duration, freer than
the work you put your back into. But these impracticable
thoughts condition your work in the world of  the
practical. Like a thought of  the infinite the bounds of  your
finite being, it is something about which we can only be
vague, and no, no, no I can’t give you an example. But
such thoughts, nonetheless, can be sustaining. If  the
practical is conditioned by material circumstance - and
theatre, performance, so often comes down to that - the
impracticable is the arc above and beyond those
conditions. The impracticable is not made so by a lack of
resources, money, or time, it’s the unequivocally distance
thought of  a wholly other performance.  The impossibility
of  that. You might get the feeling that that’s the work you
should be making - that of  which there is no chance.
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make it plural 
I couldn’t do it myself. I had to expand myself  to include
others. Luckily the English lan-guage allows your to attach
to both the singular and the plural. Do-it-yourself  is only
possi-ble for me in the plural sense of  yourself—
yourselves.
One might ask in this case what is not DIY—when is it
that we are we not simply doing our own part amongst
the parts played by other people? Where is the line
where the outsourc-ing of  specific aspects begins to
mean that you (plural) are not doing it yourselves? Do I
have to make the floor we stand on, the clothes we wear,
the technology we use? I don’t think so.
If  I do it myself  what is it that is not happening? What is it
I won’t or can’t do? What is it that I would do? How is it
differently marked? If  I do it myself  in a collaborative
project I am not doing it myself—but we are—so what is
the part that would have been done by some-one else,
someone not us? I suppose it will be someone who is not
part of  the making of  the work but only part of  the
financial, presenting, or promoting departments. And yet
all of  those things are somehow provided in order for the
work to happen. 
it’s about power
As part of  a collaborative arrangement it might be
necessary to embrace a collection of  ideas about what
DIY means. Although many people might identify with a
DIY aesthetic that is a bit rough and tumble, there is also
DIY work that is meticulous and tidy. DIY might mean
that there is a non-conventional tilt to the work, it might
also be utterly conventional. But I think what might
actually always be the case with work that falls under the
DIY cate-gory is that it is done without establishment
oversight or that power and decision-making is
decentralised and/or non-institutional. With my group it
often means when we show up and are greeted by the
staff  of  a host venue, they are waiting to meet the person
in charge and they can’t seem to identify who that is
among the people before them. That could be any one of
us. Or, it is me, but I can’t tell them everything about
every part of  the work so it won’t be only me and each
one of  us will have to weigh in at some point. This feels
awk-ward, ungainly, amateurish, inefficient, even wasteful
to some people. There is a messi-ness to decentralised
power and to making our own rules and that’s what we
are commit-ted to. One often goes off  in the wrong
direction at first, but reaches a destination anyway, it just
takes a bit longer.
imprint of the makers
What is most important to me about a DIY aesthetic is
the imprint of  myself  upon the work, the sign that a
particular human made it, and the unabashed
imperfection of  what the mo-ment offers. I want to think
that it carries a native quality, each contribution bears the
sign of  the maker, has an individual nature, and the
people involved are irreplaceable. The makers’ qualities
are integral to the sense, both content and aesthetic, of
the work.
we are not inexpert
Boris Hauf, one of  my collaborators, pointed out that
DIY is first and foremost a financial decision and there are
aesthetic benefits and deficits that come from it. If  you
don’t want to spend too much money on a plumber, you
do it yourself. If  you don’t want to spend too much on a
drummer, you do it yourself. There are some beautiful
things as a result that cannot be reproduced and this gives
it unique character. But the DIY distinction does not
mean you aren’t still trying to do the best that you can
and it doesn’t mean you aren’t an expert at what you do.
culture clash
About a year ago I was involved in a project which
provided a number of  contradictions to my own DIY
working aesthetic. I was leading a group of  students,
under the auspices of  a university, who were to be
engaged in making their own performance collaboratively.
It was not the typical type of  project this drama
department normally undertakes. It was in the course of
trying to “mount this production” (a phrase I would not
normally use) that a culture clash became very clear to
me. This was the culture clash between a traditional
theatre shop system (costume & make-up, set, prop,
lighting) and a more DIY mentality.
Signs of Specific Humans:
the DIY imprint in collaborative performance theatre
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I think the main problem we had was assumption. We
each made assumptions based on our accustomed
working environment. Rather than taking time to flesh
out a new relation-ship, I was expected to plug in like a
replaceable cartridge. I didn’t move to address this as
quickly as I should have, or maybe it wasn’t possible.
New forms and alternate methods will die on the vine if
they are not allowed to show themselves. In order to
learn and to tol-erate difference, those in the know have
to assume there is yet more to the world than what they
already understand. There was a culture war between us
based on what the team decided I do and what the team
understood they do. And since I was on their turf, they
held the rights and rules of  the dominant power.
I guess there’s something interesting in the difference
between what they do and what I normally do. And this
essential difference is the same everywhere between
conventional theatre and more experimental forms of
performance. Maybe it won’t be too boring if  I tell you
what I’m thinking about this.
the canary
The essential difference between what I do and what
they do, the difference between as-sumptions made and
a native language spoken, were far greater than “she likes
to make work feel like play” and “he wants to feel like he
is working.” This particular difference, the one between
me and them, is best illustrated by the story of  the canary
we used in the show. As director of  the making process I
made a number of  suggestions for the group to respond
to. One of  them was that we should have a canary on
stage with us. A canary in a cage. We agreed this bird
should be brought on stage at the beginning and taken off
at the end. In the performance we were talking about air
and what is precious about it. A canary seemed like a
good companion. I was excited to hear what it would do,
what sounds it would make in combination with the
performance. As part of  the show there was some
singing and some bird imitation. I imagined the bird might
make a noise at the most inop-portune times. I imagined
the bird might make us laugh. I also imagined what might
hap-pen to the bird after the show was over. Perhaps
someone local would adopt the bird from us. If  no one
wanted the bird we might let it go. I wondered if  this was
the same as killing the bird. I decided not. I wondered if  it
was worse than the bird living the rest of  its life in a small
cage. I decided not.
The stagecraft people were alerted at a production
meeting that we wanted a canary on stage for the
duration of  the show and I was delighted to find there
was no resistance to the idea. A discussion ensued
regarding the location of  a bird cage stand and its hanging
cage which hadn’t been seen for some time. A search of
the prop storage would com-mence and a nearby college
theatre would be queried as perhaps it never returned
from being on loan. I made no attempt to ensure anyone
knew I was talking about a live bird. As I am usually fairly
autonomous, it didn’t surprise me that no one offered to
procure the bird for us.
The day before I planned to find and purchase the bird, I
queried the whole performance group assembled for
rehearsal. I wanted to make sure no one had (as yet
unvoiced) objec-tions to a live caged bird being on stage
with them.
One of  the students looked at me and said: “My friend
Michelle told me that she just fin-ished making a canary
for our show in her stagecraft class and she is very proud
of  it.” I suggested I would check on this. After rehearsal I
stepped into the shop and there it was, and its creator
was there beaming with pride. 
So here’s the difference, the main difference, the vital
difference: I would never have imag-ined having a fake
bird in the piece. The fake bird presents the idea of  bird
and brings with it the references associated with canaries
and caged birds including, but not limited to, a small
creature of  sacrifice used to test if  there is good air
within a coal mine before the miners descend. All of  that
is useful and good but there’s something else I was
looking for.
In my mind the actual bird is first and foremost a live
presence to contend with; we feel it through our nervous
systems as well as have notions we might think about it. It
might want to fly, it might be oblivious of  us and our
pursuits—it is part of  an alternate reality. It might
interrupt us with the noise it makes. It might be in our
control (to some extent) but it is not of  our making. The
live bird is not of  us—it is alongside us.
The intervention that the live bird presents is nothing like
the contribution of  the human-made mock bird. The
human-made version demonstrates the craft and the
idea, and per-haps this is exactly where our two worlds
diverge because one is focussed on the craft of
replication and the other upon providing a catalyst for
communal experience. Neither one excludes the other
but it is a radical shift in focus or perspective. The human-
made version demonstrates or states the idea of  bird
whereas the bird itself  gives us the idea plus all of  the
attendant feelings associated with a live creature and a
real, lived event. 
But my particular ethic involves listening to what is
important to others and when I saw how proud she was
of  her handmade canary, I knew I had to accept it into my
world view. And this is how collaboration sometimes
muddies the stew. In the long game it is the ef-forts of
each of  us that must be respected . . . somehow.
From a DIY perspective I suppose making the bird is a
no-brainer, as a handmade bird it was a true DIY bird,
and yet, there is my own personal position about liveness
to contend with and a certain questioning that happens
when, instead of  a well-trodden path, the way is largely
uncharted. They never asked questions about the bird
because they always just get the shop to produce what
they need.
Sometimes it feels like we are held back by the needs or
demands of  others but on the other hand we are also
taken to places we had never dreamed. The trade off
includes a bonus of  harmony that comes from
accommodation, co-operation, and compromise. We get
to a new place, one which neither party could have
navigated toward alone. Perhaps some would never like
to go there but if  we want to encounter and
accommodate differ-ence we absolutely have to. Perhaps
what we are avoiding in a DIY situation is a totalitari-an
indifference to the quirks of  specific humans.
Image credit: Canary, Karen Christopher
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Future-perfect
A few months ago I was invited to speak about my 
perfect performance and what it might feel, or look like 
in 10 years time.
Initially I struggled. Can perfection be applied to
performance, this form that relies on uncertainty and
intensely personal responses. Yet there was something
compelling about this search for impossibility. It seemed
brave, even hopeful and a little foolhardy, all of which chimes
with my favourite performance experiences. Perhaps this
future-perfect performance really is out there somewhere,
waiting for the right conditions to begin. 
In 10 years time it will be 2025, and though Art will have
evolved into a myriad new versions of itself, some kind of
liveness will be right there at the centre to heightening our
senses, bringing our guard down. My future-perfect
performance will be doing all of this.
Quite a tall order then….
10 years ago I wrote a letter addressed Dear Artist and
signed Love Audience. 
"When I come to see a show by you, I want to be shown things
I would not have the opportunity to see anywhere else.… In
return, I will be attentive and make you are aware I'm there. I
will react to anything you throw at me with interest,
compassion and belief. I will be awake to possibility, especially
the untested and untried." 
This letter was full of hope, optimism and promise
reminding us that performance exists when artists and
audiences complete each other. In the end performance 
is all about real, messy, delicate, encounters between us.
The time we grab together and what we make of it. 
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Over the years I have mostly been an audience
member; that person out there with their metaphorical
bum on the seat (although more often than not in my case
there has been no seat to put my bum on). I’ve been
offered freshly baked bread laced with the artist’s blood,
gently cut a small incision in the skin on a woman’s back
with a sharp surgical blade. I have had my feet washed, my
nails decorated with iconic women’s faces, my hand placed
on another’s beating heart. I have been sung to so closely
that I have seen right down the artist’s throat. I have been
shackled and hooded. I have danced with a bear.  I have
written a letter to my future self. I have been lost in
darkness and had stories whispered to me. I have been
adorned with incredible jewelry, danced with a stranger,
fed strawberries and pearls and sent up a tree alone in a
forest to see the world through its canopy. I have been
lulled asleep in a bed at the foot of an immense statue of
Queen Victoria.  I have been immersed in a rain curtain,
enveloped by sound in an anechoic chamber, watched a
man run out of breath. I have been made to feel lonely,
fearful, tested, overwhelmed, maternal, claustrophobic,
delighted, safe, uncertain, tearful and in love.
I admit I am starting to take myself  rather seriously.
Is being audience a type of practice or vocation?  Could
there be a perfect audience? How do we hone the skill of
audience-ness? 
In Franko B’s Aktion 398 way back in 2001 I clutch a
number in my hand as I sit in a room with many other
people. There is a hubbub as we contemplate what might
be about to happen. A man sits staring out at us with dark
black eyes. Above his head is a clock that gradually counts
our numbers away.  Eventually my number appears and I
am told to remove my shoes.  A door opens and a man
beckons me through.  I enter to find a room painted white,
with no shadow, apart from the one that I cast.  In the far
corner with his face to the wall stands Franko B, his body
bulky and naked, painted pure white too.  He wears a large
plastic surgical collar around his neck, the kind that dogs
wear to stop them worrying at their wounds.  The door
slams closed and I am alone with him.  I feel self-conscious
and cluttered with my clothes and the general detritus
hanging off  me.  Franko turns, glances and walks towards
me. Ironically I now feel utterly exposed.  He stands before
me, his collar upright, his hands reaching out.  I take his
hands and look into his red-rimmed eyes.  ‘Are you OK?’ I
say.  How polite and mundane I sound, yet I really do mean
it.  I want desperately to break the distance and difference
between us.  My hands in his, he strokes my fingers and
massages my palms all the time looking into my eyes.  ‘I
am. Are you?’  I don’t answer.  ‘Let’s walk’ he says.  
We move towards an opposite door, our hands still
clasped together, a slight swing in our step.  I look down at
our interlinked fingers and only then notice the large deep,
red open gash in his side. It is so close to my hand that I
almost brush that exposed place, the site of his hurt. A
wave of shock hits me. Inexplicably the distance between
us collapses. I can’t quite believe I have not noticed his self-
inflicted wound before.  Then so quickly the door opens.
Franko smiles gently, lets go of my hand and the door
closes behind me.  I am left there outside, bereft and alone
in a dark, damp corridor. My shoes are waiting and as I
fumble with the laces, I notice my hands are covered in his
white grease paint. Proof of our meeting, that we touched
and moved on.  I understand why Franko describes his
performances as being about love. I get it for the first time.
In that work, with all its clarity and simplicity I get why all
performance is about a kind of love.
My future-perfect performance will be about love too. It
will retain some essence of the intensity of proximity,
though it will also have some immensity of scale. It is
unlikely to happen in a conventional arts space of any sort.
It will be complicit, hopeful and responsive.  It will give me
something I am not expecting but mostly it will demand all
kinds of chunks of me.  It will push me to cross my own
boundaries though I may not even know they are there.  It
will work whether I am prepared to follow its rules or not
as its purpose will lie in my attempt. There will be no fixed
conclusion, apart from those set out by me. I will not be
merely spectator, but conspirator and as such it will be
critically important that I am there.
In 10 years time as artists and audiences we will stand
before stages, forecourts, and docksides to demand a
response, a connection.  We will remain open to the needs
and alert to the possibilities of each other.  In 10 years
time, I am told to close my eyes. I am taken gently by the
hand and led up a high ladder where I am told to leap. I am
fearful but eventually I confront my fear and step off. I feel
the air rushing past my ears and I open my eyes. For one
brief second only I am falling. I am nearing 60 and I am
flying, surrounded by a thousand tiny lights.
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The first DIY book was a stimulating read and, for us, a
provocation.
The following response is an attempt to address a
particular issue that it brought to the surface...
Is it that we’re making DIY theatre because we are
unable to get into a posi-tion where we can make
theatre ‘properly’, or is there another, healthier moti-
vation?
‘Properly’ in this instance means being paid to do the job
full-time, and in any other industry, this would be the
mark of  the professional. The truth is, we do not earn a
living solely by making theatre (though other work is all
connected). Dirty Market has been commissioned by
NPOs, received project funding and critical success but
still, a large part of  our creative and producing process,
we do for free. Despite our formal training, vocational
commitment and years of  experience, doesn’t this
financial situation bring us closer to being passionate
hobbyists.. dare we say, amateurs?
Amateurs. Biased and clichéd images of  town hall
dramatics spring to mind, or poorly conceived vanity
projects: a whole host of  seemingly undesirable
associations. 
To be fair though, the professional world also carries
some undesirable asso-ciations: a tendency to create a
barrier between one group and another, even within a
company - an exclusivity that infects everything. The
professional is a member of  a club which carefully
selects new members. This choosing pro-cess has an
odd outcome: it sets up a passive mentality where
professionals wait to be selected, they wait to be
validated and wait to make work. This state of  waiting is
not the greatest place to find yourself  when you finally
need to creatively engage. 
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And when the work is made, it has to be the right kind of
work (what this means is up for grabs but one thing’s for
sure, the parameters can be very narrow.) This is usually
policed by critics (inner as well as outer). The critics may
be wonderful writers, filled with a great love for and
knowledge of  theatre, holding the interests of  their
readership close to their hearts, but think of  the process
of  policing, or of  being examined and critiqued. Compare
this with playing when no-one’s watching or when you
know you have an unconditional audience watching…
The quality and content of  amateur work may patchy
but, one component is consistent: it is very, very LIVELY!
So, it is possible to think about amateurism in a different
way: amateur, after all, comes from the Latin for lover.
The amateur just gets on and does it, because they love it.
There are no boundaries in the amateur scene; its a lot
more punk in this respect. Rough, involved, messy.. and
alive. Amateurism actively calls for participation: every-
one can be involved. In fact, everyone should be involved!
There was a time (perhaps a mythical time) when
everyone was at some stage in their lives, involved in the
performing arts: it was seen as a vital part of  personal
and social development. Artists did emerge from this
populist cul-turalism - and all participants, whatever their
ability, were the richer for it. This is a scary prospect
perhaps : if  everyone’s putting on shows, who’s going to
be watching them? Will the shows be any good? And
who’s going to be pay-ing?
Whatever the benefits might be of  a
populist/professional mash-up or sharing culture,
professionals will fight to keep some sense of  separation
- after all, the rarer the commodity, the higher the asking
price. Why should we go on pilgrimages to the
‘cathedrals of  theatre’ to see 'the greatest actress of  a
gen-eration’ if  there is potential greatness in every town?
Actually, acting ability is not as rare a gift as the
‘professional system’ would have us believe. But, when
the audience are trained in the constant accumulation of
cultural experi-ence, a kind of  cultural points system, it
can be difficult to see worth in non-branded work. 
Sharing knowledge and insight into how new work is
made, getting people in-volved in that making, owning
their own work etc.. might help audiences forge a
deeper connection with theatre. Developing a taste for
D.I.Y. could in turn, change the playing field - who’s
telling the stories, what are those stories about, who’s
listening? It might also provide welcome relief  from
constant cul-tural consumption.
So we say… Be local – get a band mentality – build a
local fan base – cherish them - provide great evenings
and encourage others to do the same – get everyone
involved - start a movement. If  you’re a graduate, try to
break free from the idea you do the free stuff  to invite
the ‘right’ people to; people who might allow you to join
the professional club. Forget about the industry and its
hierarchies - Do It Yourself ! Share your resources with
other local arts initia-tives - sustain each other and
create opportunities for new and inexperienced people
to come and join. Innovation tends to happens outside
the main-stream…
In fact, most of the great innovations in the theatre were
made by amateurs: those who experiment and work
without the pressures and confines of com-mercial needs.
DIY theatre is a call for participation: everyone can DIY.
When we do, the experience of engaging with each other’s
work will be more pro-found, considered and fruitful. 
After all, being an amateur
is all about love
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The idea of the score comes from 
music composition, but has been 
very loosely translated across a 
range of performance contexts. 
Used when the term ‘script’ is just 
too fixed a concept, ‘score’ has an 
increasing attraction. 
Perhaps most evident in the 
Fluxus Workbook (available online at: 
http://www.thing.net/~grist/ld/
fluxusworkbook.pdf), the idea of the 
score is particularly useful to the 
practitioner engaging with a devised 
performance strategies and 
structures. A score might include 
strategies to account for failure, or 
at least account for the possibility 
of being blown off course. 
A useful, although not a 
definitive account of the score, 
comes from Schechner (see the 
quote to the right). Writing about 
the RSVP cycles developed by 
Architects Lawrence Halprin and 
Jim Burns who had been working 
closely with choreographer Anna 
Halprin, Schechner notes that a 
score can be both open and 
closed; a suggestion to respond 
to, or an instruction to execute 
doggedly. 
It is up to you to decide how 
you wish to respond to the idea of 
the score. Is it a suggestion, an 
opaque strategy that holds 
improvisatory moments in place, 
or is it a carefully constructed 
instruction that drives your 
performance responses? 
If engagement with the devising 
process is about keeping open to 
offers, why not simply improvise. 
There is no right or wrong response 
here. Devising will always require a 
plastic engagement, a fluid 
relationship to structure. To enter 
into a devising process without 
some form of plan is to be almost 
overwhelmed by possibilities. 
Ultimately, devised performance is 
about an engagement with a raft of 
opportunities. For us, the score 
allows us to hold on to our intention, 
to keep what attracted us to this 
performance moment at the forefront 
of our practice.
Scores - what I have termed the 
proto performance: scenarios, 
instructions, plans. Scores can be 
either open or closed. A closed 
score controls the action; an 
open score allows for a variety of 
options. 
(Schechner, 2002: 200)
We write things down… 
everywhereNot long after Lee passed 
his driving test, he was 
driving to see his dad, and 
parked up behind Bury 
market. As he was walking 
towards the town centre, he 
passed a car. A young girl of 
about six years old wound 
down the window and 
shouted "Hey Mister. I'm all 
on me tod". Looking into 
the car, Lee spotted a 
younger boy, probably 
about three or so. Lee 
asked: "What about him, 
aren't you with him?" The 
little girl responded, "No, 
he's on his tod an' all. We're 
both on our tod. We're on 
our tod together." There is 
something about the logic 
of that statement that stuck 
with him, and when Bob 
and Lee began working 
together, he told her the 
story. This reminded Bob 
how much of her childhood 
she had spent sitting alone 
in cars. Alone with her sister, 
and later alone with her 
brother too. Outside shops, 
outside warehouses while 
deliveries were made. And 
outside pubs. A lot of time 
spent outside pubs. This 
was something Lee (an only 
child), also remembers; 
sitting in a carpark drinking 
a bottle of coke through a 
wax paper straw, the type 
you could chew. 
This reminds us that '[t]he 
past is a foreign country: 
they do things differently 
there.' (Hartley, 2002: 17). 
Apparently leaving children 
in cars is now the kind of 
thing that attracts a yelling 
crowd, their unbridled 
opprobrium and maybe
even earn you a visit from the police. Thirty five or forty years ago, 
leaving children in cars was a normal thing to do. Then again, it was 
the seventies. A decade where seat-belts weren't  needed, because 
that's what your mum's arm was for, and drinking and driving were 
two words that went together like bacon and eggs; happy bedfellows. 
Perhaps then it is not over-wise to wax rhapsodic about the 
behaviours belonging to that decade.
Bob and Lee were both born in the summer of 1973. Bob in mid-July, Lee in early-August. At the 
time of writing, we are both 41 years old. Assuming that close relatives and their longevity are a useful 
guide, we are about half-way through our lives. We are in the middle. In fact, middle sums up just 
about everything we are; it's that deeply boring and unsexy bit, the middle. Middle-aged, middle-
class, middle-income, middle-brow, middle-of-the-road, middle-England. The middle is between the 
good stuff. The beginning is the bit where you have no clue what to do, and all the time and energy to 
find out. The end is the bit where no-one can see or hear you anymore, so you can get on with doing 
some really interesting stuff without being overly minded of the responses that this might generate. 
But the middle? The middle is when you feel like there is everything left to play for, but the clock is 
ticking loudly. Of course, there is nothing particularly unique in this observation. We all age, we all die. 
Nothing special in that. Our intention isn't to bemoan the process of ageing, nor is it to speculate 
upon the relevance of being ‘mid-career’ in relation to the generation of performance work. Rather, 
the intention here is to provide a tiny bit of context……
THINGS WE DO
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Tasks (you can ignore these, interpret 
them, or follow them slavishly to the 
letter): 
• swap clothes en route, with your 
partner 
• write it down 
• stop whenever you come across a 
bump in the pavement - imagine it is a 
mountain you have to negotiate. 
• say hello to everyone you pass. 
• find a cup with a lipstick mark on it. 
• take twenty pictures documenting each 
task (including this one) 
• write it all down 
• lose yourself 
• make an offer to your partner 
• make a boat then sail it. 
• hide yourself in the space 
• find yourself 
• follow something in the sky 
• tell everyone about how beautiful it is 
Decide what to keep and what to remove. 
Please remember:  
YOU CANNOT GET THIS 
WRONG 
Thanks, 
Bob & Lee x
SOME STRUCTURE... 
An opening: 
A hand in close up, some noise coming from another room, three words 
whispered with urgency. 
A journey: 
Starting from here, where would you go? Who would you take? 
A place: 
Or a space. Find somewhere that you have been before, somewhere you 
remember fondly. 
A question: 
Are you lost, are you sad? 
Floating directive: 
Take it out – take it all out. 
A sharing: 
Perhaps it is a confession, perhaps it is a party trick, perhaps it is something 
valuable you have learnt. 
A closing: 
Slow it, reduce it, and refine it. Leave behind only those things that were 
essential, unavoidable, and inescapable. Fade to black. 
*Glossary of terms... 
CENTRIPETAL (SEE ALSO AFFERENT):  moving or tending to move toward a centre (conducting 
or conducted inward or toward something) 
CENTRIFUGAL (SEE ALSO EFFERENT): moving or tending to move away from a centre 
(conducted or conducting outward or away from something)
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Some things we 
have written to 
ourselves…
But why are we telling you this story? Mostly it’s that thing about context. It really helps 
to know where you’ve come from, so that you know how to meet the people with whom 
you’ve chosen to work. Sharing stories. noticing similarities, arguing over differences. 
This has been the glue that has helped us discover who we are, and what we want to 
say.  
We both spent many of our formative years in cars, staring forward and passing the time 
waiting for our guardians to come and reclaim us. Cars became an imaginative space to 
us both from an early age. They were the places where we would play, places where 
other worlds became available to us. 
Since we began working together twenty years ago, we have continued this pattern of 
spending too much time in cars. As with childhood, the car has remained a playful 
space, with many of our most productive conversations, ideas and plans happening as 
we sit side-by-side. Looking in the same direction, staring at the same stretch of road. 
There is something in the logic of that little girl in the car, something powerful that grows 
out of being alone together. 
This sense of working next to one another, rather than working with one another feels 
really comfortable, and extends beyond the car. When we’re working on something, we 
don’t talk all that much, we prefer to write to each other. We write things down. Lists, 
notes, letters, instructions.We write on tables, chalkboards, walls. We write with light, 
with a sharpie, with spit. We write on paper, and we write on skin. When we are on our 
tod together, we pass these things between each other. These become the way we 
remain connected while at the same time chasing down our own paths, waiting to find 
what we might want to bring back. 
But that’s us. You should probably sort out your own strategies. Think about what works 
for you. Don't workshop if you hate it. Don't show scratch versions of your work just 
because everyone else is. Don't want to find your inner clown? Fine, don’t do it. Same 
with training. Don't do yoga just because someone said it would be good for focus 
Ignore all the advice that feels weird. 
Just promise that you will always write things down.
FICTIONAL DOGSHELF
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1.START WITH THE UNACCEPTABLE
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU TAKE A FAMOUS STORY  
AND NEVER TELL IT? 
2.CHOOSE A TOPIC THAT INTRIGUES YOU
3.MAKE A VIRTUE OF YOUR CONSTRAINTS
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOUR FIRST WEEK  
OF DEVISING CONTAINS NO PERFORMERS?
4.USE THE SKILLS IN THE ROOM 
5.REMOVE EXPECTATIONS
6.ALLOW OBJECTS TO TAKE THE FOCUS 
7.LET EACH SCENE CHALLENGE  
THE PRECEDING ONE
8.VALUE LACK OF EXPERIENCE
HTTP:// YOUTU.BE / XBBIE2RGGR4
DON QUIJOTE TRAILER : TOM FRANKLAND & KEIR COOPER  
IN ASSOCIATION WITH ÚLTIMO COMBOIO / A SWEET NICHE MUSIC
A SERIES OF PROVOCATIONS
FROM THE MAKERS OF
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9.COMPOSITION IS CRUCIAL: 
THE SKILL IS IN THE ARRANGEMENT  
OF YOUR MATERIAL 
10.MAKE A PLAYGROUND  
OF YOUR OWN IMAGINATION
11.THINGS WILL MAKE SENSE BECAUSE YOU 
FORGE THEM TOGETHER
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN MUSIC IS LEFT TO THE CHANCE OF A 
SELECTION OF SECOND HAND RECORDS BOUGHT IN A JUNK 
MARKET THAT IS TAKING PLACE OUTSIDE THE THEATRE  
YOU ARE REHEARSING IN ONE MORNING?
12.GIVE MOST ATTENTION TO THE  
MOMENTS INBETWEEN 
13.GIVE YOUR LEAD ROLE TO A NEW 
PERFORMER EVERY PERFORMANCE
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AN AUDIENCE MEMBER IS LEFT WITH 
THE RESPONSIBILITY TO WRITE AND DELIVER THE FINAL WORDS 
WITHIN THE SHOW, THE LAST UTTERANCES ANYONE HEARS 
BEFORE LEAVING THE SPACE, EFFECTIVELY THE CLOSING 
STATEMENT OF ALL THAT HAS GONE BEFORE? 
14.REMOVE THE AUDIENCE?S SEATING
15.COLLABORATE WITH PEOPLE OUTSIDE  
OF THE INDUSTRY 
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU TRULY MEAN WHAT YOU ARE SAYING?
16.TURN YOUR OWN DAMN LIGHTS ON AND OFF
17.UTILISE INTERPRETATION - ART AND FACTS 
ARE DIFFERENT
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOUR PERFORMANCE TAKES PLACE IN 
TWO LOCATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY?
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18.MAKE TWO SHOWS AND DRIVE THEM INTO 
EACH OTHER
19.GET OFF TOPIC 
20.HAVE CONVERSATIONS - LET OTHERS IN
21.WORK WITH PEOPLE WHOM YOU  
LOVE AND/OR SCARE YOU
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU FEEL LIKE YOU HAVE  
NOTHING TO LOSE?
22.KEEP GOING
23.FINISH
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A multi-screened film in which the city becomes a film set for a fantastical mission.
Mission:
“Each of  us is just one in a million, easy to replace and easy to forget in a city that doesn’t really need us.
But don’t worry. We’re going to change all that. We’ve got a plan. This city will need us and this film will be
our witness.”
In the war on anonymity our choice of  weapon is the video camera. The streets will be our film set.
cigarette butts and litter our props and passersby the extras.
If  any point you lose faith or doubt the mission, seek immediate guidance from a colleague or consult
the manual provided.
As we were making the show Super Night Shot we made up the following rules:
1. Slow Down. 2. Be at home in the city. 3.. Offer to help someone. 4. Ask for help. 5. Have a
conversation about love with a stranger. 6. Don’t avoid eye contact 7. Take your clothes off  in
public. 8. Find out how it feels to dance in a fountain. 9. Forage in bins. 10. Ignore the anonymity
of  the big city.
Always stay open and see what is in front of  you. Because you never know where things are coming
from, like now. It depends on the alchemy of  the time, the place and the people who sit next to you.
Or meet your eyes for some reason... 
Super Night Shot
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Hello. My name is Bastian Trost. I am a core group
member of  Gob Squad and I wanted to tell you about
my perspective on authenticity as an actor who also
performs in film.
(Say loudly) Do you mind if I interrupt?
(Say to the person who just spoke) Er...sorry? 
Do I know you?
No, you don’t really, really know me, but do you
recognize me? Do you remember who I am?
Let me look at you.... (ok, look at them for a bit, then
pat the seat next to you, invite them to sit)
(now get up and go to the table and sit next to the
other person)
Your blonde hair rings a bell. The hat you’re wearing...
Your accent…
It’s me, Cecilia. We spent 40 minutes together in
Oslo, in October 2006.
Yes...you haven’t changed a bit! You look just the same
as you did that day I found you sitting in the bus station.
You still had 3 hours to wait. You were going to visit
your mother who was very ill.
And I had just split up with my girlfriend and my
heart was broken.
We are sitting like that now. this is how we sat that night,
side by side. Can we hold hands again?
(look at each other and hold each others hands)
(look at each other and hold each others hands)
We spent almost the whole show together on video...
almost 40 minutes
We talked about Bergmann films. And Road Movies...
Do you think you would have spent so much time with
me If  I hadn’t been holding a video camera?
Do you think you would have approached me in the
first place if you were not in a show?
Probably not, the technology acted as a device to
witness and enable our meeting
And also showed me that you were not mad.
Why are we somehow enchanted when a complete
stranger stops and gives us time, gives us their trust? Is
that really such a rare thing?
Chance encounters are always deeply romantic in
some way don’t you think?
But this encounter was not a fictional narrative but a real
event that took place. Is it both fact and fiction?
Oh, I don’t know. I never actually came to see the
show, to watch our encounter played back.
What? You mean you never saw the film that we made,
that you were in?
No. I never came back.
Could I ask, what happened? I mean, with your mother
and your girlfriend?
What do you want to hear? Our desire for happy
endings… do you want me to tell you that my
mother became well again? And my girlfriend and I
made up again? And we are still in love, forever, like
you and I are forever, together somewhere on a lost
videotape?
No...but I really want to know, what REALLY happened
after I left you got on the bus back to see your mother...
The truth is that I am now a fictional character. I
have been written in Microsoft Word. I am not
Cecelia. I am an imagination of her. Our tape, our
time is lost forever. But, there are recordings of
other encounters like ours. Even we are
exchangeable.
The scene ends with the two audience members
watching a short extract of  video of  Berit Stumpf
speaking about love with a man in Glasgow city centre.
Scene 9
Bastian & Cecilia in Oslo
This is a scene from the performance lecture ‘We are Gob Squad and So Are You’. The whole lecture is played out
via audience members who wear headphones and who are guided through the ‘script’ by two Gob Squad members
who are hidden in another room (like the wizard from The Wizard of  Oz). Throughout the one-hour lecture,
audience members are guided to select each other and to take the stage to ‘remote act’ certain sections of  text. In
the text below, one audience member is playing Bastian from Gob Squad, and another is playing Cecilia, a woman
Bastian encountered in the streets of  Oslo during the filming of  a performance of  Super Night Shot. Gob Squad had
wanted to show the tape of  this scene as part of  the lecture, but mysteriously that tape, out of  hundreds of  tapes, is
lost. In our memories it remains as a particularly tender moment between strangers. This is an attempt to tell the
story of  that story. 
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DIY. Grassroots. Home-made. Fun, but funded?
This is the art-making equation I’m dealing with these days
as I transition from established (whatever that means) arts
journalist to…well, what am I? Curator. ‘Creative
producer’ (to use* a phrase bestowed upon me, unbidden,
by my RM – relationship manager, that is – at the Arts
Council) and/or consultant and/or instigator and possible
collaborator. I’d better add sometime director and budding
dramaturg/-turge/-turd, occasional PR and grants-app
helper writer, plus returnee performer/collaborator to the
list. And so it goes on, all of it unbacked by academic
degrees but measured by decades of learning-by-doing.
As a lower middle-class Polish-Catholic American-born
high school dropout, and the offspring of a lower farmer
turned bartender and a neurotic housewife, I’m essentially
a self-made man. As such, I know the value and necessity
of seizing an opportunity, or creating my own. Following a
hunch. Operating on instinct. And, more latterly, thinking
outside the box.
Officially I’ve been writing and speaking professionally
about the arts – especially dance, theatre and all types of
live performance – since 1977 and significantly, I think,
always as an eager-beaver free-lancer with a voracious
cultural appetite. Despite an almost complete lack of
training, as a young man I’d had a fair amount of  onstage
experience in my native Minnesota and, in dribs and
drabs, as a fairly fit and certainly willing ‘dancer’ in the
UK (e.g., as a week-long and, hallelujah, paid guest
member of  The Featherstonehaughs, Lea Anderson’s all-
male group, I shared the stages of  the ICA and the
Purcell Room with Matthew Bourne for eight whole
minutes in 1988, while the year before I was a lowly but
observant extra in an Edinburgh International Festival
presentation of  the ballet Petrushka with Rudolf
Nureyev). But journalistic and critical writing was my
bread and butter.
But diets can and do change. In 2013 I began straying, with
increasing diligence and determination, off  the path of
journalism, the main source of my livelihood to date, and
into the multifarious roles cited above. A chief outlet for
many of my more recent activities has been an
approximately 50-seat pub theatre in Kentish Town,
London called The Lion and Unicorn – not so hot for a
grand jete, maybe, but ideal for fostering a close and
immediate connection between performers and audiences.
This small black box space has an interesting history,
including a spell in the 1990s when it was programmed by
David Jubb (now head honcho at the much-loved
Battersea Arts Centre, or BAC) early in his career. Since
the mid-noughties or so, however, the Lion and Unicorn
has been overseen by George Sallis who, just to complicate
matters, initiated a theatre-making entity in the same space
dubbed Giant Olive. (Nutshell explanation for the
moniker: if  the boy George was sure to behave, as a
reward his uncle promised him a trip back to the family’s
roots in Cyprus to see the tree bearing a giant olive…) 
George threw down a curatorial gauntlet on May 29th,
2013 – an appropriately historic occasion, that, as it was
the 100th anniversary of the infamous Parisian premiere of
The Rite of Spring. How would I feel, he enquired, about
putting together a dance festival later that year? It didn’t
take me long to say yes. What I subsequently came up
with, within about five weeks, was GOlive
(www.giantolive.com): 21 consecutive days of 24 mixed
billed composed of mainly short pieces featuring 57
individuals or companies, all of it presented to a 74%
capacity audience under the terms of a box office split.
Among the watchwords of this mad but pretty marvellous
marathon were intimacy, playfulness and an unpredictable
eclecticism. The official grand total was 98 artistes
altogether, stretching across generations and, in terms of
their chosen disciplines, ranging from contemporary, South
Asian and disability dance to live art, improvisation, stand-
up style monologues and cabaret.
Learning by Doing
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You might well ask why I wanted to organise this lovely
blitzkrieg of a season, and what exactly are my
qualifications to do so? Well, over the decades I’ve seen
literally thousands of shows of all stripes, and have to one
degree or another analysed them and my responses to
them. I suppose all of these individual experiences have
been absorbed into the body of knowledge from which I
now operate. Beyond that, I like and much of the time love
doing it. On some level I get off  on it, which has also been
true of having seen so much work. I love that art,
entertainment and artistic expression exists. It feeds me,
and I don’t mean just because the pay received from what I
may write about puts food on my table.
In truth, the entire media landscape has changed so much –
my stock phrase: ‘the rise of the democratisation of
opinion, i.e., the internet, has seriously undermined paid
expertise’ – that there’s no better time to expand one’s
horizons and create opportunities for myself  and others.
The shrinkage or altered direction of the traditional routes
for arts writing (i.e., newspapers and magazines) has been
a huge motivator for me to pursue other creative avenues.
Question: where do old journalists go to die? I dunno, but
this one’s chosen to live and, rather than lament the
reduction in outlets for wordsmithing, try to reinvent
himself  in myriad ways.
There have to date been two follow-up editions of
GOlive, including a far more laboratorial, low-to-no-
budget version in September 2014 for which yours truly
unlocked the door and mopped the floor, handled the cash
(earned via suggested donation) taken in by a handful of
box office volunteers, introduced all the shows and, in a
few cases, provided feedback of a dramaturgical nature in
advance of performances. ‘GOlab,’ as I dubbed it, was
spread across nine evenings (ten, if  you include the day I
took five ‘acts’ out of town for a one-off  bill presented in
partnership with the University of Winchester). Two things
stand out for me about it in London. One is the chance
that this old dog/new tricks technophobe had to operate
lights (and sound) for most of the performances. I knew
zilch about being a techie and yet, after a mere 20-min
non-computerised induction, was able to punch in and out
eleven light states plus deal with two dimmers (hard and
soft) and three LEDS. That people actually trusted me to,
ha, paint with light was a gift and that I did it without any
hideous glitches near-miraculous.  
Another highlight of GOlive/GOlab was directing my
former Time Out colleague and writer-turned-actor Lorna
V in work-in-progress sharings of her one-woman show
Tango Journeys. Because Giant Olive gave us free creation
space we ‘made’ time to work on and test out in front of
audiences three monologues, each set within the tango
dance community. Developing work in whatever capacity
is something I plan to continue. (On more than a side note,
I’m also chuffed for Lorna that BAC selected our project
for its 15th edition of Freshly Scratched, in which I’ll be
playing a version of me conducting a scripted interview
with her fictional and language-mangling tango dance
diva…and budding revolutionary.)
GOlive has been – and will continue to be – a creative
mainstay. Another challenging, personally educational and
hugely fun (but not necessarily in that order) outlet for the
curatorial me was organising five performance nights in
spring 2014, ‘staged’ in a pop-up venue in a Chelsea church
hall (St Luke’s) straight out of Pina Bausch’s Kontakthof. My
partner in creative crime in this venture was my dear pal
(and Chelsea resident) Lilia Pegado, an Angolan-born
Marxist-Buddhist painter and philosopher and a person
who maintains the richest life on the littlest means. Our
joint moniker is Chelsea Arts Collective aka CAC. We
take what we do seriously, but not ourselves. CAC was
and is a very grassroots entity. The whole set-up at St
Luke’s was low-key if  somewhat intense. Usually there was
but a two-hour get-in for each bill. Given that all I had to
hand in terms of equipment was three lights and a dimmer
on loan from the Chelsea Theatre, the artists were
encouraged to share technical resources. Audiences grew
from approximately sixty on the first night to double that
by the last. In terms of financing, the hall was given to us
gratis. We also managed to secure limited funding from a
strand of the borough council’s pot of grant monies
earmarked for cultural projects that might reach out to
local people, especially isolated elders and alienated youth.
Most of it went towards paying close to two dozen artists
or companies a token £50 per performance.
In retrospective essence, curating or whatever I might
choose to label what I’m doing seems to me to be a case
of exercising a mixture of personal taste, a well-developed
sensibility and gut instinct. Maybe anyone could do it and,
indeed, many have whether they’re older and wiser or
younger and possibly more energetic than me. But I know
the bottom-line is just doing it – that is, doing what fills you
and others with passion, trust, wonder and delight, insight
and some kind of humanity, and finding the means to
enable that to occur. Meaningful and incredibly resonant
things can happen even in a small room or any space,
indoors or out, where people gather. Of course there’s
only so much money and resources to go around these
days in the arts and, duh, in society in general. That’s not
news, just fact. As I learn more about the complicated and
often daunting business of show (without at all abandoning
my interest in the aesthetics), I’ll take care not to wax
cynical or bitter because what would be the point? I’m
heartened and enlightened, too, by others’ initiatives,
especially in the dance world where I’ve invested so much
of my own time and energy. For starters there’s a
manifesto from the feisty, forthright and highly gifted
independent artist Wendy Houstoun
(http://idiotblogger.blog.com/2014/08/21/artists-
against-admin/), or the seemingly tirelessly enthusiastic,
ideas-rich Sally Marie who, under the auspices of her
company (www.sweetshoprevolution.com) is, among
much else, in the process of setting up a hugely ambitious,
non-monetised dancers’ apprenticeship scheme that might
well revolutionise an industry. That’s precisely what an
unconventional DIY approach can help to achieve.
END
(*no, better make that seize, brandish or whatever other
action-verbs are necessary as long as they garner
opportunities for me and the ‘portfolio’ (for which word I
thank you, Artsadmin) of artistes with whom I’ve either
been working or want to work…)
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When I started to make my own performance piece, I
knew it would have to be DIY because I had no money to
pay anybody. And by DIY, I mean having to do everything
myself, from writing to designing the set and costume,
from performing to operating lighting and sound and video
projection, from building the set to sewing, grom video
editing to singing and dancing. 
While I very much enjoy collaboration with other artists
and appreciate what can be achieved through it, there is
something very addictive and deeply satisfying in this Eric
Carmen operation. It is also an opportunity to understand
yourself  as an artist and a human being. So if  you have not
done it before, it may be worth giving it a go. However,
depending on your practice, you may need to learn some
skills first. 
When I felt this strange urge to make my own show
several years ago, I already had some useful skill sets that
were required to make a kind of  show I wanted to make. I
had absolutely no skill in performance but somehow I was
too excited about performance making to be aware of
that. Anyway, it may be good to take some time to learn
skills before doing this kind of  DIY. I was very lucky to
learn these skills while being paid, and I think being paid is
the best and quickest way to learn something because you
always feel a great amount of  pressure from your
employers. 
Say yes, earn and learn as you go
I used to say ‘yes’ whenever I was asked “Can you do
.....?” Herewith a few things that I learned as the result of
saying ‘yes’. 
Lighting: Back home, I got a full-time job as a assistant set
designer for a theatre company. One day, the artistic
director asked if  I could light. For the next few years until I
left the company, I’d lit show after show. I am not a
talented lighting designer, but I learned a few things about
electricity and light. 
Model making: This is an incredibly useful skill to develop
your sense of  space. Because our bodies are 3D and the
space is 3D, unless you can rehearse and create everything
in the actual venue, making a scale model is the second
best way to design and experience your performance
space. So if  a theatre designer offers you a job, it is a good
idea to take it. All kinds of  chemical substances are used
to create odd little things, I sometimes find job
recreational and meditative. 
CAD: As a design assistant, what I like least was technical
drawing. Those days, you had to do it with ink on tracing
paper. If  you make mistakes, you have to scrape ink off
with a scalpel blade. The noise is very similar to scratching
a blackboard with fingernails. As such and to protect my
sanity, I lied to my bosses that I had completed a CAD
course. I had to have a few sleepless nights to learn basics
of the program, but I have never had to suffer from the
‘lethal’ noise again (and the skill fed me for a few years).
Multiple projection: When I got a job to design a school
show, I said to the drama teacher (as a joke), “it would be
fun to lay white dance floor on the entire floor of  the
school hall, rig a few projectors to project gigantic image
on it.” I completely underestimated how wealthy some
schools are (and it was early 00s when projectors were
vastly expensive). Again, I had to have a few sleepless
nights to quickly learn basic animation making and how to
output images from PCs to projectors. 
Sewing: I wasn’t paid for this one. I was hand-sewing
some costumes. My upstairs neighbour saw me through
the window. She happened to be a teacher of
dressmaking at a local college. She gave me a sewing
machine and a couple of  personal tutorials, for free.
Walking in Stilettos: I was not paid for this one either.
When I bought my first pair, another artist (Rachel Mars)
who happened to be there kindly taught how to walk, for
free. 
10 years? 
It took well over ten years for me to obtain necessary
skills to make my first performance piece. This may not be
for you if  you are in a hurry. But I managed to feed myself
so far (touch wood) and you pick up a few more things
than just practical skills on the way. 
All By
Myself
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I write as an Artist and Producer from
Melbourne, Australia, but I feel my practice
stems just as much from my experiences here
as from formative creative experiences and
exposure I had in the UK from 2004-7. So to
begin I feel I’ve got to give my quick thoughts
on the phrase DIY and articulate what it might
mean to me over here and you over there…
In Australia, I don’t think we’re very likely to use the
phrase “DIY” (unless we’re talking about renovating the
house) and we don’t often use the word “experimental”
except as a kind of  tongue in cheek insult about the
success or failure of  a particular work. Here, I feel we’re
historically likely to hear the phrase “fringe” (Melbourne
in particular has not only a long standing Fringe Festival,
but also a stand alone Comedy Festival which helps to
focus the term a bit) or most lately you’ll hear artists
describe their work as “independent” or “artist lead”
(even the excellent Next Wave Festival is as much
concerned with training artists how to get it done
themselves, than producing the work for you). What I
really think this means is that the kind of  work I expect
we’re driving at in this book is self  produced – there is
nobody else likely to make this work unless we go ahead
and do it our self. There are few established companies,
organisations or even creative development structures
that fully support the work we want to make – even
when we enter into partnerships, collaborations or
supported presentations, we act as our own agents,
managers and producers and when it’s all goes well we
like it that way.
Artists that make this kind of  work are often fascinated
by formal explorations, much more likely to be
concerned with critical questions about our
contemporary situations and due to the nature of  a few
individuals skilfully playing many creative and production
roles within any given project, the work is often
interdisciplinary and readable by audiences via a several
entry points. The kind of  work I’m particularly interested
in experiencing and making always integrally
acknowledges and involves the presence and activity of
an audience, often leading to an outcome that is
designed but not fully realised until it happens. Sure,
there is a structure and often an artifice at play, but when
you accept that everyone can see your small collective
paddling so furiously under the water, you decide you
may as well just make it a virtue and get everyone else
wet too.
Personally, I’ve also hardly made a creative work in 10
years that happens inside a theatre, let alone any
building. I find venue hire economically hurrying and
creatively suffocating. How on earth am I supposed to
answer all the questions I have in a just a three-week
development? And why would I want to fit all that
huffing and puffing into that airtight black box away from
the real world context I’m trying to explore? The
Producer in me also likes that event permits are much
much cheaper than venue hire fees, while the artist in me
reckons it’s better to ask for forgiveness rather than beg
for permission – they’ve got to catch me first!
In the past five or so years I’ve been deeply thinking
about commonly understood social forms and wondering
how artists can hijack them to make responsive, relevant
and viable work with what’s close to hand. Rather than
build an imitation set of  a launderette, we present in a
real one (Laundry at 4am, Melbourne and Edinburgh
Fringe, 2004). Rather than create an event requesting
people gather in a park, we make a work for the people
who were already using that park, the dog walkers, the
fitness bootcampers, the picnickers, the social football
players, the street kids (The Caravan vs Ruskin Park,
Camberwell Festival, London, 2007). Rather than have
another whinge about artists being asked to become
small business, I buy a polo shirt and print my own
business cards to create a fleet-of-foot international
courier service where I undertake the roles of  CEO,
Delivery Boy and Artist and give voice and action to
what the participant’s think is important (Wish We Were
Here, multiple Australian festivals, 2010-11). Rather than
devise a general catch all protagonist through which to
represent the world, I look at the participant before me
and ask them to think about their personal multitude of
intersecting realities and talk specifically about that (The
Stream / The Boat / The Shore / The Bridge, multiple
Australian festivals, 20012-14). Rather than worry how
we’ll fit eight small-scale performances into a single end
on theatre, we present in a café (for free), a living room
(for free), a hotel (for free), a disused vault (for free) and
on the local High St (for free) – ironically enough the
only organisations that thought we were good for a
rental fee were the theatre and a gallery.
But what do I mean by commonly understood social forms?
fleet-of-foot
INTERNATION
AL COURIER SE
RVICE
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In Lîla Dance, we have an Artistic Director for each
aspect of  our core team; Choreographer, Composer,
and Dancer. This means that ideas from the initial
conversations of  a project enter the work from a
multitude of  angles, evolving simultaneously through the
shared experience of  making.
Through each process, it is our aim to build a temporary
world in which all who contribute are able to suspend
their everyday lives and find themselves experiencing,
feeling and dreaming in an imagined space.
Creating these worlds requires a lot of  conversation.
These are some of  the conversations we each have.
Conversations between the Artistic Directors 
A lot of  initial conversations are beyond any specific art
form. “What does it mean to be in a state of  readiness?”
Questions like these help draw a focus on developing
the over-arching concepts of  the work in shared
language. This language does not need to make logical
sense in this world, but must make perfect sense within
the world of  the work. “Spiders are ever-ready; they either
move or stop- you never see a spider taking a stroll.” And so
the term “spider rhythms” is coined.
Some conversations arise from one Director bringing a
very specific idea to the table. “I want this soundtrack to
feel British”. Other discussions come from a logistical
restriction which becomes the shared responsibility of
the team to creatively solve- “How do we bring high
production values to a corridor with no power supply?”
The Choreographer’s conversation with herself 
(Abi Mortimer)
“OK what have you got?” This question can be a creative
spring board for exploration, it can make or break the
work (or you), and it might just keep you up all night;
either way it has to be asked. The dancers are your best
friends, so make them feel good about themselves. 
They ARE the work. Many early questions are for them
and are intended to unlock, inspire, motivate and
challenge. "For the next half  hour please behave like Bambi,
and discover what it feels like to be fragile, vul-nerable but full
of  hope." When they get lost, it's your job to step in.
The Composer is your ally, together you are
constructing a new language for a new World, so listen
well, and hold your nerve. Find words that carry feeling:
“This section is about intensities, can you make the ground
hum, the air quake, and also leave enough space for breath
please?" The Collaborators are your VIPs, so be brave
and allow them to tread through the work, let their
footprint take shape, but make sure it is an impression
that feels right. 
There will always be a battle and the main contenders
are usually "instinct" versus "maths". Maths is suspended
to allow instinct to become the forerunner, but at some
point subtraction, reasoning and logic must rear their
heads, or you will be at risk of  losing your good ideas to
the black hole. But don't stop here, instinct needs to be
the hero. “OK what have you got?”
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During the making process, conversations with the
Choreographer are barely spoken. Silent lines of  enquiry
are in constant flux between movement and music. Each
choreographic task is also a question for you, and your
sounds will question their responses. The verbal,
physical, and aural offerings in the space, reform and
then eventually merge to construct the world of  each
work. Working in this way weaves your music and their
movement together through a shared history; this is how
the movement sounds, this is how the sound looks.
Do not let the music tell the audience how to feel before
the dancers have the opportunity to convey it through
movement. But do not be fooled into thinking that this
makes dance the top of  the food chain. You have the
power to support, and you have the power to change
the world from under their feet. 
Sometimes you will get instructions that are loud and
clear. Perhaps more of  a demand. “This section needs to be
4mins and 38secs of  wind.” Demands act as hard
guidelines which consolidate the shared structure of
movement and music. “Make the ground hum and the air
shake.” Something you must learn from dance is when to
abstract an idea, rather than represent it. What happens
if  we only hear half  of  the frequencies of  an earthquake,
do we have space for a piano?
The Dancer has a voice too (Carrie Whitaker)
There is always a space for the dancer’s voice. The space
expands and contracts but never disappears. It is a
privilege (I am part of  this work) and a responsibility (I
bring this to life through the personal history I have
written it with).
As a dancer, I speak in both words and physicality. I try
not to separate them out, as for me they are active
within each other (speaking/thinking/moving/
visualising). I am allowing the most appropriate, honest,
or instinctive method of  response to come to forward.
Questions initiate most conversations. Some questions
are pinned on narrative threads offering a passage from
reality to abstraction. These threads start an internal
search for a sense of  personal connection to the idea,
like flicking through a pile of  photographs. I start to ask
my own questions. Some are to myself, “What do I
understand by this? Where does it reside in my body?” and
some to the Choreographer, “Am I myself, or am I taking
on a different persona? Am I on my own?” I start with
autobiographical knowledge, and take time for honesty,
to form a response and offer it up - “I have something”.
Other questions are physical puzzles that over time,
become vessels for narrative content. Each puzzle is a
competition with myself  (and others). “How do I do it in
the most original way I can? How can I be more complex? Can
I surprise the choreographer with my choices?” I push at my
own idiosyncratic vocabulary and hope to excite the
Choreographer with what is possible for this body. “Ok,
I've got something”.
There are queries too. “Are you initiating that? Can you both
wear that coat and continue to move? Can you do that facing
the other way?” I like to assume that these aren't really
questions, but polite instructions, all of  which have the
same answer, “sure, lets try it”.
All answers are ultimately handed over to the
Choreographer. She pulls and pushes, edits and adds to
the material, in an ongoing process of  development -
finding where ideas go within the world of  the work. I
like to think that I am very open to this process but it can
be challenging. I have a relationship with my material I
get to know it, I build connections and then in the
process of  development I have to break up with it, look
at it differently, start to reconnect with its new shape,
find how we fit together and then fall in love with it again
in order to fully embody it.
I tell myself:
• Don't be precious with your stuff.
• Stay open to change -  it will happen.
• Follow the choreographer’s thoughts.
• Stay inside the action even when it feel distant.
• Keep thinking and feeling.
• Stop talking to yourself.
• Keep listening to yourself.
• Find your voice in this.
Conversations in sound (Dougie Evans) 
The rehearsal studio is a shared space that the
Composer inhabits for the duration of  the making
process.
Before music can be born, you must discover what the
world sounds like. “Are we indoors or outdoors, is it urban
or rural, day or night, real or imagined?” This is the
quickest way to allow the dancers to re-find themselves
in a new world, and discover how to move. There is no
such thing as silence- think about what this means in a
fictional world.
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Training at one of  the UK’s few arts programs that
specialised in interdisciplinary practice and live arts has its
responsibilities. I graduated in the early 1990’s alongside
fellow interdisciplinary artists Gob Squad, Sharon Smith,
Miles Chalcraft, Matt Rudkin, Donna Rutherford, Rachel
Jacob’s and Active Ingredient. We took very seriously our
responsibility to sustain our need to make experimental
work, which we saw back then as an alternative to main
stream arts and theatre.
At the time the Live Art Archive was housed within our
department at Nottingham Trent University before it was
sold off  to Bristol University. Through the Live Art
Archive we were exposed to live artists and practitioners
– Bobby Baker, Richard Lazell, Geraldine Pilgrim, Graham
Miller, Third Angel, Stelarc and Forced Entertainment
were all regular visitors (https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Live_Art_Archive).
Our teaching staff  – Barry Smith, Mine Kaylan, John
Newling and Jeremy Peyton Jones, were inspirational. These
experimental influences gave us a sense of purpose. We
were dedicated and driven to keep making work despite
limited materials, space, assistance or funding. If  there were
no opportunities for us to show our work we were going
to make our own.  We became fully trained DIYers'.
DIY was in the bloodstream of Nottingham in the 90’s.
One of my neighbours and some of our friends were the
infamous rave crew The DiY Collective, who were once
named ‘The most dangerous people in the UK’ because
of their Do It Yourself  free parties. There was an exciting
feeling that anything was possible. It was not all about
money or fame and there were no master plans or
manifestos. It was simply about getting on and making
great stuff  happen.
I used discarded domestic appliances, plumbing
accessories and scrap. I made video installations, live
performances and sound sculptures, pulling together
whatever materials or resources I could get my hands on
to create what I now look back on as the foundations of  a
25 year old artistic career.
Some of this work never made the galleries. Some of it
was shown as part of  live art festivals or group shows
organized by colleagues. Trampoline, Expo and the Now
festival were all great showcasing events.
It was back then, in the late 90’s when I became
interested in waveforms and sound frequencies. I had
used motors to agitate a pool of  water for a video
installation in connection with the Debussy Opera
Pelleas and Melisande. I realized I could replace the
motors with speakers and use sound vibrations to create
waveforms on the water surface. I began working in my
garage with a huge bass speaker cone and a bass guitar. I
precariously balanced steel vessels (hand made in my
welding shed) on top of  large bass cones. This was great
fun – I blew up 2 or 3 bass amps in the process and
nearly electrocuted myself  on various occasions.
Through this DIY process of  trial and error I had
wandered by accident into the world of  Cymatics.
I made a miniature version of  the bass speaker/water
tank set up that fitted into a small suitcase and took it out
to Japan where it was part of  a group show (Crossovers)
in connection with the World Water Conference in
Kyoto. This was my first Sound Fountain.
Later I worked with musicians and audio engineers –
experimenting with different instruments through
speakers connected to water tanks. Excitement grew – I
was able to share the wonder of  the waves with my
friends and fellow musicians. The following year, I
received an award for excellence in research for
Hydrophonics, a live performance where seven
musicians’ instruments were connected to water tanks
so that the sound waves were visible on the water’s
surface. The audience was able to watch and listen to
sonic compositions based on the sight of  the sound. 
With such a complicated set up and high risk factor, in
terms of  health and safety, I found it very difficult to
gather interest for this project from venues and
programmers. The only solution was to get on with it
and do it myself.
We worked though the night to build a scaffolding stage,
which raised the performance level closer to the balcony
of an old music hall -The Malt Cross in Nottingham. I
knew the manager who let us use the venue on a
day/night when it would normally be closed. The
audience watched the performance from above on the
balcony in a free one off  event which took 12 of  us 24
hours to set up, followed by a 90 minute performance and
a grueling 8 hours to get out through the early hours of
the morning.
The audience queued around the block; many were
turned away as we reached audience capacity. TV and
Radio came.
This live performance is one of  my favorite experiences. I
‘did it myself ’ with the assistance of  good friends and
limited funds. 
These days the Hydrophonics tanks are called Sound
Fountains and have been modified with the help of
Funktion One who designed a new speaker system for the
work. The steel tanks have been re-worked and the
process has been developed for an interactive installation
where the audience can trigger sensors to send sounds to
the different fountains.
The whole system is very much safer than the old DIY set
up in my garage long ago and as technology advances so
does the work.  I still fondly look back on those days of
balancing water on big bass cones and I never shift too far
away from my DIY roots.
Right now in the UK funding for arts seems
 more limited
than ever and interest from programmers is 
sometimes
less than enthusiastic because of this. We m
ust
remember that we have the power to find way
s to get
our work out there in the world. DIY opens 
up a
whole world of possibilities.
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DIY Sound Fountains Instructions
1. Purchase old speaker cone in wooden unit.
2. Connect to an amp (the more powerful th
e better)
3.Find or make a suitable vessel with a flat
 thin bottom.
4. Place on top of the speaker cone
5. Input sound from your music device e.g.
phone, laptop, wave generator or use a
mixing desk and plug in your
guitar (you may need a DI box)
or mic or other instruments
6. Watch the magic waves forming on
the water surface. The lower
frequencies will work the best.
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INTRODUCTION:
When we were about to graduate from University we
started to think about being artists out in the real world
and found a leaflet from a-n (artist newsletter) which had
the following advice (or something to this effect):
When you finish University, go home and find the artist
led space in the place that you live in and get involved. If  it
doesn’t exist, set one up yourself.
The idea that as artists we had a responsibility to
contribute to the artistic community we would be part
of  (and that we couldn’t just sit back and expect other
people to provide this for us) really stuck with us, and
we have, in various ways, both worked towards helping
to shape a creative ecology in the place/s we have lived
and worked in, whilst making a number of  artist led
projects happen. The x2 larger scale artist led projects
we have worked on/co-directed/produced were a 2
day live art festival called ‘PL:ay [a festival of  adventure,
anticipation and encounters]’ in 2007 and ‘Come to
Ours’ a programme of  art projects temporarily
occupying unusual and unconventional sites, spaces and
contexts around Plymouth, running alongside the British
Art Show 7 (2011). 
When we decided to make PL:ay happen, we had
absolutely no idea how to create a festival and we learnt
very much ‘on the job’. This experience and the skills we
gained (such as writing funding bids, budgeting, marketing,
planning and evaluating) directly inputted into supporting
our practices as artists, as well as the roles we held within
arts institutions and enabled us to have the confidence and
knowledge to work on other artist led projects.
We thought it might be useful to try and share some of
the key things we learnt in an attempt to better equip
others who feel like they have the energy and time to roll
up their sleeves and get DIY’ing.
WHO?
Taking on a DIY project is likely to take up a lot of  your
‘spare’ time, especially if  you are doing this alongside your
practice as an artist and other job commitments. So think
about who you will enjoy spending all your
evenings/weekends working with. Make sure you:
• trust eachother
• like each other
• find each other funny
• have similar taste/curatorial approach (the
programming / curating / content bit should be
relatively straight forward and enjoyable and if  its
not/and you can't agree on anything, you are most
likely working with the wrong person)
• want the same outcomes 
• are both/all equally committed to the project and as
much as possible, have equal amounts of  time to give
to the DIY venture
• are each willing to put up your hand and take things
on/divide up the workload (even the shit / more
boring jobs) and then follow through on these jobs. 
>< You are going to need to make allies and partners
(maybe other artists, maybe existing organisations who
have an established audience, maybe local businesses who
have access to venues or other resources) to make your
DIY venture a success. Look out for people who can act
as mentors for your project by thinking about who might
A beginners guide to making
a DIY artist led project:
Image credit: These Horses at PL:ay Festival.
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have set something like this up before - you can learn
LOTS from the experience of  others and if  you approach
them in a professional manner they are likely to be very
willing to share information with you.
WHAT?
When you start working on your DIY idea, think about
and talk about what the public outcomes are likely to be
and what form they could take. Work out:
● what work you are excited by (and would like to see
more of  in a new context or share with a new
audience)
● what forms that work takes - don’t worry too much
about its ‘genre’ as you can find interesting ways to
programme work of  many different types alongside
each other.
● whether the work needs particular types of
environment / setting / conditions 
● your selection criteria (what kind of  look and ‘feel’ you
want your DIY event to have)
● whether you should be showing your own work as part
of  this.
>< It can be great to show both the work of  others and
your own practice within your project, but this can also be
A REALLY BAD IDEA! For PL:ay, we totally
underestimated how much work it would be to run the
festival and then attempted to make and show a new live
work as part of  the programme. Needless to say we
weren't happy with the work we made and it was a fairly
painful process to present it to the gathered
programmers/peers we had successfully managed to get
to come to the festival! HOWEVER, for Come to Ours
we programmed 6 distinct projects, had a bigger team of
people to deliver CTO as a whole and created a new
artwork as one of  the 6 programme strands. THIS WAS
A REALLY GOOD IDEA. It meant we got paid/got the
costs covered to make a new work and were working
towards setting up a great context to be presented within. 
WHERE?
Where you show the work can have a direct impact on
what you present. For example, for Come to Ours we
decided to make use of  underused spaces in the city, such
as the video screens in takeaways, an empty fireplace in a
home and the bars of  our favourite pubs. These contexts
directly shaped the work that was
programmed/presented. For PL:ay at times it was a case
of finding the right venue for the work and at others,
matching work with a venue we had secured. 
Be resourceful and think creatively about the spaces on
offer in the place you’d like to make your event happen.
You don’t need a custom built theatre, art gallery or
established organisation to host your event. Consider the
spaces that you use everyday in your town and the
buildings you have never been in.
It doesn’t matter if  where you live is metropolitan or
rural, if  there is an established audience for arts events or
not but you should think about how people will access
and find your event (in terms of  public transport links and
disabled access).
>< Don’t put up extra barriers up for people who want
to see the work you are showing.
WHEN?
Trying to work out when your event should happen can
be a difficult process. You will need to consider how long
it will take to organise everything properly, how much
notice your audience will need and how long it might take
to get a decision from any funding applications you make.
For example, when we initially started to work on PL:ay,
our friend Kath (who we were organising the project with)
laughed when we suggested that we run it 6 months after
our initial discussion. In hindsight, it would have been
nearly impossible to get everything organised in that time
for such a large event - the decision on funding took 12
weeks alone. Don’t underestimate the amount of  time
you will need!
Think about the time of year and what that means where
you live (ie Are there different arrangements you’d need
to make for good/bad weather? Are people going to be
away on holiday?). Check what other events are taking
place around that time and respond to these
opportunities or the conflicts of  interest this throws up.
>< For Come to Ours we deliberately programmed the
project to coincide with the large scale, multi-site
exhibition The British Art Show. This exhibition meant
there was a larger audience for our project that we could
draw on, more funding available for grass roots activity
and an existing ‘buzz’ about arts activity in the city that we
benefited from.
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Image credit: Action Hero at PL:ay Festival.
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HOW?
Within the team of people working on your DIY project
you will either need to have, be able to pay for, or quickly
learn a whole range of  skills (depending on the type of
project you are making). Here is a checklist of  skills and
some examples/advice based on our experiences of
delivering artist run projects:
1. Project management 
Either the whole team, or a designated person should be in
charge of overseeing the management and smooth running
of the whole project. This should be someone who likes
making schedules / lists / plans / timetables and is able to
make sure everyone is keeping on top of their tasks. 
>< It’s important that the whole team can access all
documents (budgets / schedules / promotional copy /
images etc.),  so use a file sharing system like Google Docs
which can be accessed and edited by all.
2. Funding
We spent a LONG time (about 1 year) writing our Arts
Council funding application for PL:ay, as we had NO idea
how to do this. We wrote far too much and then had to
go through a slow editing process. So you don’t do this,
we recommend: 
• Write to the word count stated in the application from
the start. 
• Read a successful application for a similar project in
advance, to get a feel for how its done (ask any friends
/ arts institutions / other artists if  you can read theirs). 
• Funding organisations like ACE are overwhelmed with
people asking for feedback and can be slow to answer,
so ask someone who is not working on the project to
read and feedback on your application before
submitting.
• Set clear aims for your project and detail how you will
achieve those aims. Research different funding
organisations’ aims and find the overlaps between your
aims and theirs. This should form the main part of  your
application.
It can be harder to get funding first time around so try to
demonstrate your commitment and the need for your
project by getting some well chosen letters of  support
advocating for you and your activity. 
Try to find funding from more than one place. Even if  its a
small amount, securing some financial support from other
organisations is usually an essential criteria before applying
for the main bulk of  funding. Try educational institutions,
local art centres, your council’s arts dept and private
sponsorship from businesses. Make sure that you have
conversations with regional arts professionals (including
your local authority) before submitting your application.
It’s possible that the funding bodies you are applying to
will consult with them to find out more about your plans
and track record.
The more that you write funding bids, the easier it will
become. If  you don’t get the funding, ask for feedback on
why, re-work your application and plans accordingly and
re-submit. Allow time for this in your planning/schedule. 
When you do get funding, make sure that the project you
deliver is exemplary. If  your project stands out as
excellent, the funders and people you have otherwise
convinced to support you, will remember you and will be
more likely to get behind future activity. The PL:ay festival
was included on ACE website as a case study and we
were able to reference this fact in future bids.
>< If  you would like to read an example Arts Council
Application that we have written please email us at:
lowprofilepresents@hotmail.com 
3. Marketing
When you’re thinking about who you’d like to come to
your event, also think about how you would reach those
people. What would convince them to come along? What
events do they already go to and how do they hear about
them? Who is already interested in what you are doing
and how could you contact them? Who hasn’t necessarily
experienced the type of  event you are planning but might
love it? How can you convince them to take a risk on it?
Who are the people who will never actually make it to
your event but will experience it only through the
marketing and / or documentation? How can you make
sure they see your event is happening or has happened?
If  your answer to who you’d like to come to your event is
“Everyone”, you’re going to need to be more specific! In
our experience, it is really important to set up situations
of showing work that is inviting, accessible and open to all,
but to also think carefully about how to attract people by
appealing to them more directly. 
In marketing terms, we’re talking about ‘audience
segmentation’ which involves defining a series of  groups
of different people towards whom you’re going to need
to tailor your marketing messages. These groups might be
called things like “Friends & Family”, “Local Theatre
Students”, “Regional Gallery Programmers”, “People
Who Work In The Shop Round The Corner From The
Event”, “Reviewers” or “Other Artists” or they might be
really specific like “Young People Aged 12-14 Who Are
Interested In Beatboxing”. Be creative when defining these
groups and avoid catch-all groupings like “General Public”
or “Arts Audience”. For each of  these groups, try to work
out how you could contact them (ie do they read specific
newspapers, magazines, blogs, newsletters etc?) and how
they prefer to receive information about events (ie do
they like to get post to their work address? Do they use
Twitter or Facebook? Do they meet up at other events?
Do they prefer hearing about things via email etc?). 
Image credit: LOW PROFILE at Come To Ours.
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Work out what the most direct way to meet and/or talk
to those people would be and work backwards from that,
working out what is possible with the time, resources and
money you have available to you. Personal invitations are
really worthwhile and remember that people are far more
likely to interact with you and your project after face-to-
face contact. Does the audience for your event cross-over
with another more established audience? Could you team
up with another organisation to send things out in their
mailouts (and offer the same in return)? Are there well
connected people you could ask to share your messages
online?
It can also be useful to approach local / regional / national
/ specialist press to let them know about your event and
give them information so that they could cover your story.
Work out who will be responsible for:
• press liaison - who can speak well to the press and give
interviews about the project?
• social media - who can operate your social media in the
run up to, during and after the event?
• press releases - who can write your press releases and
copy for website / flyers etc?
• mailouts - who can gather addresses (email, twitter,
postal etc) and coordinate physical and virtual mailouts
to this list?
Think carefully about why people would want to come to
your event, how they will find out about it and what will
convince them to turn up. 
4. Evaluation
Before you start thinking about evaluating the project,
check what is required from you by the funders. They may
ask for evidence of  your events impact and you could
demonstrate this by:
● audience figures (ticket sales/people through the
door/city council visitor statistics)
● press/marketing (example press coverage, statistics for
your facebook page, data of  views of  your website,
the number and reach of  any distribution of
flyers/posters etc) 
● audience/public responses/feedback (from
questionnaires/online surveys etc) 
• documentation of  your event (visual evidence of  the
quality of  what you produced and people engaging with
your activity). 
One way of  collecting together and publishing this
information is by using your project’s website and thinking
about it as the legacy and archive of  your activity. 
Everyone directly involved in the project should write
concise, reflective reports of  their experience. Devise a
set of  questions that relate directly to your project aims.
Alongside these reports, if  you have the budget it could
be worth paying someone you trust/respect to write an
external evaluation report to demonstrate your
willingness to genuinely evaluate your work with less
personal bias. 
Evaluation can seem like a painful, box ticking process
when at the end of  a project you are tired and ready to
have a break. It is important however to be self  reflective
and honest. It will help you work out what you need to
improve on and whether or not you could take on a
similar project in the future. 
><  If  you would like to read an example Arts Council
evaluation report that we have written please email us at:
lowprofilepresents@hotmail.com 
5. Design
The visuals for your projects are really important. They
should as much as possible reflect the approach to the
whole project and help your activity stand out, so that
people read your poster, pick up your leaflet, look at your
website and hopefully attend your event.
For PL:ay festival we made a website, flyer, detailed festival
programme, balloons, t-shirts and after the festival, we
even produced a DVD! Design packages change overtime,
but you will now need to be skilled in Photoshop and/or
InDesign and have a knowledge of basic web design tools
(e.g Wordpress). Note that it is worth making a website
that other people in your team can easily upload material
to (using a platform such as Wordpress) so that this isn’t
just the job of the person leading on design. 
>< We have been lucky that Rachel has always been
willing to do the design work for the artist led projects we
have made (as well as for our own practice) earning her
an honorary degree in graphic design (awarded by
Hannah). At some point there will be a certificate and a
ceremony! If  you don’t have access to this skillset, look
out for design that you like (promoting  other events) and
get in touch with them to see who worked on it. Budget
in their fees to your overall marketing costs.
6. Budget management
As a team you can sit down and divide the responsibility
of  working out what everything will cost / what your
budget will need to be, but it will also be important to
have a single person good at maths and record / book
keeping, who can oversee the budget during the project.
The budget will change throughout, as unexpected things
crop up so always build in a contingency (5-10% of the
total project cost). Funders will expect to see this and will
be less likely to fund projects that don’t show how they
will cover any change in costs.
When working out your budget, cost up everything you
can think of  avoiding estimations whenever possible.
Your budget could include the following core costs (plus
the fees for any of  the 12 listed skills):
• Artist fees (see professional organisations like a-n and
Equity for what these should be as well as confirming
with peers/arts professionals)
• Producer / project management fees (to pay yourself
for delivering the project)
• Travel & accommodation for artists (remember that
these tend to go up by at least 5% per year)
• Design fees (contact freelance graphic designers for
quotes)
• Printing costs (check online price lists with printing
companies to get an idea of  these)
• Website hosting (check online but ignore special offer
prices!)
• Venue costs (hire/overheads - ring local venues to
check prices for bookings. Check with local councils
about charges for temporary event licences)
• Technicians / tech support (check with venues /
established technicians about the going rate for this
work)
• Materials / production of  artwork
• Public liability & other insurance (see schemes offered
by organisations like a-n)
• Hospitality
7. Producer
If  you do not have the budget to pay a producer, it is likely
that you will divide up a lot of  the jobs that they would do
in terms of  delivering the content of  your artist led
project. For PL:ay, we programmed x19 artists to present
work in locations across the city, including the city
Guildhall, the shopfront of  a department store, a
lighthouse, museum, art gallery, lecture theatre and
nightclub. Each artist had different needs in terms of
venue/location, installation, props, equipment,
permissions, health & safety / risk assessment, insurance,
technical requirements, access, weather considerations
etc. These are all potentially complex and time consuming
needs and  things to organise/work out, alongside
working with the requirements of  the venues themselves. 
Most of  the artists we were working with didn’t live in (or
know) Plymouth, so needed support with how to adapt
or make their work for the site they were using. It’s really
important that the artists are kept in regular contact,
supported well and their needs are met as much as
possible. 
8. Technician
Don’t forget you will need to have a range of
practical/technical skills to install/present artwork. For
PL:ay, we ended up using a venue that had a lighting rig
and sound desk but no one who knew how to use them.
Luckily our intern was game for teaching himself  these
skills and ended up tech-ing all of  the theatre shows!
Don’t assume that your use of  any venue will include
technical support, so make sure that this is covered by
someone in your team or freelance fees are covered in
your budget. For a DIY event, your tech support isn’t
limited to traditional theatre tech - you might also need to
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make provisions for painting walls, hanging shelves,
installing TV brackets, supporting mobile apps, installing
large scale outdoor banners or setting up sound & AV
equipment in a field. Think through the technical needs of
each piece of  work you show and double check these
with the artists involved.
9. Interns & volunteers
Depending on the scale of  the project, you may need a
team of volunteers and/or an intern to work with you.
For PL:ay, we had a team of volunteers stationed with
each artist/artwork to help to make sure the artist was
OK, to steward, to field questions and help to engage the
public. We also had x3 interns who took on specific
responsibility for different aspects of  the festival. In each
instance it was essential that the experience gained from
giving up their time was really valuable, interesting and fun
- giving everyone who worked on the festival a real insight
into what it would be like to make a project like this
happen themselves. We ensured that everyone had access
to our funding application and evaluation, made useful
professional contacts, got fed and generally well looked
after. On funded projects following PL:ay (Come to Ours
and Picture in the Paper) we have ensured we have had a
budget in place to pay volunteers, which we would always
advocate for.
Like with other project management tasks, one of  us has
always led on recruiting, training, mentoring and
overseeing volunteers. Having a clear work plan mapped
out for interns in a shared document is really helpful for
both of  you to be able to follow and discuss. Be patient
and generous, remembering that you’ll need to check in
regularly and offer support to those you are working with.
10. Catering/hospitality
You will more than likely have some sort of  opening or
public celebration event where you will need to provide
hospitality (drinks and food, for free or to purchase),
sometimes requiring working with or around licensing
regulations.
Alongside providing for the public, its important to
remember that the artists and the team working on the
project need to eat/drink and whenever possible it's nice
to provide this additionally to artist fees. Having
performed as artists at various festivals/platforms we
based our hospitality provision for PL:ay on an excellent
experience we had had showing work at the Diskurs
festival in Germany. Remember that artists who are
working and performing at your event may not have the
time to go out for food due to set up, tech run throughs,
rehearsals and other commitments - for this reason they
will probably be very grateful for you catering for them!
We provided a buffet meal on the Friday evening leading
into the opening event; made packed lunches for artists
(and the whole team) who would be working off  site on
the Saturday and had a buffet available at the main site all
day for those who could access it and we even provided
breakfast baskets for everybody in their accommodation.
In advance, we checked everybody’s food/diet
requirements and made sure everyone had things they
could eat. We felt it was essential that everyone working
on the project was made to feel valued and looked after
as best as we could. 
11. Public speaking
As part of  any launch event, you’re going to need
someone from your team who will welcome the audience,
thank funders / sponsors / other supporters and possibly
act as MC to keep the audience updated with what is
going on and where. Make sure you have selected
someone to do this and that they have a written schedule
of events (and other information that the audience might
need), written lists of  people to thank and are well briefed
in terms of  fire safety and security.
12. Documentation
Good documentation is essential. Write this into your
budget and pay someone to take this on. You might feel
like you may be able to cover this yourself, but at the
point when the event happens you will have plenty of
other things keeping you busy and demanding your
attention. Make sure the documenter(s) your choose are
right for the project and will capture your activity in the
way you want. Check websites, ask for recommendations
and brief  them beforehand on what you expect them to
record from each element of  the event. Artists will really
appreciate having great photographs (and video)
documentation of  their work and this is often the only
way funders will experience the project. Make sure you
make an agreement (in writing) for who will have
copyright over the resulting images, video etc before the
event and ask the artists whose work is being shown to
sign a release form so that their work can be documented
- we use a Creative Commons licence for this and there
are many different proformas online that you can adapt
for your own needs.
>< creativecommons.org/licenses
SAY WHAT?:
We have in no means covered everything. It might not
even make sense!? If  it doesn’t email us and we will do our
best to get back to you: lowprofilepresents@hotmail.com 
><  a-n is a great resource of  information and advice 
on running artist led DIY projects: www.a-
n.co.uk/explore/resource/for/artist-led
WHY ARE WE DOING THIS AGAIN?
Before we end, we’d like to leave you with some of the
things that we have gained through being active in artist
led DIY projects. These things make all the hard work
worthwhile:
• Linking in with a whole national / international network
of artist led activity - you’ll be welcome and have a bed
to sleep in in places all round the country (and possibly
the world!)
• Getting to know artists whose work you respect /
admire, providing reciprocal support for each others
practice and exposure to new ideas and new ways of
doing things
• Making life-long friendships with like-minded people
• Learning from other artists’ working practices, sharing
knowledge and skills
• Setting up professional relationships with organisations
and partners
• Building the confidence to take on more and more
ambitious projects
• Showing people that it can be done, wherever you are
and with whatever resources you can muster
• Becoming confident advocates for arts activity
• Contributing to the development and improvement of
arts activity in your area and community
• Being part of  something bigger than just you and your
practice, on your own
><  LETS BE HONEST ‘Extra curricula’ artist led projects
(run alongside your own practice and jobs) are very time
consuming, but it can be very rewarding to make
something special happen in the place that you live. A lot
of  the skills outlined above closely align with what it takes
to be a freelance artist, so running projects can also really
help you with the business end of  running your practice. 
HOWEVER THEY CAN TAKE OVER YOUR LIFE. SO
PROCEED WITH CAUTION. Protecting your practice
alongside extra projects, maintaining your social life and
personal relationships is essential. YOU CAN’T DO IT
ALL, ALL THE TIME. Invest your time and energy wisely.
Choose your battles. Look after yourself. Enjoy the events
you programme and the processes that go into organising
them. You are doing something amazing that WILL make
a difference to people’s lives and to their outlook on the
world. Good luck.
Image credit: LOW PROFILE at Come To Ours.
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In 2013 Mars.tarrab made a show: ‘The Lady's
Not For Walking Like An Egyptian’. It was a
commission from Ovalhouse, London to
respond to the 1980s, or at least some of it.
As a company we know we’ve hit upon an
idea that has legs if  it makes at least one of us
want to throw up. When I suggested trying to
perform every word Thatcher had ever
uttered in public nat tarrab vommed up a bit
of her vegan chocolate spread, so we knew
we were onto something.  We wanted to
interrogate language, power and female
presence in the decade and so, refining the
original suggestion, we started making the
show: mashing ten of Thatcher’s speeches
with the lyrics of the highest placing pop hit by
a female artist at the time:
Where there is despair, may we bring hope.
And to all the British people—howsoever they
voted—may I say this:
Living life is fun and we've just begun
High hopes we have for the future.
(Thatcher’s accession speech outside Number
10, May 4th 1979/‘We are Family’ by Sister
Sledge, no.3 that week).
The whole process was massively 
homespun.  We arrived on day one in 
the rehearsal room with a 12 CD boxset 
of 80s classics,and computers hooked 
up to www.officialcharts.com and The
Margaret Thatcher Foundation
www.margaretthatcher.org (that’s right, 
she’s an ‘Org’ – a fascinating and horrifying 
site containing every speech, letter and
interview she ever made).
DIY, pop and the
politics of
solidarity.
Margaret Thatcher, 1981
Christopher Hitchens, 2010
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I’m the queen of research, always panicking that I don’t
know enough, that I’m not informed enough or qualified
enough to possibly say anything publicly, about anything.
This is born out of fear, and - whilst it is vital to do
research and not just make shit up - is a brilliant act of self-
sabotage and ensures you’ll never make anything.
Mars.tarrab processes are deliberately short and intense,
thus scuppering my aim to just read things until I die and I
can’t make the show. 
For this process we eschewed political ‘experts’, instead
trusting our own reading, responses, memories and going
back to interview people working in the Arts at the time:
companies like Gay Sweatshop, The Character Ladies,
Beryl and The Perils, Hormone Imbalance. We found their
members, talked to them about the political climate of that
period, about what they were responding to; about fury,
Agit Prop, political cabaret, the GLC, love, community and
scarcity. When the conversation turned to money, we
found a strikingly staunch attitude from several of the
companies. When Thatcher forced the closure of the
GLC1 and Arts budgets shrank, the companies were
encouraged to compete against each other of the
remaining money. ‘We simply refused’, said Kathy Hall,
then working in an Arts organisation in Ealing, ‘we either all
joined together, applied for much more money and then
divided it out between us, or we decided they could go
fuck themselves and we would find another way.’ 
To me, it seemed bizarre that competing with your
colleagues for a grant was such an anathema. Isn’t that
what we all do all the time? Of course there’s not enough
money for everyone, of  course you have to have a
system to divvy it out. Again and again through the
research period I found ideologies and policies that I
genuinely had thought ‘ but that’s just how it is.’ Now, I
know this makes me look like an unquestioning idiot. I
think I was. Somehow growing up from 0-10 under
Thatcher and I had internalised a whole bunch of  political
choices as status quo, as unchangeable; choices about
markets, what –little- solo power we wield, and how we
operate as part of  a system.
In the post-show chats we invited a local Labour
Councillor and a Green Party activist to discuss power.
They agreed on one thing. That Thatcher’s great success
was to dismantle community hubs, to dissolve unions and
silence dissonant voices. This dissolution, combined with a
battering of bureaucracy, the criminalisation of protest, the
celebration of individualism built on by New Labour, (and
magnified by social media) and we had found ourselves
here – feeling isolated and lacking agency. But wait! Said the
activist. It’s changing! Once again we’re under Tory rule
and the fury is rising and we’re waking up to our own
grassroots power.
Yes, this can mean making a public stand, political
protesting, refusing to bow to the system. But for me the
first and most powerful change was smaller - to look again
for solidarity, something those 80s companies had without
question, and something that is available to us as a
community of performance makers every day. Now, I
know it’s naïve to suggest we’ll all suddenly start forming
collectives or refuse to apply for funding. But some of the
job of artists working in a DIY aesthetic is to recognise it as
a rebuttal to the status quo; as a place to resist the
competition, individualism and isolation that has been
posited as the norm since the 80s.  Later in the year, I
formed a very informal group with a few independent
artists and producers. We meet once a month, eat and
share experiences, anxieties and information – deadlines
for platforms, grants, contacts, who is asking for what fees
from whom. We check how we actually are. 
It’s a very simple and not very revolutionary idea, but it has
changed my sense of belonging and of power. As a
community we can choose to reject the fear of scarcity, of
limited good, of the idea that our colleagues and friends
are competitors and we shouldn’t share our information in
case others get ahead. We can refuse our souls becoming
part of the market place. We can do this through public
protest to enact change and we can also do this by making
a simple choice for solidarity. Creating a regular space for
being together, being open with our resources and caring
for each other in a human way is also a form of resistance.
Our hearts and souls will not be changed. Or to leave the
final word to Jennifer Rush, the highest selling female artist
of the decade [all together now] : we're heading for
something, somewhere I've never been, sometimes I am
frightened but I'm ready to learn, 'bout the power of love. 
1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/march/31/
newsid_2530000/2530803.stm
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The simulacrum appeared to be a dense
network of interconnected rooms.
Rooms of various sizes and shapes,
rooms above rooms and rooms below
rooms.
Attic-like spaces, basement-like spaces,
spaces the size of a grand central
station, spaces the size of broom-
cupboards.
Some rooms were guarded, others
open, some you could only enter with
great difficulty. Some appeared
permanently sealed. Others had not
been visited for a long time. In the
distance and nearby, new rooms were
under construction as others appeared
to disassemble or fade.
One of the largest and densely
populated rooms was also the most
policed.
Who and what could enter or leave was
tightly controlled.
Of course, there are always the curious,
the daredevil, the awkward, the unruly
and the invisible.
This assorted lot would find ways to
slip out of this room into another.
They were discouraged from doing so.
They would often work individually,
occasionally in temporary alliances. 
Some left the room on official business
and were sanctioned to do so; but then
slipped into other rooms en route.
There were others who were
encouraged and supported to leave the
room, perhaps if only as evidence to the
vast majority that one could leave the
room.
Different kinds of things were brought
back from these other rooms.
Some of these things would be
confiscated at the border.
Other times they passed through
unnoticed; or decreased in size and no
longer considered significant.
Other things appeared like something
else already familiar and so were not
seen as alien.
Some returnees brought nothing back,
but were able to assemble new things
from things already in the room;
reconstructing what they’d observed
elsewhere.
All these kinds of imports were often
destroyed or strategically ignored.
Some survived or maintained presence. 
Supporters of the returnees would
maintain and circulate new finds.
Over time these finds would be
absorbed into the room, later
generations could easily presume
they’d always been there.
Someone who had been present longer
might have noticed that with each
absorption the room itself changed.
Sometimes spatially. . . the ceiling
might become higher, or more narrow.
Not only this, but the rooms from
which things had been exported also
changed - so the rooms were in a
constant state of flux.
Different people were aware of this to
differing degrees, although those
guarding the borders tended to insist the
rooms remained fixed.
Nonetheless among those who
traversed these spaces, a commonly
accepted phrase had emerged:
‘Sometimes a room can sigh.’
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DIY – doing it yourself  – often refers to a style, aesthetic, ethos. However here, I propose to discuss it briefly as
a mechanic; ‘DIY by design’ or how (and why) we might design theatre and performance so that participants
might ‘do it themselves’. I’m interested in shifting to this way of  considering ‘doing it yourself ’ as a means of
designing the same political empowerment for the audience (henceforth participant) as well as the artist. In a
previous article for the first edition of  thoughts on DIY issued by Robert Daniels I described DIY as “something
born of  a place and community, and which offers a distinct alternative to the monoculture that thrives on top-down structures
and one size fits all models of  entertainment”. Not only can you make work within this ethos, you can also design for
place and active community, you can design for a space which gives the participants agency and self-generative
structures. The act of  making space where others have the agency to act is, I believe, one of  opening up the
politics of  community (how our agency affects others, and theirs us), shared space, and of  what it means to be in
and of  the world. 
I am interested in this in my practice in theatre and game design as a form of  political engagement – of  engaging
with the practice of  politics as a co-constitutive practice, something we make together, the ways we create the
world around us, affect one another. However, in engaging with what might be called ‘interactive theatre’, ‘playing
theatre’ and games, I have consistently come up against a lack of  critical discourse around what we mean when we
talk about interaction, what it means to (and how to!) design performance systems rather than performance
artefacts. This is my attempt to begin such a discourse .
It feels like we struggle in the arts to engage in discussion
around interactivity in a nuanced manner - which for
many feels like a ‘new’ form or material (even though,
games and theatre are both formalisations of  traditions
of  play). I’d like to use this article, therefore, to set out
What We Mean When We Talk About Interaction (and a
little on immersion). 
Because it is useful to talk about some performance that
uses the language of interactivity, but isn’t actually be
interactive I’m using a slightly wider term In this context, I
will use the term ‘First Person Performance’ (borrowing
the language of First Person Shooters), to consider the
language of interaction in performance that in some way
places you as an active or interactive participant, at the
centre of the performance. And finally, I will also consider
it from the context of my own interest in its power as a
political form – as a manner of re-seeing, reflecting and
reacting to the world around us (which is how I define
political engagement). This will explain why (in my own
practice at least) I dismiss solely immersive work, though it
does not mean this work is without other value.
The term ‘interactive’ (often confused with ‘immersive’)
is frequently thrown around in theatre and performance
circles.  The misuse of  the term ‘interactive’ – or rather
the necessity to talk in greater specificity when
discussing interactivity – is highlighted by Steve Dixon in
Digital Performance:
If  one turns a light switch, the process is interactive –
something is received in exchange – but no real dialogue
takes place. In precisely the same way, many and
arguably most products and artworks dubbed
‘interactive’ […] should more accurately be termed
‘reactive.’ (2007, p. 561)
DIY by Design, Theatre and Performance, 
or What We Mean When We Talk About Interaction.
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Theatre and performance can learn a lot from game design
when designing participant-centred work. The game design
book Rules of Play has a useful definition of interactivity in
terms of a dialogue (2004, p. 59), likewise in Digital
Performance Dixon goes on to suggest a new scale of
‘levels’ of interaction (2007, p. 563). I suggest that a
definition of interaction should be about the co-creation of
a dialogue – conversational in form as well as content.
Following on from Dixon’s four levels of interaction  I
suggest a different four levels of first person performance. 
These ‘levels’ represent independent theorising as well as
notions set out in Digital Performance (Dixon, 2007, p.
563), Rules of Play (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004) and
Pervasive Games (Montola, Stenros, & Waern, 2009). I
propose them as in order to work with the material of
interaction and participation in our work, it is vital to
understand that material – to work with or against the
grain of it – but fundamentally to understand it.  For that
reason too I include the first level ‘reactive’ even though it
isn’t a form of interaction – but is very helpful in
understanding that participation can begin before
interaction is present.
The four forms of first person engagement I suggest are:
1. Reactive
2. Navigational
3. Conversational
4. Emergent
Reactive work is best described as switch-based – you
press ‘play’ on an mp3 player, you turn a light on, you take
something that a performer hands you – the work is ‘on’
because you are there, but you do not shape the content
or the context in which it is experienced. Work such as
that of Analogue Theatre Company’s 2011 piece Lecture
Notes on a Death Scene is a useful example of this; you
are situated in the story-world, you pick up phones, open
letters pushed under your chair and are directly addressed,
but you cannot choose to look from a different
perspective, or shape the content or context of the work.
Most immersive work fits into this first category.  
Navigational work allows you to choose context; you not
only get to choose how and where to direct your gaze, but
also where and how you act. This action may be guided
(speed of walking, specific directions in which to approach
something), but your actions colour and shape the
experience (though the content of the work is not effected
by your decisions, only the context  ). In navigational work
the piece constantly stops if  you do not take an action.
Where reactive work offers moments for switching on/off,
in navigational work your movement and actions are a
constant on/off. Circumstance’s Subtlemobs, are usefully
characterised as ‘navigational’ – sound experiences where
simple instructions are given as part of a wider piece of
collage narrative – you can choose to follow and not follow
the instructions (reactive) but also how you follow the
instructions – your interpretation of them is yours, you
choose the scenery, the context, for the experience. 
Conversational work is work in which the content as well
as the context is shaped by the participant; there is a
construct controlled by the artist(s) (who might be
considered to have lexical control), but the content is
directly shaped by the interaction with the participant
whose responses fundamentally form the work. A work
such as Ontroerend Goed’s Internal is a useful illustration
of this; the key markers in the journey of the piece are the
same with each performance, the performers select an
audience member, they take them off  and talk with them,
then return to the group and discuss one another, but each
time the work is contingent and made up of the responses
of the participants. 
Emergent work, finally, occurs within a framework – but
content, context and lexical control are all within the
power of the participant; the content, and, crucially,
conclusion are decided by their actions. Emergent work
allows the greatest amount of agency for its participants
and most often involves more game-like tactics, the asking
of a question, a ‘what if ’, which the participants are invited
to inhabit. This language of ‘what if ’ is drawn from
discussion by Tassos Stevens of Coney’s practice . Coney’s
A Small Town Anywhere is an emergent work, one relying
on game mechanics to build a framework for the question
‘would you let the fascists in?’ – participants play versions
of themselves (they are not acting, they act) with roles in a
small town – game rules govern the passage of time,
passing of messages, tasks and objectives, but the story is a
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framework – the contents, the
beginning, middle and end, are all
derived from the participant’s agency.
Further to these clarifications, in
Performance, Technology and
Science, Johannes Birringer offers a
useful insight into the effective use of
interactivity using the metaphor of
‘hot’ (complex) and ‘cold’ interactivity
which is a useful addendum. Birringer
explains that
[...] cold interactivity entails purposive
decision-making and effectivity. [...]
Complex interactivity draws on
metaphors of social interaction
adding many layers of human
behavior and emotion which reflect
the grey areas of play, performance,
and theatricality, all those hot zones
of indecision, frivolity, irony, and
confusion that affect the nature of
action-reaction. (2008, pp. 238-9)
While different ‘levels’ of interaction
suit different questions and forms of
work, it is the area of ‘hot’
interactivity I’m interested in; those
tensions between play and
performance, the mirroring of social
activities in the embodied participant,
and a dialogue between the ‘what is’
of the real world and the ‘what if ’ of
the performance framework that true
or partial agency offers. As the first
level of first person performance is
not a form of ‘interactive’ theatre,
‘hot interactivity’ is to be found in
navigational, conversational and
emergent work. It is in hot interaction
that the cracks between old and new
ways of being can be discovered,
investigated, inhabited, tested.
This manner of  ‘doing it yourself ’ is
currently being most interestingly
investigated within DIY aesthetics
and performance communities – a
context that already privileged the
point of  view of  the audience in the
culture of  ‘work in progress’
showings, and crossover in to
hacking technology, games,
performance art and play. What’s
more, you can rarely afford to be
fully immersive in a DIY context –
rather than vanishing the world as it
is, DIY performance focuses on the
gaps between ‘what is’ and ‘what if ’.
These overlapping, fraying, fumbled
gaps, often forgotten, often
constructed by powers other than
those of  the artist; but by others
interested in infiltrating our
constructions of  ‘self ’, ‘other’,
‘community’ and ‘place’.
Finally, we can look to another useful
insight from Birringer that will allow
us to clearly divide ‘immersive’ work
from ‘interactive’:
First, I think of  ‘interaction’ as a
spatio-temporal and architectural
concept for performance that
maintains a social dimension even if
intersubjectivity […] is reframed […]
Secondly I look at ‘interactivity’ in
the more narrow sense of
collaborative performance with a
control system (2008, p. 110)
The second sense we have just
tackled; the four levels of  first
person performance are all levels of
control systems for collaborative
performance. The first point is that
from which we can draw our
clarification. Birringer here highlights
a distinction of  interactive work that
can be contrasted against immersive
– put simply it is the difference
between re-framing or removing the
‘what is’ of  the everyday world.
Interactive theatre builds a
framework that maintains the
presence of  the real world amongst
the invitation to re-frame it and our
selves – and what we can call
‘immersive’ performance represents
an attempt at an entire shift in
context. 
Immersion, is too often used
interchangeably with the word
‘interaction’, when in fact they are
very different approaches to first
person work. Interaction can
certainly occur within work that is
also immersive, but in escaping the
context of  the real, immersive work
is less effective in the political terms
of  a theatre of  the ‘inbetween’ and
the theory of  resistance as friction. If
you interact with something, it is a
two-way conversation from where
you already are (physically or
otherwise) – it is augmented reality,
the theatrical equivalent of  the Head
Up Display (Google Glass) If  you are
immersed in something you are
entirely washed away – somewhere
and someone different, it is the
transporting techniques of  the Head
Mounted Display (Oculus Rift).
Immersive theatre attempts to vanish
the ‘what is’ and bring the participant
entirely into the ‘what if ’, and as such
it steps over the inbetween which I
propose is useful in discovering and
reconciling the contemporary being with here, now and
other people around them. It is worth briefly expanding
on why, exactly, transcendence or total immersion, is
problematic, politically speaking.
The language of immersion, before its enthusiastic
application with regards to virtual reality and online
environments, has more historically been applied to sound,
and here we can find very early discussion about the effect
of the removal of critical distance. Frances Dyson’s
Sounding New Media talks in detail about this, and Theo
van Leeuwen draws a very clear example in his study
Speech, Music, Sound:
Perspective and hierarchization disappear. The individual
no longer feels separate from the crowd, but become fully
integrated and immersed in the environment:
The sound in Norman and Gothic churches, surrounding
the audience, strengthens the link between the individual
and the community. The loss of high frequencies and the
resulting impossibility of localising the sound makes the
believer part of a world of sound. He does not face the
sound in enjoyment – he is wrapped up by it (Blaukopf,
1960:180) (1999, p. 28)
Immersion, one might say, is characterised by this
disappearance of  the perception of  self  (‘perspective’),
and context (‘hierarchy’). The problem with this is that it
does not also mean that these things cease to exist, what
is in fact being discussed is a means of  embeddedness,
where the embodied subject is split into body (what is),
and subject (which can fly to the ‘what if ’), at best
leading to escapism, and at worst corruption. We see
here, then, the particular ‘power of  immersion to
deprive the human subject of  the right of  decision’
(Grau, 2003, p. 110). Grau is discussing the history of
illusion and immersion in art, with particular regard to
the propaganda panoramas of  the Franco-Prussian war.
He touches on the important aspect of  the presentation
of  images of  ‘what if ’ in conjunction with the removal of
the critical distance that is provided by the ‘what is’, and
how immersion has thus been used for political or
militaristic purposes. 
Matthew Causey likewise highlights a (more contemporary
version of) problematic ‘immersion’ in his conception of
embeddedness – ‘a problem of materiality and
embodiment’ – a separation of subject from embodied
context (2006, pp. 151-2). Embeddedness as Causey
describes, is an extension of the images and message-
sending of private interests into the body of the material
subject, corrupting the data of the real at the point of
interface, perception. This is made possible by the
unhoused being of contemporary technoculture – where
‘real’ and ‘self ’ are fragmented and pervaded by the
replication and pervasive nature of personalised, mobile
and networked cultural platforms. The unhoused-being of
the world of immersion or embeddedness (following the
eras of ‘virtuality’ and ‘simulation’ that Causey marks
(2006)) has their ‘self ’ washed away so often that its
original position is forgotten; functional context is lost and
the (re)embedded individual loses all effective ability to
distinguish truth. 
First person theatre does not show the participant the
world (conventional third person theatre) or try and take
them away to another, but asks the participant to step in to
the thickness of their existence in it  – to bodily inhabit the
space between presence and absence that theatre in
general summons so well. This is important to a new
politics-of-the-personal in the digital age – our conceptions
of ‘being-present’ are shifting in the context of ubiquitous
tele-presence, so-called ‘real-time’ social media and rolling
news. The stream of time is more and more mapped out
for us, recorded moment by moment, at the same time as
our presence in that stream is complicated by the
increasing ubiquity and embeddedness of different levels
of ‘presence’ (being-in-time). This is the ‘constant
(dis)integration, and continuous re-constellation’ of the
contemporary being-in-time of which Birringer speaks
(Birringer, 2008, p. 177). By asking the participant to be
bodily at the intersection of a foregrounded (in the sphere
of art) ‘disintegration’ and ‘re-constellation’, first person
theatre fundamentally, in its form, addresses notions of
presence in the digital age. That it is bodily means that one
is hyper-present; there is a degree of tangible presence
which can serve to contrast against the simulation of
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presence, or re-reveal to us the slipperiness of projected
presence, in everyday life. And that it works with the
material agency (and co-agency) of the audience as
participants means that the person acting within an
interactive framework (‘what if ) re-sees, reflects and reacts
to what is, a political act.
There are of course criticisms of this point of view which
could be levelled, particularly around the ability to reflect
when one is embedded in a system – but that discussion is
for another place (and longer article!), here, I have simply
touched on a way of considering What We Mean When
We Talk About Interaction.
I am interested in the material and forms of interaction as a
manner of supporting ‘Doing It Yourself ’ for participants
as well as practitioners – and the connected fact of ‘Doing
It Yourself, In The Fundamental Context Of Others’ that
first person performance can offer. Forms of interaction
that borrow from a long and rich heritage of game design
and play going back centuries; forms of interaction that
build structures for narrative practices that directly engage
the agency of the participant, alongside the intentions of
the artists; forms of interaction that reference a resurgence
in the language of participation that is as powerful as it is
problematic (in media, in politics, in advertising, in
pervasive technology, often in words but not action).
Being is a practice, as is the being-there of place, and the
being-with-and-of that is community. Aspects of first
person theatre allow access to a community and politics of
form, of the systemic. The power of first person theatre is
that it offers the participant access to a personal-as-political
practice. As Andy Field of Forest Fringe wrote in a series
of blog posts for the British Council:
Politics is as much about form as it is about content. It is a
way of doing things. Interpersonal relationships, the
structure of our communities, our reading of and
relationship to the place we inhabit. How we understand
our being in the world. (Field, 2010)
An opening of the inbetween that allows revelation,
reflection, and reaction to the systems and rule sets of late
capitalism, a DIY language around implication, a political
form fit for an age of increasingly pervasive media.
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I have been lucky enough to tour the world for the past 10
years, doing what I love with my best mates. The Suitcase
Royale started touring our theatre works internationally 3
months after we finished university and has been one of
the most successful small-medium scale theatre companies
in Australia. My dream has always been “To be an artist
and tour the world.”
But is that selfish? 
What started to truly interest me moving forward as an
artist, were some key questions: How can I make art that is
accessible to people who aren’t the IN crowd? 
What if  I lost all ego in performance-making? What if  a
creative process could be just as valuable to the community
as to the artist? And what can I do to further my impact in
the wider global community – still touring the world as an
artist, but fertilizing it rather than blazing a trail as I go?
Fade to black
Spotlight shines on Lachlan, age 9. 
In 2012 I was asked by St. Martins Youth Theatre in
Melbourne to co-devise a work with them in collaboration
with the Victorian College of the Deaf. I had never worked
with kids before, especially kids of different hearing
abilities. What followed was a truly new and rewarding
experience of making work and one that would shape the
next chapter of my creative career.
Lachlan was a real brat! A bugger. He would play up and he
wouldn’t sign Auslan (Australian sign language) for us. He
was obsessed with zombies and he wore light up sneakers
that meant when we designed beautiful lighting states for
the show, he would make a point of striding though them
and crossing the stage with these intense red blinking lights
that shone into the audiences eyes.
On the last day of the process, I found out Lachlan was a
great signer – in fact he was fluent in Auslan and just didn’t
tell anyone. He became my cult hero: a rebel without a
cause. As the process came to an end, I had a realisation
that I had been making a theatre show and placing it on
these kids. It was beautiful and fun, but very much an adult-
led arts project in which the adults had the final say on the
piece of art that was made.
On our last afternoon together I asked Lachlan if  he were
to make a show, what would it be? He drew me a picture
titled BLOOD!! DEATH!! “The blood death show” he
signed, and straight away I felt I had to see this show. And
to see this artwork I would have to make it in collaboration
with 9-11 year olds. 
All of a sudden I felt like Liam Neeson answering the call in
the movie, Taken: 
“I don't know who you are. I don't know what you want. If  you
are looking for ransom, I can tell you I don't have money. But
what I do have are a very particular set of  skills; skills I have
acquired over a very long career…”
Bryan Mills (as played by Liam Neeson)
The BLOOD!! DEATH!! SHOW!
Since 2013 I have been touring the world with The
BLOOD!! DEATH!! SHOW! It takes the form of a massive
haunted house I build with 9-11 year olds for an adult
audience. I house and present their stories of the
community around them, exploring urban myths and
suburban legends. It’s crazy and wild, exhausting and
fascinating.
“I believe that a successful collaboration is where your
collaborator gets more from it than you do.”
Tanuja Amarasuriya: Sleepdogs/Theatre Bristol (DIY Book 1)
The creative development of the work almost becomes
the work itself. It offers an opportunity for young people
to be actively creative and have genuine input in the
creation of the show. I work with councils, schools, arts
centres and festivals to identify a group that have little, if
any, relationship with the arts.
It is my hope to provide a true exchange of ideas, viewing
the kids as young artists and collaborators. Not only will
they contribute to the creation of a cutting-edge artwork
but I also enable them to explore their own creativity
through the design of the piece, writing of the material and
the creation of the soundtrack. It is their artwork. 
What really surprise me are the teacher’s comments. 
IT’S NOT ME
IT’S YOU
Handing over my process to nine-year olds 
and collaborating with the wider community.
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They are always astonished (and me too if  I’m honest,) at
how hard the children work, at their focus and
commitment to hand-building a world. This project is
entirely made out of recycled materials. They work
tirelessly and animatedly, through their lunch break even,
on building, planning and constructing the haunted house. I
am there every step of the way: facilitating, building and
working though my lunch break too.
I believe DIY skills are being lost, and on one level, this
project allows for a transference of skills and attitudes that
I have gained through my years of touring and creating.
The results of these processes are anarchic, labyrinthine,
handmade ‘haunted houses’ that adults are invited to
explore, listen and respond too. 
Art is about conversation and in the performance world
this can be, at times, an introverted conversation. I feel that
the real challenge for me in becoming a better artist is to
be extroverted in my process and my conversation with
my chosen art form.  I find myself  no longer interested in
preaching to the converted, but working in the community
to create beautiful and finely honed arts experiences.
This transference, this sharing of stories and ideas, with
different age groups and members of the community has
started to shape the next chapter of my art creation. The
passing on of stories, the passing on of DIY skills has
turned the spotlight on the audience showcasing THEIR
creations and THEIR stories, allowing me in some way to
start to shape and better the world around me. Because
art is for all and if  everyone isn’t in the room, theatre, arts
centre or festival, we should at least invite them in and give
them the opportunity to be a part of this wonderful world
as we move forward, learning from each other and creating
together.
“I like working with JOF because it lets us be who we want to
be. I like making art and building the haunted house, he gets
out of  the way.”
Liam* age 9 (St Johns Upper Holloway, London)
*This time not Mr. Neeson.
D.I.Y.
Like Ian Dury's axiom don't buy anything first hand apart from new boots and panties, there are a few things 
that you need to buy new. Pritt stick and 10a scalpel blades in our case. The rest comes under the three "R's"
recycle, remake. revolt… Growing up in the 70's and 80's DIY culture was all around with the hippies self  -
 sufficiency being spliced with punk rock's do it yourself  ( here is -A - E - G - now form a band ) heading to the peace convoy, as B&Q  grew there was the 
making of  star wars, smallfilms and Blue Peter on the telly. We made things out of  
yogurt pots, old air-fix kits, cardboard and sticky backed plastic.
 
We didn't want to buy into what we where begin sold in the 1980's, growing up in 'the sticks' there wasn't much choice, with the recession at the end of  
that decade there wasn't the work/money. Just the choice to keep on making it up,
make your own life/fun. John Peel was always there championing people making music away from the mainstream,
people recording in their bedrooms and garages - this was like a gauntlet laid down or distant light 
( heard through phasing radio waves ) 
The origins of  the Paper Cinema come from paintings exchanged for paying a gas bill and C90 exchanged across a bar room floor. At the time I was 
living some kind of  silly dharma bum lifestyle I had taken to the road with my rucksack, keeping the lightest of  drawing materials with me (and the C90)  
- when asked to respond to chris "littleboat's" music I reached for the closest materials - ink, paper, serial packs, scissors, glue. borrowed my dad's video 
camera and went to the local library photocopier.
At this time we where part of  the bournemouth music scene, a small and dedicated enclave standing up to the waves of  generic club music, stag and hen 
parties that lapped at the shores that city.  There was bunch of  people do it for themselves, promoters, sound techs, handmade flyers + visuals, home 
recordings + CDR's and of  course the musicians, bands and bands that played within other bands when they weren't doing this they were in the 
audience. This was not Shangri-La, the same happens up and down the land, across the world, it was no Liverpool nor Detroit - but it was our Shangri-
La. The sense of  invention and exploration was there, be it odd instruments or musical combinations, unconventional tunings, circuit bending and 
instrument building (the beatbox-birdbox and the violeg - the marriage of  a violin and a chair leg - being a couple of  favourites) a community working 
for and because of  itself, this was our harbour.
why don't you…
 (just switch off  the television set and go out and do something less boring instead ?)
Don't do what they told ya !!
(to mis-quote, rage against the machine) 
At the start we were joined in the collaboration between visuals and music, Imogen would be the bridge with a foot in both camps as a musician, 
performer and a maker in the plastic arts, Chris a musician, composer, improviser with an interest with film and soundtracks (later foley as well) and Nic 
an artists with a love for live music. It maybe said that it has something of  Synesthesia about what we do. As The Paper Cinema sits in the balance, 
action and reaction between sound and visual we present the making on stage - all elements are there.
There is a warmth in the handmade, the bit of  random that life throws in. A pleasure in craft and skill, with a relatable  human scale. In theatre there is a 
lot of  tricks and hidden, as in film, and studio recordings too - the illusion - "don't look behind the curtain". Where as the process of  making, the raw - is 
enjoyable. It replicates what we are doing daily, the feat of  illusion stands better if  seen how it is made - lyric, beat and riff  and all. In a processed and 
digitised age the leap is greater and more appreciated. People like to see the making it, the illusion is the the illusion, to sit on the edge. between 
improvisation and  the script. truth to materials and let the idea ring out. Low cost materials makes it closer to the base idea. it is about invention.
   
  Aphex twin to Moondog
there has always been more fun in making it up
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In 1992 BBC 2 re-ran old episodes of Thunderbirds,
triggering a revival of the 1960’s TV programme across the
nation. 
For the unfamiliar, Thunderbirds was a T.V show made in
the 1960s about International Rescue: a secret team
dedicated to rescuing people from dangerous situations
with the use of technologically advanced vehicles, manned
by members of the Tracy family. They ran their operations
from Tracy Island, and depending on the situation, used
rocket ships; submarines, planes and space stations.
The world of the show was populated by Marionette
puppets, and sometimes if  you looked carefully you could
see the strings manipulating them. Despite the dated
production and awkward puppetry it was amazing. In fact,
in many ways the show came to be re-appreciated because
of these dated elements. The show is actually about to
rebooted – this time minus all the elements that made is so
charming in the first place. This time around, CGI
characters and locations will replace the wonderfully
gawky puppetry and beautifully crafted sets. This seems
such a shame, given that the original aesthetic so
wonderfully evoked that of a child playing with their own
toys and just using their imagination to fill in the gaps.
So, during the lead up to Christmas in 1992, everyone
wanted their own Tracy Island. It was the talk of
playgrounds nationwide. Unfortunately due to the
(un)predictable demand, Tracy Island toys were hard to
come by, and rather expensive too.  A savvy Anthea
Turner of Blue Peter fame spotted a gap in the market and
set to work.  Using papier-mâché, toilet roll tubes,
screwed up bits of newspaper, and food and household
item packaging, she created a now infamous recipe for a
homemade version of Tracy Island.  It quickly became the
most popular ‘Make Your Own’ item in Blue Peter history. 
But what does this have to do with DIY theatre? Well, we
think that Anthea Turner has hit the nail on the head. 
For us as theatre makers we find that there is something
far more valuable in building and owning your own work in
as many aspects as possible. It allows us to explore our
own notions of what ‘Tracy Island” is, putting our own
thoughts and feeling into its design to establish our point of
view. It supplies us with an opportunity to discover and
play with a starting point: an idea or a thought that
interests and invigorates us. It allows space for ideas to
breath in new dimensions, without being held back by
conventional or traditional interpretations of what theatre
‘should be’. Much like a small child with a box imagining
they’re travelling into space, ‘doing-it-yourself ’ creates a
methodology where limitations can become possibilities.
Reasons To Make Your Own
Tracy Island
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When building our own Tracy Island (and when making
DIY theatre), we have learned just some of the following
lessons:
! It can be made to a custom scale to suit you. 
2 If  it breaks or isn’t working it is easily repaired (or
improved).
" It’s cheap – it can be made at a greatly reduced price
compared to the ‘shop’ version. It can even be made
for free if  you’re resourceful enough.
# It is and always will be uniquely yours, because YOU
made it. So feel free to do what you want with it.
5 It involves recycling, which entitles you to feel a bit
smug (…only a bit though).
$ You get to MAKE it – which can be a fun and
rewarding experience; if  not then at least you’ll have
learnt a lesson or two!
% It can help you to find like-minded friends: others who
want to do it themselves.
& You might enjoy it so much that one day you decide to
make Tracy Islands for a living (or at least a hobby).
' You can start whenever you like – well, more or less
anyway. If  you’ve got some free time then there’s
nothing stopping you from making a start or carrying
off  from where you left off. All you need is a few
household items and your imagination. Sometimes all
you need is your imagination.
!0 At the end you know that it’s a creation that is
uniquely personal to you. But it will also be something
you can share with others (if  you want to).
These points all resound with key elements
that we hold close to us when making:
Learning a Craft 
Being Resourceful 
Enjoying Ourselves
Exploring A Vision 
Releasing Our Inner Child 
So, next time you’re thinking about making
new work, remember Anthea Turner and her
Tracy Island. You might just find that ‘Doing It
Yourself ’ might be just right for you.
Plastic
Castles
Are Go!
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MONEY is SHIT
Everything we make is about money.
Everything we make is shit.
THINGS THAT ARE SHIT IN A GOOD
WAY
Elvis impersonators
That Argos Advert
Late Picasso
Early Taylor Mac
Long-form improvisation
Being broke
Old man pubs
1980s Dolly Parton
Puppets over CGI
Chip butties
HOW WE WOULD LOVE TO SELL OUT
We sold out recently and it was great. 
FINANCE
Peggy Shaw of  Split Britches, the most influential lesbian
feminist performance duo of  the last 40 years, gave us
the following financial advice on being a D.I.Y artist
(although she just called it an ‘artist’):
‘Squat. Steal from white people, but only if  you’re white.’
THINGS WE HAVE STOLEN FOR SH!T
THEATRE
Lipstick (Boots)
Envelopes (Tescos)
Gaffa tape (multiple venues)
Torches (Theatre Delicatessen, Pleasance Theatre)
Housing benefits (government)
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THINGS WE’VE DONE FOR MONEY TO
MAKE SH!T
Our piece JSA (Job Seekers Anonymous) - which we
hated, rewrote, and loved – was inspired by and funded
by the benefit system. We were writing and signing on
together. We applied for Arts Council funding for the
R&D of  this show. We requested the same amount of
money we’d been receiving on JSA and housing benefits.
When we got the funding and went back to the dole
office to sign off, they said, ‘Ooh. That’s not enough
money to live off !’ and insisted upon giving us additional
housing benefits.
Our next show Guinea Pigs on Trial was a sequel (we’ve
sold out!) to JSA. Whilst on the dole we noticed that, on
the system, paid Phase 1 medical trials were being listed
alongside – or in place of  – actual jobs. So we decided to
apply for medical trials 1. As match-funding for the show
2. As research for the show 3. As part of  the show. It
was harder than we anticipated so we ended up getting
£50 each for an opioids screening and Becca was paid
£66 total to drink sugar for 2 days and get diarrhea.
WHEN DOES SH!T STOP AND NOT-SH!T
BEGIN?
As the money goes up, does our skill level have to go
down?
If  people pay more money to see us do they want it to
be more sh!t?
As we develop our practice do we want it to be more
sh!t or less sh!t?
How far can D.I.Y go? What happens when the shed is
built, do we knock the shed down and build it again, or
build more and better sheds, or start charging other
people to build sheds for them and be expert shed-
builders, or do we try and forget how to build sheds and
build something else, do we try and build a house, or a
castle, or a shelving unit, or do we try and learn French?
Bonjour!
L’ Sh!ts x
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because it’s cheaper 
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we are terrified
of  our own potential
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because it’s exciting and
immediate. This year (2014-15) we made 3 full-length
shows (Guinea Pigs on Trial, Women’s Hour, Letters to
Windsor House)
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we have no
specific skillsets
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we reject the
notion that virtuosity deserves a louder voice
D.I.Y
We’re going to learn to play the trumpet/trombone
next
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because nobody else
would have us
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we want to do
everything
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because it’s traditional 
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we didn’t make
money for years and now it’s just sort of  our THING
you know? our BRAND you know? our AESTHETIC
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we love other
people’s Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we just do, we
didn’t plan this
D.I.Y
We make Sh!t (D.I.Y) Theatre because we’ve sold out
If there's one thing we have learnt over 
the six years we've been together as a 
theatre company, it's that the more you say 
'yes' to things, the more opportunities 
come your way. We've found that something 
positive always comes of saying 'yes' to 
things, even when things like money and 
time don't look like they're going to be on 
our side. Of course we always try and make 
time, but when there just isn't any, 
throwing yourself head first into the 
deep end can work just as well.
Probably the most important 'yes' 
we've ever said, was in response to 
our own question of 'shall we start 
a theatre company?' six years ago. 
This 'yes' was swiftly followed by 
another, in response to the question 
'shall we make a show and take it to 
Edinburgh?'; saying yes to this 
particular question was really the 
start of everything.!
None of us had ever been to Edinburgh, 
we didn't know a thing about it, and yet we 
booked ourselves a slot for eight days, in what 
would have normally been a dance floor in a 
seedy club down an Edinburgh alley way. We had 
the time of our lives, we had a full house 
nearly every day and we received a wonderful 
review from The Scotsman. What could have been 
a disastrous eight days turned out to be eight 
of the best we'd ever had; we were hooked.!
I think it's fair to say that we have taken 
this deep end approach and ran with it ever 
since, jumping on any opportunity that comes 
our way, sometimes just to see the end result. 
We are about to head to our sixth successive 
Edinburgh fringe and it was in our third visit 
that we met our producer, Alice Carter, now a 
co-director of the company and a vital 
contributor to the company's success since 
coming aboard three years ago. 
In May of 2014, Alice asked us to 
perform our first three shows in 
rep, as part of the Brighton Fringe 
Festival; this was one of the first 
questions in a while where the three 
of us had wanted to reply with a 
resound 'no'.!
This was because we had been touring 
the three shows in question 
relentlessly for three years by this 
point and had just started making 
our fourth show titled MAFIA?; it was 
this show that we wanted to take to the 
Brighton Fringe, not the others. Alice 
insisted that it would be good for the 
profile of the company to take all four 
shows to the festival and after several 
arguments varying in severity, we 
begrudgingly said 'yes'.!
To be continued...
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Recipe:Theatre Con Carne
Why go to a Restaurant when you can (D)o (I)t (Y)ourself?
Serves: what ever the capacity of the space is.  
Method: Always say..
1.Brown the Mince. Chop Onions.
2.Add garlic immediately because it tastes nice then pour in 
your heart and soul.
3.Pre-Heat the theatre by creating a BUZZ. Add social media, 
adding more or less tweets to suit your taste.
4.Sweat the Onions and stir in the Fearless Attitude.
5.Cut 4 slices of Determination with a willingness to accept 
criticism and use that to improve and build on your strengths
Cost per portion:What ever price you negotiate with the venue.
YES
Outcome: 
Make your own path because no-one has had the same experience that you will. 
Ingredients: 
800Grams Drive. 
Couple OZ of Fearless Attitude
2 Whole Onions (make the audience cry) 
500ML Sweat.
A Sprinkle of Passion (love for the ARTS not 
the Fruit).
wesleepingtrees
sleepingtreestheatre
STAR RATING (out of 5): Don’t 
Give a shit about what people 
say/write/think. Just Do.
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To be continued...IMMEDIATELY
The first of the older shows, The Magic Faraway 
Tree, received two five star reviews at the 
festival, the highest rating the show had ever been 
given but it was what came of the third show, The 
Odyssey, which would prove to be the real surprise. 
Sat in the audience of The Odyssey show, was a 
scout for LSM Management, a television writers and 
performers agency. 
He absolutely loved the show, informed the company 
that we had impressed and one month later we 
were sat in a boardroom in London with an 
offer on the table. All from a performance we 
never wanted to do. Alice never said 'I told 
you so' but she should have done.!
Another example which demonstrates the power 
of 'yes' is one which culminates in an 
unlikely performance inside a Brick Lane 
curry house back in 2013. After working on an 
independent web series for a fortnight, we 
had been asked by the director to do a 
special performance of our second show, 
Treasure Island, at the wrap party for the 
cast and crew. ! The wrap party was of course, 
inside a Brick Lane curry house. We did the show, 
it went reasonably well despite being set in front 
of the only toilets to the restaurant, and the 
evening was largely a success, I can recall the 
Lamb Rogan-Josh being particularly good. However, 
once again it was someone who was sat in the 
audience who would prove to be hugely beneficial 
to our theatrical future.
One of the actress's, Lucy Evans, thought 
the show was fantastic and so decided to 
inform her friend Tom Attenborough about us, 
who was coincidently looking for some comedy 
writers to write him a pantomime at the 
time. The four of us met in Edinburgh later 
that year and Tom asked us whether we would 
be interested in the job, without much 
hesitation we replied, 'yes'.We ended up not 
only writing the show but performing the 
entire thing ourselves over Christmas 2014 
for six weeks, at Theatre 503. The show was 
received magnificently and although 
doing a pantomime was never at the 
forefront of our theatrical goals, 
it is the show we are most proud 
of in terms of what it achieved 
and the hugely broad audiences it 
attracted over the run.
Saying 'yes' to things has quite 
literally propelled our company in 
directions we wouldn't have 
thought possible over the last six 
years, the connections we have 
made, the people we have met and 
the experiences we have shared we will always 
hold close to our hearts. If there is any 
advice we can give in terms of moving forward 
with D.I.Y theatre, it's just say yes to 
things, even if you don't want to, you might 
surprise yourself with what comes of doing 
so. !Earlier this morning John asked 'shall we 
do a theatre recipe for our D.I.Y book 
entry?', my answer of course, was 'yes'.!
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…and but then of course the moment you’ve gotten it into words, ‘it’,
‘the work’, the thing it is that you’re doing or think you’re doing, the moment
you’ve trapped that thing inside of a description, an explanation, a manifesto
even, whatever, it (the work) seems somehow to slip out from underneath that,
soak back through the page, detach itself, peel the language off like dried PVA,
leaving language behind as a kind of weird facsimile, exact but lifeless
(fingerprints still visible in semi-transparent white glue that’s almost skin), the
work (any work, anything after it’s gone stepped out onto a stage, under lights, in
front of strangers) always this flickering pulsing burning thing run out of
anybody’s hands, through everybody’s fingers, frictionless, any description
always too loose a net, any description, any thought set down in words, a kind of
bright dead thing, and you can weave the threads tighter but they’ll never be tight
enough, and never true, sometimes right-feeling but never in the end true, the
sensation sometimes in fact that it’s the act of writing itself that renders the
thought untrue, somehow, and not because what you’ve written is actually wrong
necessarily, not wrong per se, not inaccurate as such, but simply because that’s
that nature of language, to chase after the act, the moment, the fact, to chase but
always lag behind, and so you can and will and must betray yourself, over and
over again, the things you think you believe in and stand for and are, betray them
in order to make the next thing, leave yourself behind because any certainty is
anyways creative death, perhaps, because whatever your sense is, in the moment,
of what you’re doing or want to be doing, no matter what it is nor how clear, it can
never be more than another skin to shed, because despite whatever illusion or
romance there’s no real accumulation, no process, no narrative linking one show
to the next, no campfire story, nothing to tell yourself or anybody else, just a
series of reckless leaps, unconnected, unthreaded, the leaps themselves mostly
lonely, unforgiving, more like plunges, really, perhaps, and so you might as well
learn now to enjoy breaking your own promises, brace yourself anyway, your
promises to yourself and to the world, halfway through now and nothing on this
page but a mess of symbols, the longer you stare at them the less they contain,
until the words are just shapes, imagined sounds signifying nothing, a version of
nothing, at worst a kind of diary, a confessional, any explanation really useful
only to the extent to which it leads to the next thing, to the extent to which it can
be used as a kind of fuel, another bridge in the infinite line of bridges still left to
burn, rungs on a ladder to pull up once it’s been climbed, the words only useful
for what they’ll lift or turn or shatter, what they’ll pry open, and in some alternate
reality or just another time, some time in the future – where we’re braver, where
we’re more certain of ourselves, where we aren’t so afraid of the slippery
intangibility and absolute impermanence of our work that we’ll do literally
anything we can to get something of it and ourselves into print, here, on this page,
into a shape that we can kid ourselves is permanent, immortal-feeling, forever – in
some alternate reality or just another time where we don’t write this thing you’re
reading, I think we’d say no more explanations, no more manifestos, no more
excuses, let somebody else tell our story if they want to and let them get it wrong,
and they will get it wrong because we will refuse to explain ourselves, because we
couldn’t explain ourselves anyway, because we haven’t anyway the right, because
for the 10 or 100 or 1000 people to whom the work speaks no explanation is
necessary, and for the 10 or 100 or 1000 people to whom the work doesn’t speak
no explanation will help, the thing is the thing that it is, independent of our will,
the thing that it is for as long as it is, the rest is autopsy, the rest is obituary and we
have no part to play in that, oh to be that woman, the woman who can let all this
go, let herself vanish, choose to be forgotten, choose when and how to be
forgotten, oh to be that man, but here and now unable to fall either way here we
teeter between explaining and not explaining, unable to explain, not sure how
even to begin to talk about where in 9 years we’ve got to, less sure maybe than
ever, stuttering, the words on the tips of our tongues or not even there, stuck in our
throats, stuck in our thoughts, terrified of losing a voice we no longer want to
speak with, through, probably beyond anyway any kind of coherence, paralysed
and all-but-drowned in doubt, drunk on not-knowing, head feeling like a barrel
I’m scraping, reached the bottom of that, “further on, nothing”, so forget it, drop
it, finish, stop. And start all over again.
5, 6, 7, 8…
(cont.)
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I occasionally make pieces of  solo theatre, outside the
day-job I have running Coney. However extraordinary
that day-job, I get the same feeling working outside it as I
did when my day-job was temping as an audio typist: this
is my space, I get to do what I want… sort of… Just
having a bit of  space like this, where the agency is
primarily mine without responsibility to others, frees me
to get on better with more responsible work the rest of
the time. But nothing happens by yourself  and of  itself,
and neither of  my so-far two fully-fledged solo pieces
would have happened without the help of  other brilliant
people. Knowing how and who to ask for help is
fundamentally DIY.
Jimmy Stewart, An Anthropologist From Mars,
Analyses Love And Happiness In Humans 
(And Rabbits)
The first has a very long title. I’d been through a storm in
my life, and first found the title washed up on the
metaphorical beach: flotsam of  a description of  David
Lynch, an essay by Oliver Sacks, and a song by the
Reverend Al Green. Both the idea of  writing the piece to
go with that title and then the idea of  performing it were
terrifying, something I’d never done before, but I felt
compelled because of  the storm. I asked Richard Dufty at
BAC, who said yes pretty much on the title and (I think)
my fear. He gave me performance dates, and therefore a
deadline, one of  the best tools for DIY. But then to work
out the piece that goes with the title, I turned to a friend. 
Nick Ryan is a brilliant sound artist, and also happens to
be a synaesthetic, his hearing crosswired with vision and
touch. We’d been working together on a game called
Papa Sangre. We met for dinner, and ideas for the piece
started to gather. Nick in fact ended up performing in
the first Jimmy Stewart dates at BAC, playing live sound.
Those first performances went well enough. At least, I
didn’t die. I felt more confident and curious to pick
Jimmy up again later, but Nick and I failed to find
overlapping schedule for such a long time it felt the
chance might be gone.
WITH A LITTLE  HELP --
_______________
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But then a year later I found myself  in Melbourne, and
with a great desire to perform Jimmy for new friends I’d
made over there. But no Nick, and no theatre. But
because I was 11,000 miles away from home, I felt I
greater agency just to have a go somehow. I toyed with
the idea of  recruiting a local sound artist, but that didn’t
feel right. So I ended up building a sound system, like
Nick a synaesthetic sound system, and with his blessing.
A set of  captions, and an instruction to the audience -
whatever you read, it’s like you’re hearing it. The
captions were at first my best attempt to capture what I
remembered Nick playing.
I asked around to find a pub with an upstairs room, and
instinctively took the room that felt like a living room
rather than the one that felt like a theatre. It felt like it
came alive that night, informal, script in hand, just talking
to the audience in the room rather than trying to act.
When I came back to London I performed again at BAC
to see if  I could recapture that informality, and prove it
wasn’t a fluke. But then started taking Jimmy into
different spaces, including living rooms. I love the
domestic intimacy, of  having to play in the space that’s
there, and how hosts can get very excited about their
house becoming a theatre.
And it’s now a thing I do, when I feel like it and there’s
anyone who wants to host it. I haven’t been in a
rehearsal room since the first performances. If  I’ve a gig
coming up, I recite it while I am riding my bike for about
a week beforehand. And I relish that it’s a piece I can
literally carry on my back, a hat and that sound system,
and just do it.
Solo Two
The second piece now has a very short title. I’d written
to Iain Bloomfield, who runs Theatre in the Mill in
Bradford, because he’d seen Jimmy and liked it, even
though I didn’t know him. I always ask. Iain liked that I
didn’t know what it would be, just a bundle of  ideas
about friendship and connection and uncertainty. I wrote
a little material for a cabaret curated by my friend Kate
Genevieve - The Ends Of  The World - so I arrived in
Bradford with the title After The Ends Of  The World. But
Solo Two, a joke at first, stuck and gathered momentum.
I’d run a workshop at the Young Vic for their directors’
networks about making solo work, with me performing
Jimmy first as a case-study. I’d talked about the device of
a manifesto for a piece of  work, a document trying to
capture what it’s about, a process towards divining
what’s exciting and important. Coney uses the manifesto
as a way to share a project vision amongst a team. It
relies on two very practical contradictions: the manifesto
is always trying to pin things down and be specific, but
it’s always open to change; the manifesto is always
striving for unanimity, but any differences that resist easy
resolution get turned into questions. No manifesto
existed for Jimmy Stewart, so the group wrote
manifestos based on what they’d seen. 
Thinking about the new piece, I tried to start by writing a
manifesto that was same but different to Jimmy.
• Jimmy was in some ways about love, this would be
about friendship.
• Jimmy was a straight story, this one I wanted to be as
non-linear as it possibly could. 
• It would be me talking to the people in the room. 
• Writing and performing no longer scared me, so I
decided I’d dance, as possibly the most terrifying thing
I could imagine to do in front of  an audience.
I didn’t really know how to work properly by myself  in a
room, how to move beyond this manifesto, so I asked
any friend I ran into to give me a provocation which I
might add to the manifesto. In a way I’d then be working
with them. Many brilliant responses: Tom Frankland
challenged me to simulate social media - I ended up
involving audience remotely via Twitter and Facebook, in
surprisingly pleasing ways; Susanna Davies-Crook
challenged me to pick an animal and be that animal for 5
minutes in the performance - I’m a cat, while the
audience debate cats and dogs; plenty more from others. 
But the killer provocation from Maddy Costa: get the
audience to remember each other as much as they
remember you. This grew with ideas in long
conversations with Iain Bloomfield, around how to
facilitate audience conversation around work generally.
The ideas became a second act to Solo Two where I
invite audience to tell each other stories about
friendships in small groups, and leave them to it. While
developing it in Bradford, someone newly arrived to
the city came to a showing because it seemed to
promise that she might make a friend; miraculously,
through act 2, she did.
In the first R&D in Bradford, I’d done a sharing for Iain
and Ivan Mack, the Mill’s resident genius and technician.
Ivan was taken with the system of  the piece, and started
helping out. For the dancing, I’d called on Dan Canham
and he’d literally directed me over the phone. In the
second R&D, Dan also came to Bradford and with Ivan,
made the provocation that we put the audience in it,
breaking the rake and scattering chairs across the space.
My texts, printed on sheets, were now dealt out to the
audience for me to gather as randomly as possible.
Dan’s become the movement director for the piece, but
we still mostly work over the phone. My dancing has
become about me trying to conjure different friends into
the space. They’re dancing with me.
_______________
Image credit: Jimmy Stewart, Natalie Walter / Exposure Live. 
Image credit: Solo Two photo in Bradford by Dan Canham,
and in London by Kieran Lucas.
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DIY is a constant colour of  Little Bulb’s personality that
is enhanced depending on context or environment.
Thinking consciously about it, sometimes it’s necessary
as a way of  getting things done but generally we are
drawn to the handmade and the bespoke in all aspects
of  what that means or represents for us. We are drawn
to what and how each other can do/make/be. And we
thrive on a good challenge. 
Wanting to do it yourselves, especially when you’re not
the most qualified or skilled or informed person/people
to, can be preferable for a number of  reasons (often
stemming from the practical – such as when funds or time
are short) and does not necessarily mean you are
megalomaniac control-freaks incapable of  delegation and
hostile to collaboration… Wanting and desiring and trying
to do it yourself  is connected to a host of  needs as artists
– as humans. I feel DIY most directly appeals to the
personality type that enjoys challenge: I might not know
how to make/play/do this – but I am going to find out
how or find my way how. The work inhabits a domain
where the unknown and obstacles and ‘lack’ become
opportunities to adapt and invent. Fairly basic stuff  but
not necessarily a prevalent way of  thinking. And this
approach, as a by-product, makes us (mostly) self-reliant
and self-sufficient, which is practically very handy in
devising and touring. But it also makes us gamblers. 
A DIY project is a risk. Both in the sense of  its process
(for us making it) and as an experience (for our
audience). As an artist and a maker, if  you are pushing
yourself  out of  your comfort zone: that is a risk. (An
exhilarating and essential risk.) And there is
unpredictability inherent in making something up – you
don’t know how it will turn out. You sense the
capability in yourself  and your fellow artist(s), not to
be the best dancer/illustrator/carpenter/editor/
ventriloquist/sushi chef  but to be it nonetheless; to be
‘it’ in an inimitable way that has a value in exploring
and pushing each-other to achieve. To do it your way.
And you won’t know what that is until you begin. You
might think you know or have a cracking version of  it in
your head, but your way can only emerge where and
when ‘you’ and the process meet. 
Even though I can’t read music and never trained on an
instrument, in Little Bulb the DIY impulse has always
extended into our inherent love and fascination for
music. We function as a band as much as a theatre
company, and what we learn about making music
together impacts how we make theatre together and
vice versa. A lovely infinity symbol endlessly looping
back on itself: a conversation between music and
performance. (Between what we can do and what a
project calls us to do. Between what we have found we
can do and what we don’t know we can do yet.) 
ON THE WHY, 
THE RISK-TAKING, 
AND THE INFINITE
LOOPING OF DIY
(drawn from my experience making work with Little Bulb)
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The discovery and honing of  specific ‘skills’ and the
idiosyncratic performance vocabularies inherent to Little
Bulb that I have learned (and will continue learning –
because of  and with and for Little Bulb) are spurred on
by the trust and inspiration I feel in my collaborators
and reflexively their returned trust or expectation in me.
That artistic chemistry generates a challenge-avid
attitude. Within the wildest risk-taking is embedded this
trust and hope, and when we decide what and how ‘it’ is
done, we are empowered and compelled to take bigger
gambles on ourselves and each other: 
To put down your instruments and make a ‘dance show’
when none of  you know how to dance (Squally
Showers). 
To make an ‘opera’ when none of  you are opera singers
(Orpheus).
To delve into theatre faux-pas territory and play children
in theatre when you’re adults (Crocosmia).
To unsettle expectations and make a play about a
teenage Christian folk band without presenting a
religious agenda in the work (Operation Greenfield).
To make an album together instead of  another theatre
show,
To collaborate with artists whose language you don’t
speak,
To compose on the instrument you don’t know how to
play, move in the way you haven’t been trained, and find
the voice you don’t know you can produce. 
All in the effort to tell the story that hasn’t been written
yet. 
To risk exposing yourself  as an untrained imposter, but
get away with it like a DIY-ninja.
People will (and should, and thank goodness we all do)
have different definitions of  what constitutes DIY in the
arts. Personally I find it to be something hugely expansive
that I wouldn’t want to be limited to aspects like space
or money or form – although these are catalysts for it
and expressions of  it. For me, DIY (‘do it yourself ’) is:
handmade by ‘you’ in the most open sense imaginable. 
A symbiosis of process and output in which ‘you’
have learned something about making ‘it’
through the act of making it. And this ‘act of
making’ is on-going. Within Little Bulb, the work is
continually re-made and reinvigorated with (ever
subtler) eternal tweaking on tour, since with each
performance, through each audience, we learn more.
The afternoon before performing a sold-out show of  our
biggest-budget, biggest-scale and most ambitious production
to date, I found myself  stood outside the Battersea Arts
Centre, leant against the wall down the empty side road and
doing my best attempt of  cutting the unruly hair of  Dominic
[Conway, Little Bulb’s Musical Director] for the slicked-back
guitar-god demands of  playing ‘Django Reinhardt’. We were
outside because we didn’t want to sweep up the hair
afterwards. I didn’t exactly know what I was doing and
wouldn’t have suggested taking on such a responsibility. But
when Dom popped out the invitation, the challenge was
taken up. While I snipped away I know we will have talked
about the show we were doing, the shows we might one day
do, the hair and its progress – making it up and figuring it
out as we went along. 
I believe no matter the potential budget or scale of  a
project, a DIY attitude is in Little Bulb’s bones and
when we channel this, is when we can be at our most
interesting. Even though we are charity-shop-squirrels,
hand-drawing our own artwork, and launching a bustling
cottage industry in grass roots prop-building at the drop
of  a hat: a handmade aesthetic doesn’t equate to a DIY
ethos. DIY is in the seams of  the work and how the
company functions in a conceptual more than a literal
way. It’s just that often, naturally, the ethics and
aesthetics are inextricably linked: a lovely infinity
symbol endlessly looping back on itself.
Image credit:  Operation Greenfield, 2010, Little Bulb Theatre.
Image credit:  Squally Showers, 2013, David Scott.
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When Uninvited Guests were invited to contribute to a
book on DIY performance my thoughts immediately
turned to Make Better Please. It’s probably the show
we’ve made with the most DIY aesthetic, with its
shamanic costumes, or morris dancers’ tatter coats,
made from scissored newspapers, cardboard signs
covering the theatre walls, scrawled with headlines in fat
marker pen, like protest placard slogans, and the
ramshackle doom metal band we formed, to accompany
our made-up exorcism of  the day’s bad news. There was
a DIY, punk ethos to this group, which followed the
instructions of  the 1977 fanzine, Sideburns: ‘this is a
chord, this is another, this is a third. Now form a band’.
Our technician took up the bass again, having not played
for years, non-musicians had a go, and our composer
learnt the drums, an instrument he didn’t know how to
play, from scratch. 
What you have on these pages is an invitation to do it
yourselves, some Open Source instructions to organize
and participate in your own Make Better Please meetings,
and a listing of  the ideas and sources that inspired
Uninvited Guests during our making-process, with an
open invite to re-use them, to imagine what you might
do with this diverse collection of  stuff, research materials
and starting points.
You’ll see that these range from occult rites to popular
forms like Mummers Plays and Punch and Judy shows. In
addition to trying our hand at practices like playing in a
band, at which we were no better than amateur, one of
our interests was in drawing on folk performance and
amateur forms. These have conventionally been excluded
from professional theatres, taking place on the streets, and
are thought of as too old fashioned for art centres that
seek to programme the innovative. It is worth questioning
this capitalist language of progress and the drive to
discover the next new thing to commodify and market. For
us there was a politics to valuing the expert practices of
amateurs, to restaging their homemade, rough-and-ready
aesthetics in “high art” contexts, finding new uses for folk
performance, which might be labeled behind-the-time, in
contemporary theatre. At a moment when art has been
professionalized by the Arts Council and Department of
Culture, as an instrument for social change, and exported
into communities to impact on people’s health and
wellbeing, we were engaged with a return to the amateur,
importing community theatre and the directness of
activism into the proper place of funded theatres. 
But, more than a DIY aesthetic, with Make Better Please
we were interested in the politics of  doing things
yourselves that are conventionally out of  the public’s
hands, in questioning the separations between audience
and performer, citizens and journalists, the people and
politicians. Of  course, this also implies a shift in power
relations, a turn to self-organization and ground-up
decision making, at a time when we are infantilized and
our lives — including our bodies, social and political lives
— are managed for us by the state and institutions. We
were interested in democratizing practices you don’t
often get to touch, in getting people involved in choosing
the content, what their night’s show was about, writing
and reading the news, talking together about what’s
happening in the world, and involving our audience in
political debate, even for a short time and in a small way.
In a period when “politics isn’t working”, its institutions
and democratic processes “are broken” (Ed Miliband
2010), we were interested in whether performance
might offer another social space in which to think
politically together, and in which we might find new uses
for the broken practices of  the news media. For us,
Make Better Please, despite re-using bust and outdated
modes, was an attempt to invent approaches to political
theatre, in close collaboration with its audiences.
Uninvited Guests can’t claim to be well-schooled experts
in political theatre, to know its conventions and histories,
we’re not experienced professionals. So, the show,
which was different every day, sometimes worked and
other times failed, but success was not about making
people feel better, or enhancing their lives. Make Better
Please resisted being instrumentalized to produce a sense
of  wellbeing, but generated anger, antagonism and
recognition of  disempowerment instead. This was an
attempt to return to the unfulfilled potential of  art as a
critical or resistant force, rather than as a way of
disseminating state arts ideologies, or valued for its
beneficial impact, a place to express discontent as much
as to rally around some collective issue or hope. 
There was a seriousness to our play, “as if ” an exorcism
of  bad news might work. But we recognized that our art
would fail to make things better, to enact immediate
change or to deal with cultural trauma with its
reenactments; the work would fail to work if  we
succeeded in producing such catharsis.
A key text for me when we were working on the show
was the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben’s (2007)
essay, ‘In Praise of  Profanations’, in which he writes of
‘profanation as the political task of  the coming
generation’ (92). I will try to summarise Agamben’s
argument and the relevance of  his notion of  profaning
for Make Better Please, participating audiences and
people doing it themselves.
For Agamben, sacred or religious things belong not to
the people but to the gods. They are removed from the
free use & commerce of  men and women — cannot be
used, sold or held: people, The people, or the multitude
cannot have the things their culture values and calls
“sacred”. To consecrate means the removal of  things —
including practices, ideas or concepts — from the sphere
of  human law; to profane is to return something that
was sacred to the free use and property of  women and
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men. Religion removes things and practices from
common use and transfers them to another sphere,
separates them, puts them away and out of  reach.
Agamben suggests that things and practices that have
been ritually separated — made sacred — can be
returned to use through contact, can be profaned by
ignoring the separation and using them. Touch can
disenchant, return to use what the sacred has separated,
petrified or attributed some magic power.
For Agamben, religious concepts have been securalized
for political purposes; the transcendence of  God
becomes sovereign or government power. Those who
are not among the initiated are not admitted into the
rituals, which are only accessible to those with the right
or sovereignty. Subjects are supposed not to know.
Separation is a political operation that guarantees the
exercise of  power and disables people from possessing
those powers. Profanation deactivates the apparatuses
of  power and returns the spaces and practices of  power,
which were inaccessible or out of  bounds to the
uninitiated, to common use.
Agamben begins by discussing religion but uses this to talk
about processes of separation and consecration in other
contexts. He refers to Walter Benjamin (2004), who calls
capitalism a ‘cultic religion’ (288). In place of sacred objects
we have commodity fetishes and in place of priests,
corporate executives and government ministers. Agamben
suggests the spiritual potentialities that define people’s lives
— art, religion, philosophy, nature, even politics — have
withdrawn, been separated out, consigned to history, or
put away in the museum.
For Jacques Derrida (1995), ‘there is ritual everywhere,
without it there would be no society, no institutions, no
history’ (3), or political hierarchies. Similarly, in The Magic
of the State, Michael Taussig (1997) traces how power
circulates and the sacred roots of contemporary
sovereignty. He explores the relation between traditional
magical rites and the workings of the nation-state,
suggesting that what ‘underpin[s] the legitimacy of the
modern state’ is changes of position ‘between the unofficial
and official’, which function like  ‘spirit possession’ (186).
He does this through a surreal ethnography of a fictional
Latin American country, which both defaces power and
profanes his official discipline of anthropology.
There were a range of  practices of  profanation at play in
Make Better Please, with both religious and political
practices being profaned. The performers and
participating audiences used the practices and means of
print and broadcast media, from which the public tend to
be separated, they put to new uses political debate and
news reporting, democratic processes, press and media
apparatuses that have been taken out of  the people’s
hands, tend to be managed or performed for them. They
played their representatives, performing as journalists,
commentators, newsreaders, and as politicians, also
exchanging roles with theatre writers and performers.
Role-play is transgressive and in Make Better Please, roles
were tried on and playfully transgressed.
Of  course there are also ethical issues around the
audience doing DIY, putting them to work as labourers
generating content and performing as collaborators.
Previously I’ve discussed the democratization of
authorship in relation to Make Better Please and it’s
important to note that, whilst the participating audience
do generate the content of  the show they attend, and
that the roles of  writer, performer and spectator are
exchanged, Uninvited Guests have agency over the given
structure, the constructed situations within which the
public contribute, and the dramaturgy of  the event.
With this allusion to Claire Bishop’s (2004) critique of
Relational Aesthetics, it seems appropriate to turn briefly
to Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau (2001), whose
conception of  radical democratic politics Bishops’
‘Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics’ drew upon. In
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy they question the
possibility of  the ‘”democratization of  democracy”’ (xv),
without establishing a radical new system of  power
relations distinct from friend/enemy politics. For Mouffe
and Laclau, the idea of  consensus has become sacred to
the Left and they profane this concept, arguing that the
ideal of  reaching full consensus before taking action 
has led to passivity and lack of  concerted opposition 
to neoliberalism. 
Unlike conventional political theatre, the polemical,
socialist theatre of  the past, Make Better Please did not
attempt to deliver a singular political message. Neither
was our agenda to persuade or unite the public around
an issue, or to assemble them for or against a cause. The
issues articulated in each show were diverse, multivocal
and raised by those who had come temporarily together.
Like Jean Luc Nancy (2001) I am being wary of  using the
word community here, because of  implied homogeneity
and its religious and ethnic misuse. Our interest was in
‘being-with’ other people, in ‘sharing and sharing out of
space, at most a contact: a being-together without
assemblage' (32). Also in the sharing and shifting of  roles
or responsibilities, a circulation of  positions in relation to
the performance, what you do in it and can do. What
the work attempted to produce was a space for political
dialogue and debate, within which the social actors are
able to occupy differential (and perhaps
incommensurable) positions, in the work and on the
work. These positions may have been antagonistic, to
the work, to the performers, to each other and each
other’s points of  view, but these struggles and
unresolvable tensions could often be productive. It’s
worth noting that there was not a consensus around the
show itself, with some reviewers evaluating it very
positively whilst others were just as negative, and it
could also divide its audience.
In Make Better Please we were interested in multiple
voices retaining their singularity, not becoming subsumed
into a collective, unified or fully inclusive “we”; in the
people who were there holding on to their diverse
interests and precarious identities. The same intention
lies behind the instructions for staging your own DIY
Make Better Meeting presented on these pages. There is
a relationship with Mouffe and Laclau’s conception of  a
‘”radical and plural democracy”’ (xv), constituted and
sustained by conflicts of  interest between
people/groups, as well as processes of  identification or
agreement. The show took up Mouffe’s proposal that
democracy should be envisaged in the form of  a
dialogue and that controversial issues might be resolved
by listening to one another. The desired outcome is not
necessarily a harmonious resolution, to attain some
impossible consensus, but rather to open a space for the
many different voices that a democratic society — and a
participating audience — encompasses, to acknowledge
conflicting interests, differing positions and irresolvable
antagonisms. What is resisted is sacralizing consensus,
which in Agamben’s terms would also mean
commodifying consensus and therefore separating the
public from this political possibility. Mouffe and Laclau’s
‘radicalization of  democracy’ (xv) might enable people
with diverse agendas to come together, to take
collective action without consensus, to meet and be with
one another, despite continuing to be adversaries. We
hope you can use the instructions below to do this for
yourselves, in your place of  work or a public space; that
you might listen to each other and, in spite of
differences, actions could be agreed. (Paul Clarke) 
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The meeting you are going to hold is based on the form
of  a Quaker meeting, but this will be a secular version, a
town hall meeting instead, if  you like. You might imagine
yourselves in a Friends Meeting House and as a Society
of  Friends, which is what the Quakers call themselves. At
a Quaker meeting there would be religious texts on a
table in the centre — not solely Christian writings, but
books from various religions and beliefs — which people
could draw on for inspiration. In place of  spiritual or
sacred texts you will have the day’s newspapers. 
1. Agree a time with a group of  work-colleagues,
acquaintances or friends, and how long your Make
Better Meeting will last. 
2. Choose a place to stage your meeting, behind closed
doors or in a public place, like a square, park or
green. On the limited common land that remains, or
as an intervention into the privatized public space of
a shopping mall or corporate atrium. 
3. Buy a selection of  the day’s newspapers and make
yourselves some tea. Each of  you will also need a pen
and paper, ideally magician’s flash paper, but you can
make do with any piece of  paper that will burn. You’ll
also need a lighter, or a couple between you, and a
metal wastepaper bin could come in handy. 
4. Each bring along a chair of  your choice* and arrange
these in a circle, with the newspapers in the middle.
5. Select a paper; maybe your preferred newspaper or
one that you don’t usually read. Pour yourself  a cup
of  tea and take a seat. 
6. Browse the day’s news and look for a story that
matters today, perhaps the news story that matters
the most to you today. This might be something that
troubles you, gets you angry, moves you or gives you
some hope. It’s OK to share or swap newspapers,
and to talk amongst yourselves.
7. Write down the headline of  your chosen story on
your piece of  paper or flash paper, choose a phrase
or make up your own headline to summarize. Hold
onto this or put it in your pocket.
8. Take the time to read and familiarize yourself  with
your chosen article. Then put the newspapers to one
side.
9. Sit together in silence. A Quaker meeting would
usually go on for around an hour, but 20-30 minutes
will suffice. Someone should be responsible for
keeping an eye on the time, so the rest of  you don’t
have to worry about it.
10.Think about the story you’ve  read, which you feel is
important. If  you didn’t find anything, this could also
be something you read online, heard on the radio,
watched on TV, that you witnessed yourself  or
happened to you; something you think the day’s
meeting should deal with.
11. If  you feel moved to, stand up and speak your chosen
story aloud. Wait for the moment to seem right. Say
something about why it matters to you, today and for
this meeting. Once you’ve spoken you may sit down.
Leave space for reflection between your news
stories. Remember this is not a conversation, simply
stand and tell your stories concisely and when you’re
moved to. Because the news stories told  are
personal to you and from different sources, because
you have different insights, there will be various
approaches so don’t worry about the words in which
your contribution is expressed. This is not a debate
or about making speeches, so you don’t need to
prepare your news story or testimony too much. The
spoken contributions aim to express what is in the
air, what is called-for by the group and what you think
people should be concerned with.
12.Anyone may feel the call to speak, but you don’t all
have to. If  it feels necessary, you can talk again and
tell another news story. If  the first riled you, perhaps
the second will be something that gives you hope. 
13.Share the silence, rather than feeling you have to fill
it. Listen carefully and spend time considering what
others have said, whether or not you agree.
14.Whoever has kept a check on the time can draw the
silence to a close by shaking hands with the person
sitting next to them. Then everyone should follow
suit and shake hands with those around them, as
Quakers do to close their meetings.
15.Now, pass the lighter or lighters around and, one
after the other, set fire to the pieces of  paper your
headlines are written on. As they burn you should
declaim the words loudly, shout the headlines out.
Do this safely: if  you’re in an office we’d probably
recommend you go outside and it’s a good idea to
burn the headlines over a metal bin, or on a concrete
surface. If  it’s flash paper you can ignite it, throw it up
in the air and watch both the paper and the words on
it disappear in a flash.
16.Before you return to work, or go your separate
ways, you should ask yourselves whether you might
act on one or other of  the issues raised or concerns
you’ve shared. What could you do with this anger or
hope, personally or collectively? How could you
make some small change, take responsibility for
something, make things even a little better? If  the
meeting has been well held, you will carry the
experience and stories told forward into the coming
days and weeks. The hope is that by the close  of  the
meeting you will feel more united as a community of
friends around some common good or causes. 
17.Arrange a place, time and date for your next Make 
Better Meeting.
NOTE: This is an open source performance and these
instructions are Creative Commons licensed, so pass
them on, share-and-share-alike. Although we’re keen for
you and your peers to actually carry out the instructions,
they also work as a thought experiment or a
performance to stage in your imagination.
* Thanks to Hannah Sullivan and Martha King (formerly
of  Bristol artist-led space, The Parlour Showrooms) for
the idea of  bringing your own chairs: we like the thought
of  people converging on a Make Better Meeting place
carrying school chairs, office chairs and dragging their
armchairs across the city.                                                                                                                                                                   
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Quaker Meetings and the Society of  Friends / gathering
together in stillness and silence / collective ministry /
temporary community / date-specific theatre / The
Federal Theater Project’s Living Newspaper Unit (New
York, 1930s) / Agit Prop / What the Papers Say /
Quack Doctors in Mummers Plays / Travelling Medicine
Shows and Cure-alls / Mr Punch and The Lord of
Misrule / Vaudeville and “the end of  the pier show” /
Cargo Cults and the Hauka’s mimicry of  their colonial
occupiers, as a way of  stealing their powers and
extracting their life force / Jean Rouch’s Les Maîtres Fous
(The Mad Masters, 1955) / Marat Sade / Stars in Their
Eyes / Kenneth Anger’s Lucifer Rising / Aleister Crowley
/ occult magick, ritual magic and stage magicians / 19th
century spiritualists / Séances / Glossolalia or Speaking
in Tongues / the ghost actors of  Bristol Old Vic, Britain’s
oldest theatre / Hauntology, Spectres and Phantoms /
Acts of  Pilgrimage and Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales
/ Marcus Coates’ Amateur Shamanism in Journey to the
Lower World (2004) / Michael Taussig’s Shamanism,
Colonialism, and the Wild Man: A Study in Terror and
Healing (1987) / The Magic of  the State (1997) / Black
Monday, Black Friday, Quantitative Easing and the
Economic Storm / Maya Deren’s Divine Horsemen: The
Living Gods of  Haiti (1953, 1981) / Giorgio Agamben’s
Profanations (2007) / the Tarantella / The Hungry
Ghost Festival / Joss Paper burnt offerings for dead
relatives / Lewes’ Guy Fawkes Night effigies / the
scapegoat / Sunn0))) / Lightning Bolt / doom metal
catharsis and guerrilla-style noise rock performance /
Iggy & The Stooges, Metallic K.O., Michigan Palace,
Detroit (Feb 9, 1974) / Patti Smith’s Rock N Roll Nigger
(1978) / recordings of  Electronic Voice Phenomenon
(EVP) / Sound Frequency Therapy / Marconi’s Wireless
/ Edison’s Phonograph / Old Media and Dead Media /
Psychic TV / Community and Pirate Radio / Alvin
Lucier, I Am Sitting in a Room (1969) / Paul McCarthy’s
debasement / Thomas Hirschorn’s cardboard utopias,
ephemeral monuments and altars / Joseph Beuys’ Social
Sculptures / Suzanne Lacy’s Crystal Quilt (1985-7) /
Yoko Ono’s Grapefruit (1964), event scores and
Instruction Art / Allan Kaprow’s Happenings / John
Cage’s prepared piano, Silence and 4’33” / Hans Ulrich
Obrist’s DO IT at e-flux / Adam Curtis’ The Desperate
Edge of  Now / Nick Broomfield and the microphone
that appears in shot / (Not-very) Representative
Democracy / Non-representative, Direct or
Participatory Democracy / Open Space Technology /
Village hall coffee mornings / WI Meetings / UN
Meetings / The War Room in Dr Strangelove or: How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb / lazy
Sunday mornings with the papers / Abu Ghraib /
Georges Bataille’s The Accursed Share; economic excess
and sacrifice / The Invisible Committee, The Coming
Insurrection / Temporary Autonomous Zones and
Poetic Terrorism / The Occupy Movement; “We are the
99%” / Brian Haw / DIY Protest Placards / Punk’s DIY
Ethic; “here’s three chords - now form a band.” / focus
groups and The Focus Group’s Witch-cults of  the Radio
Age / The Leveson Inquiry: Culture, Practice and Ethics
of  the Press / Life Coaching Seminars / Speeches by
Cameron, Maggie and Blair / Murdoch’s Sun and the
News of  the World / Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi and Père
Ubu’s infantile, scatological irreverence / “The potent
poison quite o’er- crows my spirit: I cannot live to hear
the news from England... The rest is silence”
Image credit: All photos by Ben Dowden.
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by David Berman
Sit at a table, 
ask your friend what they think, 
about things.
And then one thing,
a thing that catches on the corner of  conversation, 
feeds all back in loops.
Bring the sea in, 
pull seaweed out of  statements,
provoke whole shoals of  questions 
to gather under the light fixings, 
until the shark stalks in,
hangs above your skeletons,
dorsal fin scouring the ceiling.
Let it rest it's belly on the table, feed it things,
hold its skull and feel for fractures, 
place your lovely wrists in its teeth, 
hang your weight off  its caudal keel.
Let yourself  be drawn 
out, to the cliff  bit
where you say things
you didn't know you think.
Acid clean your thoughts in images,
bully the language into laboratories, 
keep you out of  it,
with tea and nicotine.
Tell your friend to do better.
Both commit to make something we think. 
Risk your safety, cut out all effects,
swim out in front of  the king fish
and be a bit of  a dick. 
Hold the door wide, 
invite people to come and sit
at a table, and talk about the things they think,
and then one thing that catches on the corner of  conversation,
feeds all back in loops.
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I wonder if  my methodology for art making is
perhaps cyborg? Thought pattern, sensation, idea
construction, spatialisation, subjectivity and dreaming
are all mediated for me through technology: the
technologies of  sound. It is possible, indeed desirable
for me to be both one and many, reproduced
through command|control|shift, (and here I declare
Donna J. Harraways' Cyborg Manifesto: Science,
Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth
Century an inspiration). 
The work of  art making extends my author 'self',
identity and ideas through replication, layering,
pattern and disembodiment. It is an aesthetic I find
power in, that I have looked for in war, dementia,
love, friendship, science-fiction, feminism… and then
recalled and described in 0|1, with soft and hardware:
my aim initially, to make a gregarious solo practice.
On my worktable there are three tools.  There is the
intimate interior world of  detail and pattern. There is
the contrapuntal exterior world of  society, nature
and time. And then there is technology, which allows
me to fold each into the other… to effect
accumulations of  small moments on epic landscapes.
My discoveries of  making are long slow revelations in
sequencing, processing, bouncing, analyzing, editing.
It suits me, for I am practical, and now skilled. What
changes with use for me are not better ideas, but
stronger ideas, through deepening knowledge of
form and expressive technique.  
I’m making it sound dry. But it’s not. It’s power.
Technology allows me authorship, multiplicity,
agency, independence. Technology allows me to be
evasive, terrifying, feminine, demonstrably skilled,
masculine, opaque and world making. 
The technologies I use are not mine, but are of  the
world, they are out there for anyone to use. Doing it
for myself  is about sampling, re-appropriation and
extension, about crafting what the world offers raw. 
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I’m sitting at a desk in Los Angeles, California. It’s a
wooden tabletop on metal trestle legs. The room has
white walls and there’s an avocado tree out the window.
It’s not as glamorous as it sounds (few things are), and it’s
not interesting enough to go into, but even though I make
work and live in the UK, I’m spending a bit of time in the
US at the moment. A result of a DIY, cobbled-together
sort of life, I suppose.
I’ve spent a long time agonising over what to write here.
What will sum up the whole of my artistic practice? What
will shed some new light on how people think of DIY
performance? What will make you think I’m knowledgable,
artistic, cool?
I don’t think I can do that, and I guess I don’t really want
to. So I’m going to sit here at my desk and write something.
I’m working on a performance at the moment called
Comeback Special, which is a sort-of reenactment of Elvis
Presley’s 1968 Comeback Special, a television event only
retroactively known as his big comeback. It’s a strange,
magnetic TV special that contains jam sessions and moments
of chatting with a studio audience interspersed with big,
weird dance numbers ranging from a gospel medley to a
brothel scene. In the ‘68 Comeback Special, Elvis
acknowledges where he came from and who he used to
be—singing songs from his 50s repertoire like That’s Alright,
Mama and Jailhouse Rock—while simultaneously facing into
the future and giving people an idea of what he could be. I’m
thinking a lot about what it means to take the space of The
Comeback in the most generous way; about taking the
stage, simultaneously acknowledging who you were, making
offers about who you might become and saying: ‘This is me
right now’. That throws up a lot of complexities. For
starters, what could ’me’ ever possibly mean?
There’s something about The Comeback that feels
connected to when, why and how I started making my
own performance work. For me, it become about taking
responsibility. About not dissipating or diluting a vision or a
voice or an intention. About not putting myself  in a
position where I was in danger of deferring to those I
thought might know more than me—people in
organisations with job titles, older more experienced
people, cooler people. When I think about the initial
impulse I had to make my own work, I think of my job as
an advertising strategist (it’s a part of my past I don’t
normally like to discuss with my liberal socialist artist
friends). In short: years ago I went to drama school to
become an Actor. I was vaguely interested in devised
theatre and was part of a young collaborative company for
a short time, but had no training or real context for how
that worked. I also never really had something in me that
needed to get out and become a performance—or at least
I wasn’t in touch with that part of myself. After a few years
doing bits and pieces of acting work (the high point of
which was a Shark Week docudrama on the Discovery
Channel called Blood in the Water), I decided that being
both unsatisfied and poor wasn’t for me, and I quit acting
and fell into advertising via a friend.
At the advertising agency where I worked, people constantly
talked about creativity, about storytelling, about innovating.
Everyone was trying to do a ‘good job’ and proving it by
making powerpoint presentations detailing how many page
views their viral racked up, how many ‘likes’ their Facebook
campaign received and how many pounds in revenue their
work earned. It’s not that stats or measurements are
inherently bad, but the culture at the agency meant the
majority of my effort was spent making sure that my boss
knew what a good job I was doing. Even when I was doing
‘work’—writing strategy documents, researching consumer
habits, feeding back on creative proposals—the motivation
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behind it was to be seen to be doing a ‘good job’. My boss
spent time doing the same for her boss. Her boss made sure
the clients knew we were doing a good job, and the clients
wanted to do what they thought their customers wanted
them to. Don’t get me wrong, there were some lovely
people I met in advertising, but it was a context based on
linear, narrow definitions of what is ‘successful’ or ‘good’.
No one was doing what they really thought was right or
interesting. No one wondered whether what we were
asking people to spend their time on was valuable or
interestingly disruptive to the world. The agency was a self-
sustaining, inward-looking entity. A place where the task was
to succeed at ‘work’ without any consideration of the value
of that work beyond the pound signs.
So making my own performance work became about
responsibility. And when I think about taking responsibility,
I think about a specific moment. It was the moment before
I went on stage at The Yard in London in September 2011.
I was still working at the advertising agency at the time. I
was about to perform the first show I ever made myself. It
was a solo piece called ‘I never even killed a bird’, and it
was about a night I spent in jail in Texas when I was 20
years old. In that moment before the show started, I hated
myself  for putting me through that; for having told The
Yard I wanted to make a show in the first place, for
committing to the date and for making myself  put a show
together even though I didn’t know how. Now I was going
to have to perform that show, and there was no one
responsible for it but me. I didn’t want to do it. I was
confronted with the fact that there were actually people
sitting in the theatre at that moment and I was about to
use up 45 minutes of their precious time with a
performance I had made.
People often say that even solo shows aren’t made
completely solo, that there is always a team of people
behind the scenes who made the show happen. Obviously
when that is true, it’s right that those people behind the
scenes should receive credit, but I’d also like to float
another way of working: it’s ok to make a performance
completely solo when you want or need to; to do it
completely yourself. Sure, I had help on that very first
show. The Yard gave me rehearsal and performance space,
the Artistic Director, Jay Miller, as well as some other Yard
staff, watched a early sharing of ideas and fed back in an
afternoon. Erik Perera, the Technical Manager, helped me
figure out lighting the day before the show. But basically I
made the thing by myself. When I stepped out on that
stage, I was the one who was responsible for that space
and what happened in it during those 45 minutes.
I found out things about myself  by performing that first
thing for the first time. I don’t know exactly what, but
sometimes I wonder if  I became addicted to finding things
out about myself  through making and performing. In
retrospect, I can assume that I learned something about
what the potential of a live space can be; the possibilities
of making a space in which something can happen. I
probably started to learn that if  I’m going to ask people to
be present for what I’m doing and to ask them to spend
time out of their lives, I need to mean it.
About 7 months after performing ‘I never even killed a
bird’ at The Yard, I quit my job at the advertising agency. It
certainly wasn’t because being an artist was suddenly
making me enough money to support myself—I don’t
think I had made any money at all by being an artist up to
that point. I had just used up all my holidays and had to ask
myself: do I quit this job, start worrying about where
money will come from and keep seeking out opportunities
to connect with a community of people who seem like
they’re doing something, or do I keep this job, make more
and more money by getting good at ‘work’ and be
contented with being in the audience and watching other
people do it themselves? This wasn’t a no-brainer, actually.
I love being an audience member at other people’s
performances. And I don’t like having no money. Worrying
about money is stressful and it can take over your life so
that you don’t have room to think about anything else.
I’m not here to tell anyone they should or shouldn’t quit
their job, or how to make that decision. In the end, I
couldn’t not quit my job in advertising, even though I
wasn’t sure it was the right thing to do.
I’ve always been suspicious of  people who seem to be
sure of  things; people who seem to know things. I’ve
never felt like I’ve known anything for sure. I used to
think I was the only one, so it kept me from participating;
from speaking up and valuing my own experience and
voice. I’ve always been a shy person. Since I was a little
kid, I’ve always been nervous meeting new people,
hesitant to go to parties where I wasn’t sure there would
be anyone I knew. I’ve been asked ‘Are you ok? Why
aren’t you talking?’ more times than I can count. It’s not
news to anyone that some artists can be introverted. But
it can sometimes seem like it takes a big, in-your-face
personality to take the space of  The Comeback, the
space that says ‘this is me’. In the world of  advertising—
and in most arenas of  our culture—the loudest person in
the room wins; their opinions carry the most weight.
Because of  that, sometimes it’s difficult to feel a part of  a
society that puts a high value on salespeople; the fast
talkers, the gregarious. Of course, it’s not that those who
talk the loudest and the most don’t often have valuable
thoughts to contribute, but my impulse to make
performance comes from a belief  that there are other
ways to be in this world. My impulse says that there can
be value in talking and noise, but there can be just as
much value in listening and silence.
One of the great privileges of belonging to a community of
DIY performance makers is that I keep finding myself
around people who want to actually think, talk and ask
questions, and when that’s not enough, to make work
about who we are in this world and who we might be
without (arguably) having to answer to anyone about it. At
its best, it’s a community of people who don’t make work
just to get good at making work, who don’t simply face
inward and make it their goal simply to succeed at ‘work’.
At its best, it’s a community of people who may not know
for sure, but who do something anyway.
For me, taking the space of The Comeback is both
personal and political. Taking that space means holding
memories of the past and optimistic visions of the future in
a dynamic present and saying ‘this is me right now’. It
means making space for another way to be in this world; a
way that refuses to confine itself  to binaries—good or bad,
right or wrong, win or lose—that are impossible to escape
in our culture. It means thinking about the value of the
things you are putting into the world. Taking the space of
The Comeback means meaning it.
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We want to take advantage of the generosity embedded in
the spirit of this publication to engage literally with the
phrase ‘Do it Yourself ’ in order to talk about collaboration.
In particular we, as collaborators, want to talk about a
group of performers we collaborated with for a
performance called Out of  Water. 
Out of  Water is a site-specific piece first commissioned as
part of the London 2012 Cultural Olympiad. It has since
travelled to beaches in California and Scotland as part of
PSi19 and The Edinburgh Festival, respectively. A cast of
thirty performers, singers and swimmers is drawn from the
local communities. 
Out of  Water is a journey from the shore to the sea. It
takes place at dawn and at dusk, at the edge of the ocean,
and is about what we pass from generation to generation
in the strands of DNA, in habits, memories and half-
remembered stories. It is about mortality and survival,
fragility and alchemy, swimming and singing. The audience
begin the performance a mile away from the performers
and journey slowly towards them, till they are united at the
water’s edge. Throughout their journey the audience listen
via personal headphones to a live radio transmission of
songs and text set to music by Jocelyn Pook and sung by
Laura Wright and other cast members. 
We made the piece across the vast reach of the Atlantic
Ocean, Helen in San Francisco, Caroline in Suffolk.  Helen’s
move across the pond happened mid way through the
making process, there was no perceptible blip or pause in
the process, merely an adjustment of meeting times to
accommodate different time zones. That, and the
computer interface instead of meeting in person and the
imagining of jointly experiencing the sand, wind and waves.
This performance was about endings and beginnings – the
beginning and ending of life, which fills the piece and the
beginning of a new working relationship between the two
of us, a collaboration where we both needed to find
common ground, and to establish our small, two person
community in order to reach out to others as the piece
grew in ambition, scope and population.  Small seeds of
ideas became fully fledged as we discovered shared
experiences, and compared the things we both love and
hate – there were direct opposites, that we do and do not
sing for example, and coincidentals, we had both holidayed
on the same beach albeit at different times in the past. 
Early on we knew this piece was going to respond to site,
and once we decided on Holkham Beach in Norfolk - an
expansive, generous and never-ending stretch of sand
leading to the sea far in
the distance, we
immediately knew the
work would involve a
large cast. Encasing a
performance in the
extensive and magnificent
natural Amphitheatre
surrounded by cedar
trees, offered only one
response, not to compete
with but to engage with
the land and with life, the life blood that became so visceral
and real when standing out there at the water’s edge. 
That Out of  Water went on to the stages of Fort Funston
beach in San Francisco, USA and then Portobello beach
near Edinburgh, Scotland speaks of its rootedness to the
wider environment, to the sense of beginnings and endings
at the edge of the land where sea meets sand and
everything changes. The performers breach this liminal
place, and it is their commitment, spirit and generosity that
we want to acknowledge in this piece.
As artists we want our audiences to relate and respond to
work, to identify in some way and maybe even give of
themselves to the experience. Perhaps what was not so
apparent at the start of this project, but which soon
became crystal clear, was how meaningful Out of  Water
was for the performers who took part in it and how this
infused the work and affected us as makers. 
Out of Water endings and beginnings:a DIY love letter to performersBy Caroline Wright and Helen Paris
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One of the first pieces of text written for Out of  Water
was about singers and swimmers.
The swimmers are out of their depth, the singers are
out of breath, singing the swimmers to shore, the
singers pour from their throats a stream of notes  
a golden rope of sound. 
The swimmers are out of their depth, the singers are
out of breath, the rasp of the surf on the land,
covers their gasps with its pounding  - sounding very
much like breathing 
The swimmers are out of their depth, the singers are
out of breath, mouth to mouth the singers press last
notes on swimmers  lips, salty kisses. Buoyed by the
notes, the sinking swimmers 
float 
The swimmers are out of  their depth, the singers are out of
breath, became the strapline for the work and the call out
for the cast of  thirty local performers. There is something
in the nature of  the call out itself  that hovers between the
prosaic and the poetic. We did need people who could
actually sing, who could really swim, and at the same time
it was an invitation open to interpretation, non literal,
offering something of  the essence of  the piece, an
invitation to come on a creative journey. In a way the
whole performance was grounded in this play between
the intensely physical; the rawness of  the site, the
changeable weather, the brutally early starts and the
inescapably poetic. 
We knew we wanted the last image to be a group of
performers who walked in V formation, like a migrating
flock, slowly out to sea until they are almost disappeared
in the ocean. We knew we would not ask others to do
what we would not do ourselves. So in the first
production we put ourselves into the line of  sailors
walking in to the ocean.
Out of  Water was decidedly not a piece that ‘featured’
certain performers – certainly neither of us. When we
stop directing, we step in the line and become an equal
part of it. But how much can you ask of people who are
freely giving of
their time and
energy?  When
you are asking
them be out in
thundery wind
storms and heavy
rain showers and
some of them to
go into the
ocean?
But they came, these singers and swimmers. All ages from
all walks of life, although some were professional
performers most had no performance experience
whatsoever, in fact some had fear of performing, and
some even a fear of water or singing! But they came. They
showed up for long rehearsals after work. They turned up
at 5am in the morning for dawn performances. With us
they shouldered the 100-meter long, heavy and decidedly
pungent rope and carried it up and down cliff  sides and
along sandy beaches.  They did above and beyond. They
volunteered to launder the sandy salt smeared water
logged costumes after the dusk performance bringing them
in fresh at dawn. They brought in hot porridge for those
going in the water.  They formed bonds, connections
between them. 
Throughout the rehearsals, three in all, we took the
performers through the work stage by stage, only piecing
everything together on the penultimate day. This asked for
a deal of trust in us and within the community of
performers. The singers sang, the swimmers shaped their
watery positions in a church hall, the blue trousers and
crisp white shirts were fitted and salt secreted away into
pockets. It is well documented  that the act of singing
together has a beneficial effect on well being (Clift and
Hancox, 2010). Laura Wright took the singers through the
music, sopranos, bass, mezzo sopranos and altos dividing
naturally into groups. There was much to learn and
memorize in a short period of time and as we struggled
with our respective parts, balancing harmonies and shifting
rhythms, partnerships emerged. People who had met just
30 minute before were working closely to perfect a
melody, occasional crises of confidence were immediately
managed from within as more confident performers took
others under their wing. Moreover, the confidence of one
performer responding to a request to sing would be offset
by their very own admission that their swimming came less
naturally and vice versa for others in the cast. No auditions
preceded selection, and this underpinned the selflessness
of everyone in working to a common goal through
supporting each other. 
People looked out for each other. Some performers had
travelled from far to be in the piece for a second time, or
had volunteered to take part after being in the audience for
a past performance. These people took care of others
new to the work, they supported and demonstrated, and
above all, everyone committed themselves totally to
making something extraordinary – the sum was greater
then the parts.
Our reflections on the experience of being in the
performance itself are those of early mornings cold,
windy, heavy clouds and wondering if they are going
to close in on us and spoil the amazing sea scape.
Then everything is real the wait for the audience
with the wind blowing our trousers and trying frantically
to remain focused  Our experience of being in Out
Of Water was one of togetherness. All of us being
in the same 'boat' facing a new challenge, not quite
knowing how it was going to work and the
excitement/fear of that. Jenny Lodge and 
Georgie Fuller
I remember
cold,
determination
and monkish
camaraderie. I
remember natural
bonds forming
between those of
a similar age or
interests, how we all looked after each other and
took care to notice members of the community, how
they were acting and feeling. The performances at
dusk and dawn felt truly exciting, as if we were at the
edge of the world with only song and action as our
guides. Our messy synchronicity filled my heart with so
much love - we were imperfect, we were together.
The content of the audio affected me almost too
much, and I would remind myself to stay focussed,
remember my role. I gave myself to those hours,
offered up any impatience or discomfort as a
sacrifice for the communion of the audience with the
work. Participating in Out Of Water became a kind of
balm, a space of solace, a service and pledge to the
art form of performance to which I am totally loyal.
Sara Zaltash
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There is a sense of communitas that happens in these
moments. Thinking of Jill’s Dolans search for the Utopia in
performance we found it here in our performers. We
could not do it without them, every one of them. They
become an integral part of the story, become its flesh and
sinew as they heave ho the rope between them, an equal
pull and push, a shared labour. They become the piece. 
Being in the performance became like part of a daily
routine, although it was also the highlight of the day
and something I anticipated with excitement. I felt
lost when it was all over. The performers were all
wonderful, and we worked like a team, supporting each
other. The location was spectacular, and I felt a
really connection with the sea. Alex Kershaw
Becoming part of the meaning, the experience, the
execution and performing took me into another world.
Observing the unfolding of it and then standing on
the beach, with the big sky and the changing weather
felt like being on a spiritual retreat for the week.
When the audience arrived I was desperate to share
it with them, like a lovely secret. Melanie McAinsh
Holding the hands of the audience members, taking
then silently to the sea, handing them the salt, to
bind us together, and link us forever to the water.
The group holding the rope, all hands on deck, all
hands on the woven threads, linking us forever to in
that performance, at that moment in time Alone and
together. A completeness. Annette Fry 
One of the things we say when we first meet the people
who show up in the local church hall or on the beach for
the first rehearsal is that they complete the work. Here is
our idea, the landscape we have created and now we give
it over to you, it becomes shared. Out of  Water is about
this moment in time on this planet that we exist. It pays
attention to that time. It is a ritual for those of us who have
no rituals. It exists in a liminal time and place of its own, the
edge of the land where it meets the sea, the space
between dawn and dusk. The in-between space, the place
between the inhale and the exhale. Here we exist you and
I. So when we meet this group of intimate strangers about
to take up the shape of the piece, invest it with their
beautiful bodies, that is what we mean. 
It felt not only warm and joyous (being part of a
band of people, all very different but somehow welded
into a single whole) but also meditative. I literally lost
all sense of time (and self-consciousness) for the
half hour we stood moving and breathing along the
rope while straining out at the horizon. Giselle Dye 
There was an unexpected camaraderie.  I particularly
felt that  togetherness  as we all rocked with the
rope keeping time. Different people from very
different walks of life   very different in all sorts of
ways   but as one on the rope. Ann
Once out on the beach in the line near the approaching
waves, there was a sense of connection to the audience as
they approached whilst listening to the radio broadcast
soundtrack. We were all out there braving the elements,
we were all in this together. The connection becomes
intimate as audience members are led one by one to the
water’s edge, hand in hand with a single performer. Truly
taking this responsibility to heart, there is a poignant
moment of sharing and giving as the sea laps at your feet
and the viewer and the viewed come together. This point
marks a shift from a physical separation between audience
and performers the creation of a joined community or
flock which completes the performance. And as the
swimmers end the performance by walking silently,
unfalteringly and resolutely into the sea in V Formation, the
audience and remaining performers are united in concern
for the swimmers safety and the need to know how the
story ends. 
There are different triggers that evoke the sounds,
smells and feelings of being involved in Out Of
Water. For instance when I hear the flight of
migrating geese overhead I'm reminded of Caroline's
fascinating story of the behaviour patterns of geese
working together as a team; snatches of music
sometimes suggest Jocelyn Pook's beautiful and at
times haunting composition, the late night shipping
forecast conjures up memories of standing and
listening on the time line, and people's stories remind
me of Helens reflections on her changing, fluid,
relationship with her mother. Gil Stead
For Marcel Proust it was the petite madeleine, for
me it is now the shipping forecast. Hearing it, no
matter where I am or what I do, the sensation of
my naked feet on the wet sand and the cold wind
touching my skin through my white shirt, the awareness
of the horizon in front of me, the other actors to
the right of me and the audience to the left of me
and the feeling of being highly visible, as in looked at
by people who came to look at me, as well as
completely invisible, as in supported to melt into an
overall happening, comes back. Swantje Siebke
Since the Holkham
performance we no longer put ourselves as part of the V
of sailors who walk into the water.  Instead, as the rest of
the performers lead the audience away we linger at the
waters edge and watch the swimmers go out further and
further.  There is a moment when the water goes under
their white shirts and they balloon out and it is as if  they
become these beautiful migrating birds. In the performance
the image is of the ultimate sacrifice.  But it is also a
metaphor of all the everyday sacrifices made in families, in
communities. And in Out of  Water it is also the act itself,
what these performers give to the performance. Of
course there is agency – we were recruiting people who
get involved with the piece because at least partially if  not
wholly they want to be in the water. But still. Every time
we watch them go out we are moved by something
beyond the image. Moved by people. What they give to
making a performance.
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My mother became sick [during the week of the
performance] and needed looking after but I was
able to still commit, but it became much more of a
personal and emotional experience for me given some
of the content about relationship with a mother in the
spoken pieces. This hugely took my part in the piece
to an unanticipated emotional level. Belinda Love
It was about being a small part in a much bigger
whole, a bit like a single drop of water in the
vastness of the sea. I like idea of the oceans
wrapping around the world and linking us all, with
families, friends, communities, however far apart we are
and this piece made me feel part of a (new) group
of performers and more intensely a part of the
Portobello community I live in. Giselle Dye
When we speak of DIY we think of the labour and
commitment that goes into making work. We also think of
the singular, ‘yourself ’. Collaboration makes the singular
plural, those singers and swimmers that hear the call, that
stand along side you, that make the performance possible.
Nevertheless, we were simultaneously doing it for
ourselves, sisters and brothers out there on the sand
accompanied by our own thoughts and circumstances and
desires. It is part of the human condition to relate to
others, to be one of the species, we are a population, a
whole and we share commonalities as we navigate life and
death. Out of  Water is about all of this, but also about the
small things, the moments and the doing it together whilst
doing it for yourself  /ourselves
This is a secret 
part of the day, h
idden almost.
Just a few of us
 out here.
Sailors and Lifesa
vers
Singers and Swim
mers
This flight path w
e are in
This time line we 
are on
The push and pull 
of it, tidal
Heave ho my dears
Heave ho my darlin
g
Out of  Water was created by Caroline Wright and Helen Paris
with a score by Jocelyn Pook sung by soprano Laura Wright.
Out of  Water is a Live Art Collective East project and was
premiered at the London 2012 Festival supported by Arts
Council England, PRS For Music Foundation’s Women Make
Music Scheme and Norfolk County Council.
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Pippa Bailey spent her early career in Australia as
performer, director and TV reporter; Pippa moved to
the UK in 1998 and has continued to reinvent herself,
Artistic Associate at The Museum Of, an alternative
museum on London’s South Bank and Artistic
Director at oh!art at Oxford House, East London.
Pippa was an associate director for The World
Famous - company of  innovative pyrotechnicians
(2001-2012) and Creative Director of  Total Theatre,
annually producing the Total Theatre Awards (2007-
2012) at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Pippa moved
with her family to Australia in 2013 and is currently a
senior producer at Performing Lines, a producing
organisation based in Sydney. She wants her epitaph
to read: ‘Don’t tell me I can’t’.
@pipsterb
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totaltheatre.org.uk
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England. The company’s first show, ‘Where We Live
& What We Live For’, devised with his father, Peter,
was recently revived at Forest Fringe at BAC to mark
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‘In Eldersfield’, a ten-chapter cycle of  works, all for
the twentieth century. Chapter One ‘Elegy for Paul
Dirac’ premiered at SPILL Festival at The Barbican.
Chapter Two, ‘Monument to Charlie Chaplin’
premiered at Hull Truck. 
@K_of_E
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Daniel Bye
I’m a maker of  theatre. Sometimes I write, sometimes 
I direct, sometimes I perform. My work is immediate,
playful, surprising and engaged with the world we all
live in. I juggle with comedy and tragedy, roughness and
polish, truth and lies. I wrestle down big ideas about
the world until they’re small enough for us all to
swallow. I want you to laugh, cry, gasp and change the
world. Because we’re all part of  history, and that means
we can all change it. I am an Associate Artist of  ARC,
Stockton-on-Tees and a member of  The Fence. The
Times has described me as “part of  the future of
British theatre”. My work has been described as
“almost perfect” by the Scotsman; “near perfect” and
“genius” by the Stage; “Fantastic” and “excellent” by
the Herald; and “stylish”, “terrific” and even
“intelligent” by the Guardian. Aren’t people nice?
@danielbye
danielbye.co.uk
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Karen Christopher
Karen Christopher is a collaborative performance maker,
performer, and teacher. Her London-based company,
Haranczak/Navarre Performance Projects, is currently
creating a series of duet performances devoted to re-
defining the collaborative working process with each duet
pair. Her practice includes listening for the unnoticed, the
almost invisible, and the very quiet. She was with
Chicago-based Goat Island performance group for 20
years until the group disbanded in 2009. Karen is
practicing sourdough bread making and is an
Honorary Research Fellow at the Centre for
Contemporary Theatre, Birkbeck College; Visiting
Artist at University of  Roehampton; and Honorary
Fellow of  Falmouth University.
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Robert Daniels
Robert is an interdisciplinary artist and teacher. He is a
founder and co-Artistic Director of  Bootworks
Theatre, and a Senior Lecturer in Theatre at The
University of  Chichester. His specialisms include: UK-
centric Performance Studies, Practice as Research, Live
Art, Interdisciplinary Performance, Dance Theatre,
Street Theatre and Site Specific Art, and devised
theatre performance. Independent projects include
Tiny Live Art (supported by The ShowRoom Theatre,
Chichester and Forest Fringe), Playing with MySelf
(2003) (ACE funded and supported by The Battersea
Arts Centre) and scorezer0, (ACE funded and
supported by RALP funded Choreographic Lab).
Other work includes collaborations with Jane Bacon
(and red leaf  dance videos) on two entries for the
Video Place’s One Minute Wander dance video
competition (winners 2000), premiered at Cinemarket
2001 by the Danish film institute and Bodyworks 2001
festival in Melbourne. Robert is a graduate of  The
University of  Northampton (BA) and University of
Kent (MA). Over the years Robert has also
collaborated with and trained with a number of  artists,
including Sally Dean, Trestle, New Art Club, Nicolas
Nunez, Libby Worth and Helen Poyner, The New
World Performance Laboratory, Goat Island, Xavier
Le Roy, Mary Overlie, and V-Tol dance. Bootworks
Theatre is an award winning, internationally reputed,
collective of  artists based in Chichester. Bootworks
consists of  Joint Artistic Directors James Baker, Robert
Daniels, Andy Roberts, Producer Becki Haines, and
Education Coordinator Sophia Walls. Bootworks have
been making work since 1999, and have a diverse
portfolio of  work for unusual locations, spanning the
indoor and outdoor sectors. They create installation,
durational performance, devised performance, live art,
visual and physical theatre, books, children’s work and
bespoke education and outreach projects. Their ethos
is to make interesting, innovative work, which is
flexible to space and accessible to wide and diverse
markets and audiences, and they aim to reach new
audience demographics with each piece of  work that
we create. Their varied projects are designed to reach
both the culturally literate and be accessible to people
with limited experience of  the arts. 
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Accidental Collective
We are Accidental Collective, an interdisciplinary
performance company based in Kent. With our roots in
theatre and live art, we create innovative work that
engages with people and places. We have created
outdoor performances, theatre shows, one-to-one
encounters, participatory installations, immersive
experiences, and public interventions. We are drawn to
notions of  fragmentation, encounter, and multiplicity. Our
work is generous, participatory and visually striking - it
has both a big heart and a strong mind. As the
performance scene in Kent has gradually grown, we have
offered peer support and mentoring to other performers
and companies. In 2011 this led us to establish a
performance-sharing platform which ran until 2014: Pot
Luck. This is part and parcel of  Accidental Collective’s
ethos, and links back to our work: a process informed by
connection, conversation and collaboration. Accidental
Collective is Daisy Orton and Pablo Pakula. We like
strong coffee, small beautiful things, mindboggling
Postmodern theory, watching BBC4 documentaries and
crap American dramas, rummaging through attics,
discovering new places, and having a really good cry. We
also like lists. When not being Accidental Collective, we
also teach at the University of  Kent. 
@accidentalC
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Emma Frankland and Keir Cooper
Don Quijote was featured in the 2013 British Council
Showcase. The show won the Wildfire Critic’s Choice
award at the 2014 Ignite Festival and has toured the UK &
internationally, appearing in Rio de Janeiro at Festival del
Tempo. Emma Frankland is an award winning theatre
maker and performer, based in London. She has created a
diverse collection of work and has collaborated with many
companies including Chris Goode & Company, Wildworks,
Laura Mugridge, The Frequency D’ici and Coney. She is co-
director of ‘The Campsite’, a pop-up performance space
taking place inside campervans, caravans and tents. Emma
is currently acting as director/dramaturg for several new
projects and is eveloping ‘None of Us is Yet a Robot’, an
ongoing performance project exploring gender and
transition through a series of live performances.
Throughout her work, there is a shared theatrical language
that focuses on honesty, action and a playful DIY esthetic.
@elbfrankland 
emmafrankland.co.uk 
notyetarobot.co.uk
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Gob Squad
We are Gob Squad, a group of UK and German artists.
We make performances and videos which search for
beauty in the everyday, and look for words of wisdom
from a passing stranger. We are an artists collective, the 7
core members working collaboratively on the concept,
direction and performance of our work. Other artists,
performers and technicians are invited to collaborate on
particular projects. We try and explore the point where
theatre meets art, media and real life. As well as theatres
and galleries, we place our work at the heart of urban life –
in houses, shops, underground stations, car parks, hotels
or directly on the street. Everyday life and magic, banality
and utopia, reality and entertainment are all set on a
collision course and the audience are often asked to
step beyond their traditional role as passive spectators and
bear witness to the results. We started the company in
Nottingham in 1994 but are now more or less based in
Berlin, although we regularly make and present work in the
UK, organised through our Nottingham office. Our work is
regularly shown throughout Europe, and we’ve toured to
all the continents apart from Antarctica.
@GobSquad
gobsquad.com
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Donald Hutera
Donald Hutera has been writing and speaking about
dance, theatre, live performance and the arts in the US,
the UK and internationally since 1977. Publications and
websites to which he’s contributed include The Times of
London, The New York Times, Animated (Foundation for
Community Dance, now known as People Dancing),
Dance Umbrella, londondance.com and many others. He
co-authored The Dance Handbook with former Time
Out dance editor Allen Robertson, edited The Rough
Guide to Choreography and is featured in Fifty
Contemporary Choreographers. An experienced post-
show host, Hutera has been a jury member for, among
others, the Total Theatre Awards, BE Festival and Casa
Festival. In 2013 he began curating, producing, creating
and providing dramaturgy for GOlive Dance and
Performance Festival and, the following year, co-founded
Chelsea Arts Collective aka CAC with visual
artist/philosopher Lilia Pegado.
@DonaldHutera
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Mamoru Iriguchi
Mamoru is a performance maker and theatre designer. 
The performance works are rooted in his knowledge and
experience in theatre design as well as broad interests in
2D and 3D, gender and sexuality, parasitism and
symbiosis, fairytales and evolution theories. His
performance pieces include 4D Cinema (Sacred
commission, Chelsea Theatre), GRAFT (commissioned
by The Place), Painkillers (N.O.W 14, The Yard) , One
man Show (The Place Prize commission), Projector /
Conjector (Aerowaves priority company),  Into the Skirt
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Helen Cole
Helen Cole is the Founder, Artistic Director and Chief
Executive of  In Between Time. She began her career as
an independent producer in Manchester in the 90s
developing interdisciplinary projects in unusual locations:
urban car parks, disused warehouses, building sites and
deserted shopping centres.  She is a founding director of
hAb, an independent producing organization based in
Manchester, which she established with Tamsin Drury in
1994. Cole was appointed Senior Producer at Tramway,
Glasgow in 1996. Between 1998-2009, she was
Producer, Live Art and Dance at Arnolfini in Bristol
where she established its programme as one of  the UK’s
most influential contexts for live art and contemporary
performance. She created the In Between Time Festival
in 2001. In 2009, the Paul Hamlyn Foundation awarded
Cole a Breakthrough Award aimed at exceptional British
cultural entrepreneurs.  With this award she established
In Between Time (IBT) as an independent organization
which now employs seven people.  In 2009 Cole was
also appointed Visiting Fellow at Bristol University’s
Department of  Theatre, Film and Television. In 2011, In
Between Time became a new National Portfolio Client
of  the Arts Council of  England. In June 2012, In Between
Time produced a unique pan-European festival in a
forest, Up To Nature in Bristol, Vienna, Oslo, Kuopio
and Finland.  In 2015, IBT delivered its 6th International
Festival and changed its name to Bristol International
Festival. In addition to her work with In Between Time,
Cole is an independent artist/curator. In 2008 she
created the acclaimed installation and digital archive, We
See Fireworks, which continues to tour across the UK
and internationally in the form of  installations, films, live
performances and publication. Cole mentors artists and
emerging producers, works as a writer and curator and
sits on symposia, commissioning and selection panels
nationally and internationally.
@helencoley
inbetweentime.co.uk
----------------------------------------
Dirty Market: Jon Lee and Georgina Sowerby
Dirty Market are theatre bricoleurs based in Southeast
London. We use open, inventive approaches to make
involving performances: group members sometimes swap
roles, reflecting our creative ethos. Using bricolage to
make new work, plays are often start-points for pieces and
elements are incorporated that tradition would discard.
Dirty Market transforms spaces, usually making work in
non-theatre buildings as well as in communities where
theatre doesn’t normally take place. We share our process
in supportive, playful workshops that encourage others to
generate work too. Our vision is to cultivate an ongoing
dialogue with the audience, with our events open to
offshoot projects.
@Dirty_Market
dirtymarket.co.uk
----------------------------------------
Fictional Dogshelf: Lee Miller and Joanne ‘Bob’
Whalley
They travel by night. She worries for him whenever she
sees him dancing across the central reservation,
silhouetted against the headlights of  the oncoming tricks,
their air horns a soundtrack to his movements. One nights
she might voice her concerns. That he would be struck by
one of these oncoming behemoths, and that she would
be left to wander the M6 for all eternity, like some kind of
awful wraith. He would smile, take her hand and tell her
he could not be harmed. Not of  she was always there
with the A-Z, to navigate the tricky places and chart what
is unchartered. Joanne ‘Bob’ Whalley and Lee Miller have
collaborated on various performance projects since they
met in 1992. In 2004 they completed the first joint PhD to
be undertaken within a UK Higher Education Institution.
Bob is senior Lecturer in Devised Theatre at Dartington
College of  Art/University College Falmouth and Lee is
Programme Manager of  the MA Performance Practice at
the University of  plymouth.
@dogshelf 
dogshelf.com
---------------------------------------- _____
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Caroline Locke
Caroline Locke has been described as one of the UK’s
most innovative interdisciplinary artists. She has exhibited
nationally and internationally and is widely known for her
large-scale installation works. Working with water,
sculptural devices, new and old technology, sound, video
and live elements, Locke makes works that are often sited
in public spaces as well as in galleries and performance
venues. Water and vibration are recurrent themes within
her recent practice. International experience includes
exhibitions in Japan, Australia, USA, Germany, Denmark,
Belgium, Holland, Ireland and the Czech Republic. The
sound sculpture ‘The Frequency of Trees’ is her most
recent work and is now part of the Yorkshire Sculpture
Park open air collection. Born in Somerset, Locke is Senior
Lecturer in Fine Art and a Principal Researcher within the
Digital and Material Arts Research Centre at the University
of Derby. She is also currently artist in residence at the
Mixed Reality Laboratory at Nottingham University.
carolinelocke.org
----------------------------------------
LOW PROFILE
LOW PROFILE is a collaboration between artists Rachel
Dobbs (IRL) and Hannah Jones (UK). We have been
working in collaboration since 2003 and are currently
based in Plymouth (UK).
LOW PROFILE are invested in exploring themes of
everyday survival through an on-going attempt to plan and
‘be prepared’ for the unknown.They have been known to
bet on the underdog, to believe in the forgotten hero and
to repeatedly look for answers in the wrong place. Their
misguided and idiosyncratic embrace of the impossible
draws on the excesses of daily life and a wilful
determination to never give up. They tackle weighty
subjects with humour and a light touch and invite their
audience to get caught up in the work. The work questions
expertise, usefulness and redundancy and often makes
reference to recognisable tropes and existing texts from
popular culture. LOW PROFILE’s practice spans a variety
of performative interfaces with audiences including small-
scale live moments, gallery exhibitions, books, videos,
durational task-led performances, sculpture, text works,
sound works and large-scale participatory projects. Our
work is informed by (and often make in response to)
specific contexts and situations.
@LP_LOWPROFILE 
we-are-low-profile.com
----------------------------------------
Rachel Mars
Rachel Mars is a performance maker and writer, borrowing
from theatre, live art and comedy. She makes things about
coping, about the idiosyncratic constructs that surround
social interactions, about cultural habits, family and
queerness. Over the past couple of years she has
interrogated some ‘big’ subjects - envy, humour, rage,
pop/politics and gender. Sometimes that’s been through a
straight performance (‘The Way You Tell Them’, a show
about the uses and abuses of comedy), or through a pop-
up choir singing found and collected texts (‘Sing It! Spirit of
Envy!), mashing together Margaret Thatcher’s top ten
speeches with chronologically matched pop hits by female
artists (Mars.tarrab’s ‘The Lady’s Not For Walking Like An
Egyptian’), by arming small children with hammers, playing
them Motorhead and inviting them to smash up her dad’s
terrible pottery work (Where The Wild Bits Are). She
makes things on her own and in collaboration with various
good folk. Her work has been at venues and festivals
around the UK and Internationally. She is a sometime
contributor to Radio 2 and 4, and she has written for The
Guardian, The Jewish Chronicle and The Stage.
@rachelofmars
rachelmars.org
----------------------------------------
Harun Morrison 
Harun Morrison has been Joint Artistic Director of Fierce
Festival with Laura McDermott since Autumn 2009. Harun
was formerly a producer part-time at Battersea Arts Centre,
London and has worked as a freelance producer for the
Royal Opera House. He has co-led various participatory
projects and workshops at organizations including Tate
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(Plateaux commission, Mousonturm) and Pregnant?! His
theatre design work includes Mincemeat (Cardboard
Citizens, Best Design, Evening Standard Theatre Awards)
and The Pink Bits (Mapping4D, Oxford Samuel Beckett
Theatre Award). Mamoru is an Artsadmin associate artist
and an associate at Summerhall.
@mamoru_iriguchi 
iriguchi.co.uk
----------------------------------------
Dan Koop
Dan Koop is an Artist and Producer based in Melbourne,
Australia. Creatively, he makes performance works in
unusual and public spaces that engage audiences to
become participants. Professionally, he has worked for
contemporary multi-artform venues and festivals. He
holds a Masters of  Public Art at RMIT University.
Creatively, Dan’s performances have taken place in
diverse places like working launderettes, a vintage
caravan and a pimped out shopping trolley. Presently he
is working on 360º, a commission for Arts House’s Going
Nowhereprogram that will be simultaneously premiered in
both Australia and the UK. At the 2012 Next Wave
Festival Dan and collaborators premiered The Stream /
The Boat / The Shore / The Bridge, a live public artwork
along and across the Yarra River that was awarded a
Melbourne Greenroom Award for Outstanding
Production – Creative Agency for Audiences. The work
has since been presented at the 2013 Junction Arts
Festival, Launceston and showcased at the 2014
Australian Performing Arts Market, Brisbane. In 2010-11
Dan’s solo work Wish We Where Here invited
participants to re-connect with the people in their own
city by playing delivery boy, hand delivering postcard
messages with special instructions to the people of
Brisbane, Sydney and Launceston. In the UK Dan has
presented works with the Live Art Development Agency,
Glastonbury Festival and at Edinburgh Fringe.
Professionally, Dan was the Producer of  Theatre
Works’ ENCOUNTER(S) program of  intimate
performance workshops, residencies and performances
in public space that have taken place around St Kilda since
August 2012. The premiere of  the several commissioned
works took place in March 2014 during the inaugural
Festival Of Live Art (FOLA), co-presented with Arts
House and Footscray Community Arts Centre. From
2005-10 Dan was variously a Project Manager for the
2010 Sydney Festival; a Producer at Brisbane Powerhouse
where he contributed to the creation of  the World
Theatre Festival; and was an Assistant Producer at BAC
(London) that included projects such as the immersive
site-specific BAC/Punchdrunk Theatre co-
production The Masque of  the Red Death.
@danjkoop
dankoop.net
----------------------------------------
Lila
Fearlessly imaginative, and physically daring, Lîla Dance
create worlds that feel real, and yet only exist within the
fictional space of each performance. Their work captures
the extremes of humanity within physical movement,
expressing the balance between primal urgency and
intelligent reasoning. The sound of Lîla Dance has
developed over a four year collaboration with Dougie
Evans. The use of familiar sounds, often heard in an
unfamiliar way, creates a sonic world that feels real and yet
exists only within the space. Our creative methodology
places emphasis on the power of the body to give life to a
narrative. We take a selection of thoughts and feelings that
bare relevance to one another and we work with these
connections to create a ‘world’ on the stage that the
dancers inhabit. One of the most important elements of
the work is ‘play’ and the understanding that the work
itself  is a game: alive and changeable. ‘Lines of flight’ is a
term we use to describe the tiny pockets of improvisation
that the work contains in order to empower the dancers
with choices in live time. This is a very important element
to the work as it gives the performers the opportunity to
be expressive in the moment and therefore keeps the
work fresh and ‘spontaneous’ with every performance. 
@LilaDance_News 
liladance.co.uk
---------------------------------------- __
__
__
_
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responsive performances, Wright makes work that is in
dialogue to  the environment in which it is encountered;
where the site is not just a stage but an active performer in
the piece. Wright is curator of PILOT Festival in Essex, an
Arts Council East Escalator selected artist, and a member
of the collective Live Art Collective East (LACE). She is
also course leader for Fine Art at post- and undergraduate
level for Open College of the Arts, an Artsadmin bursary
recipient and a founder member of AIR (Artist Interaction
and Representation).
@MsHelenParis
@carolinejwright 
placelessness.com
carolinewright.com 
----------------------------------------
Patternfight: Sarah Ruff
Pattern fight is a new artist-led multimedia theatre company.
We aim to produce accessible and challenging work,
exploring themes of contemporary significant. We received
our first commission as a company from Farnham Maltings
theatre from The No Strings attached grant scheme enabling
us to refine and develop our skill base, company aesthetic
and ideas. We received our first Arts Council England
research and development Grant in summer 2011 and
through a series of residencies and in-kind support from The
Basement in Brighton, we have produced our first
professional production, ‘Conference of Strange.’ This show
debuted at the 2011 Edinburgh fringe Festival receiving
critical acclaim and subsequent bookings from a series of
national promoters and further support opportunities. Since
then the work itself has gone from strength to strength
building a supportive audiences following. We have
participated in residencies at The Basement in Brighton,
Shelmardine Close, Aberystwyth Arts Centre and B.A.C.
We also work in a sub cultural context regularly performing
experimental work in Pubs and warehouses. We regularly
show work at Stoke Newington International Airport and
The rolling stage based in Bristol.
@Patternfight                                                                 
patternfightperformance.com
sarahruff.weebly.com
----------------------------------------
Plastic Castles
Plastic Castles is a new theatre company, comprised of
three performance artists - Emma Crandon, Jack Rowland
and Kieran Burke. Emma, Kieran and Jack are three adults
who haven’t quite grown up. Using a DIY attitude with a
lo-fi aesthetic to explore pop-cultural themes, they aim to
interest and engage audiences with a friendly and charming
outlook that might just have a gentle point to prove.
@PlasticCastles_ 
plasticcastles.com
----------------------------------------
Sh!t Theatre
Sh!t Theatre are Louise Mothersole and Rebecca Biscuit.
They have been writing, performing and signing on
together since May 2010 and have shown original work
nationally and internationally. Sh!t Theatre won the 2013
Total Theatre Award for ‘Best Emerging Company’ and an
Arches Brick Award, and were shortlisted for the Amnesty
International Freedom of Expression Award 2014.
@shittheatre 
shittheatre.co.uk
----------------------------------------
Sleeping Trees
The Sleeping Trees are an award winning, three piece,
comedy-theatre company. The company have now
made five full-length productions, all of  which employ a
comic and cut-and-paste approach to the destruction
and re-construction of  well loved books, stories and
film genres.  The company’s second show, Treasure
Island, earned them a Total Theatre Award nomination
in 2012 for Emerging Artists whilst their third show, The
Odyssey, earned the company their first award,
scooping the FMN Ones to Watch Award at the
Brighton Fringe 2013. The company are currently
touring the UK and festival circuit as well as writing for
television and radio. All their work is created by James,
Josh and John. Everything else is done by Alice ‘THE
COACH’ Carter. Sleeping Trees are represented by
Linda Seifert Management.
@wesleepingtrees
sleepingtreestheatre.co.uk
----------------------------------------
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Modern, INIVA, South London Gallery, Chisenhale Gallery
and LIFT. More recently Harun has given seminars,
workshops and talks at various HE institutions including
Central St. Martins, Goldsmiths and Royal College of Art.
Harun is also on the board of Battersea Arts Centre.
Harun’s areas of interest include live art, contemporary
curatorial practice and cultural theory, judo, public
memorials/collective memory and communal ground-up
internet culture. Since 2005 Harun has collaborated with
Helen Walker, as part of the practice THEY ARE HERE.
@HarunMorrison
theyarehere.net
wearefierce.org
----------------------------------------
Hannah Nicklin
Hannah Nicklin is a theatre maker, poet, game designer,
producer and sometime academic. She has written a
PhD about how theatre-influenced games and games-
influenced theatre can destroy capitalism (mostly). Hannah
is most interested in DIY, community storytelling, tools
that break systems, and the spaces between ‘what is’ and
‘what if ’ where new thinking happens. Her favourite place
is not working. Her favourite kind of not work is swimming
long distances and cycling even longer ones. (Work is
made up. Do less of it.)
@hannahnicklin
hannahnicklin.com
----------------------------------------
Joseph O’Farrell (JOF)
Joseph O’Farrell ( JOF) is a multi-art performance maker,
producer, curator and lecturer working between London
and Melbourne. He is a founding member of Junkyard
theatre company, The Suitcase Royale; a trio that has been
touring new Australian theatre works nationally and
Internationally since 2004. As a solo artist, JOF and has
extended his work to community and artist led events. His
ability to work across genres has allowed him to inspire
young and emerging performance makers around the
globe as a lecturer, director and workshop leader.
jofmakesart.com
thesuitcaseroyale.wordpress.com
----------------------------------------
The Paper Cinema
The Paper Cinema perform a unique form of live
animation and music. Founded in 2004 by Nicholas
Rawling, with Imogen Charleston and Christopher Reed,
they tour bespoke pieces around Britain and
internationally. The company uses the language of
animation, music, film and theatre to lead the viewer
through a variety of stories. Intricate pen and ink
illustrations are manipulated in real-time in front of a live
video camera and projected onto the big screen alongside
the performed music, which is integral to the work.
@thepapercinema
thepapercinema.com
----------------------------------------
Helen Paris and Caroline Wright
Helen Paris is co-artistic director of Curious. Solo
performances include Family Hold Back, which toured in
the UK and internationally, including Sydney Opera House,
Guling Street Avant-Garde Theater, Taipei and the Center
for the Contemporary Arts, Shanghai. Curious has
produced over 40 projects in performance and film. The
work has been presented and supported by institutions
including the Royal Shakespeare Company, British Council
Showcase at the Edinburgh Festival and film festivals
including the London Short Film Festival and Hors Pistes at
the Pompidou Center. Curious is produced by Artsadmin.
Paris’s recent book, co written with Leslie Hill is entitled
Proximity in Performance: Curious Intimacies, Palgrave
Macmillan 2014. Caroline Wright is an artist work is
realised in performance, drawing and books. Her recent
research has been based around loss and value and
examines the temporality of life and the nature of being.
Found objects (particularly), as tangible things, represent
for Wright, poignant examples of the ephemerality of
existence and how this state changes through life. She is
also interested in the way objects can be empowered with
personal meaning, acting as metaphors for personal
identity and memory. In her drawings, lost objects, floating
in space, offer an impermanent legacy, sometimes finding
their way into small publications as a resting place. In site___
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Hannah Jane Walker
Hannah Jane Walker is a poet who tries to write poems
which sound like talking. With collaborator Chris Thorpe
she has made ‘This is just to say’ ‘The Oh Fuck Moment’
and ‘I Wish I Was Lonely’.  The shows are part
performance, part poetry gig and part interactive
experience, they are about the moments we face in the
process of  trying to be a person. She has had plays and
poems published by Oberon Books, Penned in the
Margins and Nasty Little Press.  
@hanwalker 
hannahjanewalker.co.uk
----------------------------------------
Melanie Wilson
Melanie Wilson is a theatre maker whose work combines
sound and language to create powerful, poetic
performances. Her work employs theatre, sound art and
contemporary forms of composition, and is currently
exploring feminism and the future. As a writer, performer
and sound artist she has collaborated with artists and
companies across forms of theatre, film, music, installation,
fine art and photography. Her work has been presented in
the U.K and internationally, featuring recently in the sound
design for the multi-media work of director Katie Mitchell,
at Schauspeilhaus, Cologne; Avignon Festival;
Theatretreffen, Berlin Festspeile; Schaubuhne, Berlin; Berg
Theatre, Vienna and the Salzburg Festival.
@MelanieWilson14
melaniewilson.org.uk
----------------------------------------
Greg Wohead 
I’m a London-based writer, performer and live artist
originally from Texas. I make theatre shows, one-to-one
performances and audio pieces. I have shown and
developed work in the UK and internationally with Battersea
Arts Centre, Contact, Bristol Old Vic Ferment, MC
Amsterdam, MAKE Ireland, The Orchard Project New York
and The Yard London, where I’m an Artistic Associate.
@gregwohead 
gregwohead.com
----------------------------------------
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Sleepwalk Collective
Sleepwalk Collective is an award-winning live-art and
experimental theatre group creating fragile, nocturnal
performances between the UK and Spain. Formed in
London in 2006 by Iara Solano Arana (Spain), Malla Sofia
Pessi (Finland) and Sammy Metcalfe (UK), and based from
2007-13 in Vitoria-Gasteiz in the Spanish Basque Country,
the company currently lives and works in Madrid. Shows
include As The Flames Rose We Danced To The Sirens,
The Sirens (premiered 2010), Amusements (2012),
Karaoke (2013), and Domestica (2014).
@Sleepw_lk 
sleepwalkcollective.com
----------------------------------------
Tassos Stevens
I’m a founder and co-director of Coney, and an artist
frequently representing Coney on projects. I do a bit of
everything – directing, designing games and interaction,
dramaturgy, writing, research, reconnaissance,
mentoring, teaching, speaking, facilitating, wrangling. I’m
currently working on further development of Futureplay,
a piece of  immersive playing theatre about future
activism; developing lines of  practice around making
adventures in the world; a game commission; a couple of
exciting collaborations that can’t be talked about (just
yet). As well as helping research a live-digital platform for
the NESTA R&D fund, and being an Ear for Early Days
(of  a better nation).
@tassosstevens 
allplayall.net
----------------------------------------
Shamira Turner: Little Bulb
Shamira Turner is a theatre-maker, performer and
musician based in London. She is a founding member and
associate artist of  Little Bulb Theatre, an award-winning
national touring company based in the South East of
England and produced by Farnham Maltings. Little Bulb 
Theatre is committed to developing devised and physical
theatre performances, which explore and illuminate
minute human details that, in a world so big, are easily
swallowed up. Shamira has developed the following
shows with the company: Crocosmia, Operation Greenfield,
Sporadical, The Marvelous and Unlikely Fete of  Little Upper
Downing, Goose Party, Squally Showers and Orpheus (a co-
production with Battersea Arts Centre); which have
garnered the following awards: Fringe First, Arches Brick,
Total Theatre ‘Best Graduate Company’, and Herald
Angel. As well as having a passion for detailed character
work and gender swapping in performance, Shamira is
particularly interested by the role and integration of
music in devised theatre. Shamira has collaborated with
1927, Compagnie L’Immédiate, Joseph O’Farrell ( JOF),
and assistant directed for Gomito.
@ShamiraTurner
@Little_Bulb
littlebulbtheatre.com
----------------------------------------
Uninvited Guests
Uninvited Guests create entertaining and provocative
performance that combines high tech with low tech, the
visceral with the virtual. We work in various contexts,
focusing mainly on theatre but also producing installation
and audio walks. The company’s recent work has blurred
the line between theatre and social festivities, with
audiences joining us in events that are celebratory and
critical of these times. Formed in Bristol in 1998, we have
toured nationally and internationally, showing work in the
UK, China, Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain,
Switzerland, Slovenia, Austria and Australia. The company
is Paul Clarke, Richard Dufty and Jessica Hoffmann, and
they collaborated with Lewis Gibson on Make Better
Please. Uninvited Guests’ work is produced by Fuel.
@UGuests
uninvited-guests.net
----------------------------------------
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